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Preface

The First European Business Intelligence Summer School (eBISS 2011)
attracted experts from academia and industry as well as PhD students inter-
ested in foundational and applicational aspects of business intelligence (BI).
This volume contains the lecture notes of the summer school, which took
place in Paris, France, in July 2011.

The first chapter reviews consolidated results in data warehouses and
describes open research fields. The latter include the need to cope with more
complex data, both in structure and semantics, and keeping up with the de-
mands of new application domains such as Web, financial, manufacturing,
life sciences, multimedia, and spatiotemporal applications.

The second chapter delves into the issue of data warehouse performance.
It reviews three types of data structures, namely, indexes, materialized views,
and partitioned tables, which are essential for efficiently answering analyti-
cal queries. The chapter also shows how these techniques are applied when
executing star queries in three commercial data warehouse systems.

The third chapter shows how popular user-centric techniques, namely,
personalization and recommendation, can be applied to OLAP queries. The
chapter characterizes the approaches proposed in this respect in terms of for-
mulation effort, prescriptiveness, proactiveness, expressiveness, and in terms
of the data leveraged.

The fourth chapter discusses the issue of supporting analytical queries over
Web-based textual content. This problem lies at the intersection of the do-
mains of search engines and BI. The chapter shows three recent enabling
technologies in this respect, namely, cloud computing, self-supervised key-
word generation, and fact extraction. The chapter ends by describing the
GoOLAP system, a platform supporting Web-scale business analytics.

The fifth chapter provides an overview of Business Intelligence 2.0, an
extension of traditional BI based on the evolution of the Web and emerg-
ing technologies such as cloud computing. BI 2.0 promises to enable better
decision making by complementing traditional organizational data with infor-
mation present in the Web, like opinions or information about competitors,
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while using collective intelligence, collaborative work through social networks,
and supporting BI systems with cloud computing.

The sixth chapter surveys the issue of graph mining over social networks.
In this respect, community detection may bring very valuable information
about the structure of an existing social network. The chapter defines what
is a community in a social network context, and then surveys the most popular
techniques to detect such communities.

The seventh chapter presents an overview of the Semantic Web, with a spe-
cial focus on semantic databases, or triplestores, which are specific databases
aimed at integrating, storing, and querying the vast amounts of data gener-
ated on the Semantic Web every day. The chapter also provides an overview
of BI-related scenarios where semantic technologies and triplestores provide
valuable advantage and differentiation.

The eight chapter introduces the service paradigm and analyzes its
impacts on BI. Specific techniques to engineering service systems are pre-
sented, including cloud computing, service-oriented architectures (SOA), and
business process modeling (BPM). The chapter also analyzes whether it is
possible to consider BI as a service, and analyzes how to use BI techniques
to enhance services.

Finally, the ninth chapter explores collaborative BI, which aims at extend-
ing the decision-making process beyond the company boundaries. Due to its
inherent distribute nature, collaborative BI requires innovative approaches
and architectures. The chapter surveys data warehouse integration as an
enabling technique for collaborative BI and outlines a new peer-to-peer frame-
work, called Business Intelligence Network, aiming at sharing business infor-
mation for the decision-making process.

The lectures of the summer school surveyed established areas in the BI do-
main. They also also pointed out aspects that are beginning to be explored or
are still waiting for a solution. We hope that the school’s material will inspire
further exciting research in these areas. We are grateful to all the lecturers
and their co-authors for their excellent contributions, the participants of the
summer school for their enthusiasm, and the external referees for their careful
work that helped us to improve the lectures in this volume.

October 2011 Marie-Aude Aufaure
Esteban Zimányi
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Data Warehouses: Next Challenges

Alejandro Vaisman and Esteban Zimányi

Department of Computer and Decision Engineering (CoDE)
Université Libre de Bruxelles
{avaisman,ezimanyi}@ulb.ac.be

Summary. Data Warehouses are a fundamental component of today’s Business
Intelligence infrastructure. They allow to consolidate heterogeneous data from dis-
tributed data stores and transform it into strategic indicators for decision making.
In this tutorial we give an overview of current state of the art and point out to
next challenges in the area. In particular, this includes to cope with more complex
data, both in structure and semantics, and keeping up with the demands of new
application domains such as Web, financial, manufacturing, genomic, biological, life
science, multimedia, spatial, and spatiotemporal applications. We review consoli-
dated resaerch in spatio-temporal databases, and open research fields, like real-time
Business Intelligence and Semantic Web Data Warehousing and OLAP.

Keywords: data warehouses, OLAP, spatiotemporal data warehouses, real-
time data warehouses, semantic data warehouses.

1.1 Introduction: Data Warehousing Past, Present, and
New Applications

OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing) [1] comprises a set of tools and algo-
rithms that allow efficiently querying multidimensional databases containing
large amounts of data, usually called Data Warehouses. In OLAP, data are
organized as a set of dimensions and fact tables. In this multidimensional
model, data can be perceived as a data cube, where each cell contains mea-
sures of interest. OLAP dimensions are further organized in hierarchies that
favor the data aggregation process [2]. Several techniques have been devel-
oped for query processing, most of them involving some kind of aggregate
precomputation [3].

OLAP (or, more generally, Business Intelligence) (BI) software, produces
reports and interactive interfaces that summarize data via basic aggregation
functions (e.g., counts and averages) over various hierarchical breakdowns of
the data into groups, defined in the dimension hierarchies. A lot of academic
research and industrial development was carried out throughout the 1990’s

M.-A. Aufaure and E. Zimányi (Eds.): eBISS 2011, LNBIP 96, pp. 1–26, 2012.
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related to conceptual modeling, query processing and optimization, aggregate
precomputation, etc.

1.1.1 New BI Domains and Challenges

Since the mid 90’s, DW and BI applications have been built to consolidate en-
terprise business data, allowing taking timely and informed decisions based on
up-to-date consolidated data. However, the availability of enormous amounts
of data from different domains is calling for a shift in the way DW and BI
practices are being carried out. It is becoming clear that, for certain kinds
of BI applications, the traditional approach, where day-to-day business data
produced in an organization is collected in a huge common repository for data
analysis, needs to be revised, to account for efficiently handling large-scale
data. Moreover, in the emerging domains where BI practices are gaining
acceptance, massive-scale data sources are becoming common, posing new
challenges to the DW research community.

New database architectures are gaining momentum. Parallelism is becom-
ing a must for large DW processing, as Stonebraker states [4]. Moreover,
column stores databases are strong candidates for DW architectures, since
they deliver much better performance than classic row databases, for fact ta-
bles with a large number of attributes. The MapReduce model [5] is becoming
increasingly popular, challenging traditional parallel DBMS architectures [6].
Even if it is not clear if this approach can be applied to all kinds of DWs and
BI applications (since it has been argued that MapReduce is not appropri-
ate for analyzing structured data, given the typically high number of joins
required), many large DW have been built based on this model. Moreover,
there is a wave of opinion arguing that data warehousing can take advan-
tage of the scalability of MapReduce (at the low price of adding commodity
computer nodes) [7]. As an example, we can mention the (now famous) Face-
book data warehouse built using Hadoop (an open source implementation
of MapReduce) [8, 9]. Along these same lines, Cohen et al. [10] propose a
paradigm shift in DW design, introducing the MAD Skills approach, aimed
at allowing more flexibility when selecting the data sources, and more com-
plex analysis functions than the typical OLAP operations.

The above is not the only challenge for OLAP in the years to come. There
is also a need to cope with complex data, both in structure and semantics,
and keeping up with the demands of new application domains such as Web,
financial, manufacturing, genomic, biological, life science, multimedia, spa-
tial, and spatiotemporal applications. Most of these new kinds of data also
require the vision shift expressed above, since large amounts of data populate
the databases of applications in these domains.

The intention of this document is two-fold: on the one hand, to review
the state-of-the-art in the above mentioned domains. On the other hand,
to discuss what is needed to be done to address new challenges in the BI
world. For space limitations, and to make this discussion more concrete, in the
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remainder we focus in three problems: spatio-temporal DW and BI (Section
1.2), Real-Time DW (Section 1.3), and DW on the Semantic Web (Section
1.4). The rationale for this decision is that the first topic has been attracting
the attention from research and industry since long ago, and is now quite
mature and steadily producing relevant results, some of which we discuss in
this work. Real-time DW is a clear challenge, in light of the large volumes of
data handled by the organizations, although in our opinion, the field is open
for research. Finally, the so-called Semantic Web, where billions of triples
are stored daily, will be most likely the place where data and OLAP-style
analysis will occur in the future. The analysis of web data (e.g., in RDF [11]
format) embeds the problems described above: large amounts of data, volatile
sources, and real-time analysis needs.

1.2 Spatio-Temporal Data Warehousing and OLAP

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) have been extensively used in various
application domains, ranging from economical, ecological, and demographic
analysis, to city and route planning [12]. Spatial information in a GIS is typi-
cally stored in different so-called thematic layers (or themes). Information in
themes consists of spatial data (i.e., geometric objects) associated to thematic
(alphanumeric) information.

Rivest et al. [13] introduced the notion of SOLAP (standing for Spatial
OLAP), a paradigm aimed at exploring spatial data by drilling on maps,
as it is performed in OLAP with tables and charts. They describe, in an
informal way, the desirable features and operators a SOLAP system should
have. In one of the first implementation efforts, Shekhar et al. [14] introduced
MapCube, a visualization tool for spatial data cubes. Given a so-called base
map, cartographic preferences, and an aggregation hierarchy, the MapCube
operator produces an album of maps that can be navigated via roll-up and
drill-down operations. Since then, SOLAP concepts and operators have been
included in many commercial tools. Gómez et al. [15] introduces a SOLAP
system denoted Piet. This proposal in based on a data model where GIS and
warehouse data are maintained separately, and a matching function binds
the two components. Piet comes equipped with an SQL-like query language,
called Piet-QL. This language allows expressing GIS queries filtered by the
values in the cells of a data cube (i.e., filtered by aggregated data)1, and
OLAP queries filtered by conditions over spatial data

1.2.1 A Taxonomy for Spatio-Temporal OLAP

We will see in the remainder of this paper, that existing proposals for spatial
data warehousing cover different functional requirements, but, with limited
1 A Piet-QL demo can be found at http://piet.exp.dc.uba.ar/pietql

http://piet.exp.dc.uba.ar/pietql
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exceptions, there is no clear specification of the kinds of queries these propos-
als address. The first attempt to provide a formal characterization of spatio-
temporal data warehousing is the work by Vaisman and Zimányi [16], where
a taxonomy of spatio-temporal OLAP queries is proposed (see Figure 1.1).

Generally speaking, the term SOLAP refers to the interaction between
static GIS and static data warehouses (i.e., spatial objects and warehouse
dimensions that do not change across time). When time gets into play, things
become more involved. Different models exist for temporal data warehousing,
depending on the approach followed to implement the warehouse [17, 18] . In
what follows, we denote a data warehouse temporal if it keeps track of the
history of the instances of the warehouse dimensions, i.e., we assume there
are no structural (schema) changes.

Fig. 1.1. A taxonomy for spatio-temporal data warehousing

In the taxonomy defined in [16] the authors consider four basic classes:
Temporal dimensions, OLAP, GIS, and moving data types. Adding moving
data types to GIS produces Spatio-Temporal Data, typically allowing trajec-
tory analysis in a geographic environment. Providing OLAP with the ability
of handling temporal dimensions produces the concept of Temporal OLAP
(TOLAP). The interaction of OLAP and GIS is denoted Spatial OLAP
(SOLAP). The interaction between GIS and TOLAP is called Spatial TO-
LAP (S-TOLAP). Adding OLAP capabilities to spatio-temporal data results
in Spatio-Temporal OLAP (ST-OLAP). Finally, if the latter supports tem-
poral dimensions we have Spatio-Temporal TOLAP (ST-TOLAP).

We next discuss the kinds of queries in each one of the classes in the
taxonomy of Figure 1.1. The classification is based on the relational calcu-
lus with aggregate functions [19]. Then, OLAP queries are defined as the
ones expressible in such calculus. Let us call Ragg these class of queries. By
adding extending Ragg incrementally with new data types, we can analyze
the expressive power of each extension. We start by considering a set of non-
temporal types (which allow expressing OLAP and SOLAP queries). These
include a set of base types which are int, real, bool, and string, with the usual
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interpretation, time types which are instant and periods, and the four spatial
data types, point, points, line, and region. We have also Topological predicates
- i.e., touches, which determines whether the boundaries of its two arguments
have a nonempty intersection, or overlaps; set operations, like crossings, which
returns the isolated points in the result of an intersection between two lines,
whereas intersection returns common line parts. Aggregation operators re-
duce point sets to points, and numeric operations, like no components, which
returns the number of disjoint maximal connected subsets (e.g., faces for
a region, connected components for a line graph). There are other spatial
functions, like area or distance.

SOLAP queries should be able to compute aggregation of spatial and non-
spatial measures over spatial and non-spatial dimensions. Therefore, spatial
data types are needed. Then, the class of SOLAP queries is the class com-
posed of all the queries that can be expressed by Ragg augmented with spatial
data types.

The notion of Temporal OLAP (TOLAP) arises when evolution of the
dimension instances in the data warehouse is supported, a problem also re-
ferred to as slowly-changing dimensions [1]. This evolution is captured by
using temporal types. In other words, when at least one of the dimensions
in the data warehouse includes a time type, we say that the warehouse sup-
ports the TOLAP model. Formally, the class of TOLAP queries is the class
of queries expressed in Ragg augmented with the time data types.

Spatio-temporal OLAP (ST-OLAP) accounts for the case when the spatial
objects evolve over time. For this, the authors consider moving types, denoted
moving(α) where α is a spatial data type, and the operations over these data
types. For example, the projection of a moving point into the plane may
consist of points and lines returned by the operations locations and trajectory,
respectively. The projection of a moving line into the plane may consist of
lines and regions, returned by the operations routes and traversed. Finally,
the projection of a moving region into the plane consists in a region, which
is also returned by the operation traversed. Other operations are defined for
example, to compute the rate of change for points (e.g., speed, mdirection,
etc.). In this way, the class of ST-OLAP queries is defined as the language
queries expressed by Ragg augmented with spatial types and moving spatial
types.

Spatial TOLAP (S-TOLAP) covers the case when in addition to having
spatial objects and attributes in the data warehouse, the dimensions are also
temporal. Therefore, Spatial TOLAP queries are the ones expressible in Ragg

augmented with time types, spatial types and moving types.
Finally, Spatio-Temporal TOLAP (ST-TOLAP) is the most general case

where there are moving geometries and the dimensions vary over time. That
is, Spatio-Temporal TOLAP includes the class of queries expressible in Ragg

augmented with time types, spatial types, moving spatial types, and moving
types.
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1.2.2 Conceptual Modeling in Spatio-Temporal OLAP

Several conceptual models have been proposed for spatio-temporal data ware-
houses. This section is based on the one introduced by Malinowski and
Zimányi [20]. The model, called MultiDim, considers a dimension level as
spatial if it is represented as a spatial data type (e.g., point, region), and
where spatial levels may be related through topological relationships (e.g.,
contains, overlaps). Spatial measures are characterized as measures repre-
senting a geometry, which can be aggregated along the dimensions.

We illustrate our discussion with the following example, where the En-
vironmental Control Agency of a country has a collection of water stations
measuring the value of polluting substances at regular time intervals. The ap-
plication has maps describing rivers, water stations, and the political division
of the country into provinces and districts. Figure 1.2 shows the conceptual
schema depicting the above scenario using the MultiDim model [20]. There is
one fact relationship, WaterPollution, to which several dimensions are related.
The fact relationship WaterPollution has two measures, commonArea and load,
and is related to five dimensions: Time, Station, Pollutant, River, and District.
Dimensions are composed of levels and hierarchies. For example, while the
Station dimension has only one level, the District dimension is composed of
two levels, District and Province, with a one-to-many parent-child relationship
defined between them.

Fig. 1.2. An example of a spatial data warehouse

In the MultiDim model the spatiality of elements is indicated by pic-
tograms. For example, Station, River, and District are spatial levels; they have
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a geometry represented by a point, a line, and a region, respectively. Simi-
larly, the attribute capital in Province, as well as the measures commonArea
in the three fact relationships are spatial. Finally, topological relationships
may be represented in fact relationships and in parent-child relationships. For
example, the topological relationship in WaterPollution indicates that when-
ever a water station, a river, and a district are related in an instance of
the relationship, they must overlap. Similarly, the topological relationship in
the hierarchy of dimension District indicates that a district is covered by its
parent province.

Vaisman and Zimányi [16] extended the Multidim model using the data
types defined by Güting et al. [21] to the classical base types. They consider
time types (instant and periods), and four spatial data types, point, points, line,
and region. Another new data type Moving captures the evolution over time
of base types and spatial types. Moving types are obtained by applying a
constructor moving(·). Hence, a value of type moving(point) is a continuous
function f : instant → point. Moving types have associated operations that
generalize those of the non-temporal types. This is called lifting. For ex-
ample, a distance function with signature moving(point) × moving(point) →
moving(real) calculates the distance between two moving points and gives as
result a moving real, i.e., a real-valued function of time. Intuitively, the se-
mantics of such lifted operations is that the result is computed at each time
instant using the non-lifted operation.

Fig. 1.3. A temporal dimension Pollutant

Temporal dimension levels are identified by the LS pictogram, as shown
in Figure 1.3 (taken from [16]). Now, the level Pollutant is temporal, which
means that a new pollutant may start to be monitored from a particular
date. Temporal levels have a predefined attribute called lifespan, of type
moving(bool), which keeps track of the validity of a member at each instant.
Temporal attributes are identified by the VT pictogram. In the example, the
attribute loadLimit is temporal, meaning that the load limit varies across
time.

Spatio-temporal objects are represented in the conceptual model as shown
in Figure 1.4 (also taken from [16]). The Cloud dimension refers to clouds
generated by industrial plants. Both the Cloud level and the commonArea
measure have a geometry that is a moving region, indicated by the symbol
‘m’. The latter is called a derived measure, i.e., in an instance of the fact
relationship that relates a cloud c, a district d, and a date t, the measure
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keeps the restriction of the trajectory of the cloud at that date and over that
district.

Fig. 1.4. A fact relationship with a spatio-temporal measure and a spatio-temporal
dimension

1.2.3 Trajectory Data Warehousing

Moving objects representation and computing have received a fair share of
attention over recent years in the database community [22]. The behavior
of all these moving objects is traceable by means of electronic devices. We
may consider moving objects in two ways: object samples or trajectories. In
order to appropriately analyze the latter, some form of interpolation may be
necessary. If we assume that moving objects data are captured at a given
time interval, with a certain granularity, the trajectory of a moving object
(MO) is given by samples composed by a finite number of tuples of the
form < Oid, t, x, y >, stating that at a certain point in time, namely t, the
object Oid was located at coordinates (x, y). Trajectory information can be
collected and organized in Trajectory Data Warehouses (TDW) in order to be
exploited through OLAP and data mining techniques. Applications involving
MO analysis include traffic analysis, truck fleet behavior, commuter traffic in
a city, passenger traffic in an airport, or shopping behavior in a mall. All of
these applications involve aggregation of trajectory data.

The notion of TDW was introduced by Orlando et al. [23] . This notion is
aimed at providing the infrastructure needed to deliver advanced reporting
capabilities and facilitating the use of mining algorithms on aggregated tra-
jectory data. In short, a TDW allows analyzing measures of interest like the
number of moving objects in different urban areas, average speed, or speed
change. Over the TDW, data mining techniques can also be used to discover
traffic-related patterns. An ETL (Extract-Transform-Load) procedure feeds
a TDW with aggregate trajectory data, obtained from raw data consisting
in the spatio-temporal positions of moving objects. Finally, a data cube is
built from the TDW, aggregating measures for OLAP purposes. The trajec-
tories to be analyzed present characteristics of different kinds: numeric (such
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as the average speed, direction, duration); spatial (geometric shape of the
trajectory), and temporal (timing of the movement).

In order to support trajectory data, a spatio-temporal data cube should al-
low analysis along (a) temporal dimensions; (b) spatial dimensions at different
levels of granularity (point, cell, road); (c) thematic dimensions, containing,
for instance, demographic data. In this sense, hierarchies must take into ac-
count the fact that an element may rollup to more than one in an upper level.
For instance, a road can probably cross more that one cell, yielding a relation
instead of a function between a level cell to a level road.

Typically, since the space is usually divided into cells, measures of interest
in a TDW are, among other ones: (a) The number of trajectories found in the
cell (or started/ended their path in the cell, or crossed/entered/left the cell);
(b) The average (or minimum or maximum) distance covered by trajectories
in a cell; (c) The average (or minimum or maximum) time required to cover
the distance in (b); The speed and change of speed (acceleration), direction
and change of direction (turn). Finally, a TDW algebra should support typical
OLAP operators like roll-up, drill-down, and slice and dice.

From a modeling point of view, a TDW is based on the classic star schema
[1]. It contains a standard temporal dimension, and two spatial dimensions.
The former ranges over equally sized time intervals, which are aggregated ac-
cording to larger intervals as we move up in the dimension hierarchy (e.g., the
interval [60,120] aggregates over the interval [0,120]). The spatial dimensions,
denoted DimX and DimY, range over equally sized spatial intervals (over the
axes x and y, respectively), defining the cells where measures are recorded.
There is a fact table containing references to the dimensions and measures of
the kinds commented above. Roll-up and drill-down are performed aggregat-
ing measures over the cells at different granularities (for instance, combining
two or more cells).

Figure 1.5, taken from Damiani et al. [24] depicts the TDW architecture.
Initially, location data are captured, and handled by a so-called trajectory
stream manager, which builds trajectories from these data (e.g., splitting the
raw data according to some criteria), providing a trajectory identifier. This
process is called trajectory reconstruction. Trajectories are stored in a rela-
tional table, denoted RelTrajectories, and then loaded into a moving object
database (MOD). Basically, the MOD includes a relation MODTrajectories
with schema (Oid ,trajectoryid, trajectory), where trajectory is of a special
type Moving Point.

The ETL process is as follows: Initially, raw location data (usually arriving
as a continuous data stream) is transformed into trajectory data. In other
words, this step is aimed at determining the starting and ending points of
a trajectory. The solution consists in splitting the bulk data according to
certain assumptions. For example: (a) Temporal gap (maximum time gap
between two points in the same trajectory); (b) Spatial gap (maximum spatial
distance between two points); (c) Maximum speed (used to detect noise); (d)
Maximum noise duration (if there is a long sequence of noisy observations,
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a new trajectory is generated); (e) Tolerance distance D (if two observations
are closer than a certain distance D, the latest one is considered redundant).

The TDW can be exploited using OLAP techniques. The aggregated mea-
sures allow us to obtain, for example, the variable number of moving ob-
jects in different urban areas. Raffaetà et. al. [25] presented T-Warehouse,
an implementation that allows analyzing trajectory data at different levels of
aggregation.

Marketos and Theodoridis [26] present an extension of the OLAP data
model for TDW with the following features: (a) A flexible fact table able to
answer queries considering different semantic definitions of trajectories; (b) A
parameter that supports the choice of semantics for aggregation queries over
trajectory data; (c) An ETL method loading raw location data in the flexible
data cube; (d) OLAP techniques to support the different visions explained
above. The proposal is denoted ad-hoc OLAP.

Fig. 1.5. The TDW Process

1.2.4 Next Steps: Handling Raster Data

Advances in data analysis technologies raises new challenges for the BI and
GIS research communities. One of them is the need to handle continuous
fields, which describe physical phenomena that change continuously in time
and/or space. Examples of such phenomena are temperature, pressure, and
land elevation. Besides physical geography, continuous fields (from now on,
fields), like land use and population density, are used in human geography
as an aid in spatial decision-making process. Formally, a field is defined as
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composed of [27]: (a) a domain D which is a continuous set; (b) a range of
values R; and (c) a mapping function f from D to R.

In his pioneering work on defining algebra for fields, Tomlin [28] proposed
a so-called map algebra, based on the notion that a map is used to represent
a continuous variable (e.g., temperature). There are three types of functions
in Map algebra: local, focal, and zonal. Local functions compute a value at
a certain location as a function of the value(s) at this location in other map
layer(s). Focal functions compute each location’s value as a function of ex-
isting values in the neighboring locations of existing layers (i.e., they are
characterized by the topological predicate touches). Zonal functions (charac-
terized by the topological predicate inside), compute a location’s new value
from one layer (containing the values for a variable), associated to the zone
(in another map) containing the location. Câmara et al. [29] and Cordeiro et
al. [30] formalized and extended these functions, supporting more topological
predicates. Mennis et al. [31] extended map algebra operators for querying
time-varying fields.

Although some work has been done to support querying fields in GIS, spa-
tial multidimensional analysis of continuous data is still in its infancy. Exist-
ing multidimensional models dealing with discrete data are not adequate for
the analysis of continuous phenomena. Multidimensional models and associ-
ated query languages are thus needed, to support continuous data. Vaisman
and Zimányi [32] presented a conceptual model for SOLAP that supports
dimensions and measures representing continuous fields, and characterized
multidimensional queries over fields. They defined a field data type, a set of
associated operations, and a multidimensional calculus supporting this data
type. Later on, Gómez at al. [33] proposed an implementation for the opera-
tors included in the model.

Figure 1.6, taken from [33], shows how the conceptual model described
above was extended to support fields, by adding the notions of field dimensions
and field measures. There are pictograms for temporal and non-temporal field
levels and measures. A field dimension is a dimension containing at least one
level that is a field. In our example, the field dimensions are Elevation, SoilType,
Temperature, and Precipitation where the latter two are temporal field dimen-
sions. A field measure is a measure represented by a continuous field. For exam-
ple, suitability is a field measure computed in terms of elements in the model,
e.g., the suitability at a certain point can be a function of the kind of crop,
temperature, precipitation, and elevation, at that point or its vicinity. Finally,
a field hierarchy is a set of related field levels; it allows a field to be seen at
different granularities.

Notice that in this approach, field dimensions deserve particular treatment.
In traditional multidimensional models, every dimension is connected to at
least one fact relationship. The same approach has been followed in models
introducing fields in spatial data warehouses (e.g., [34]), where dimension
instances are values in the underlying domain (that may be obtained through
on-the-fly interpolation). Due to the nature of continuous fields, there may be
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Fig. 1.6. An example of a Spatial data warehouse with continuous fields

an infinite number of instances, each one corresponding to one possible value
of the domain. Vaisman and Zimányi [32] follow a different approach: they
define a field dimension containing only one instance (corresponding to the
function), and the attributes of the field dimension correspond to metadata
describing it, like the units at which the values are recorded (e.g., Celsius
or Farenheit for temperature). Consequently, field dimensions are part of the
model, but are not tied to any particular fact table.

To implement the model, the authors defined two new data types, de-
noted field and tempfield, and their corresponding operations, again, along
the lines of Güting et al. [22]. Field types capture the variation in space of
base types. They are obtained by applying a constructor field(·). Hence, a
value of type field(real) (e.g., representing altitude) is a continuous function
f : point → real. The new type has a set of associated operators. For exam-
ple, the defspace operator receives a field, and returns the geometry defining
it; rangevalues receives a field, and returns the set of values that the func-
tion takes. Aggregation operators take a field as argument and produce a
scalar value. Operations fmin and fmax give, respectively, the minimum and
maximum value taken by the function. The Map Algebra operators are also
supported.

There is still much work to do in this topic. In real-world practice, scientists
and practitioners register the values of a field taking samples at (generally)
fixed locations, and inferring the values at other points in space using some
interpolation method. The raster model is just one of the discrete data mod-
els proposed to represent fields based on sampling and interpolation. The
Map Algebras commented above, have been proposed to work over raster
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representations, although Triangular Irregular Networks (TIN) [35] and
Voronoi diagrams [36] are becoming increasingly popular. Moreover, the argu-
ments of the operators must be fields of the same kind. One research direction
therefore can be to define a general algebra for spatio-temporal multidimen-
sional data over continuous fields, independently of the underlying represen-
tation of such data. These algebras should easily support new representations
that may appear in the future.

1.3 Real-Time Data Warehousing

1.3.1 The Need for Real-Time Data Warehousing

The typical method of updating data in a DW (or Data Mart) consists in
implementing the well-known extraction, transformation and load (ETL) pro-
cess (discussed above in the framework of trajectory DW). In a nutshell, ETL
tools pull data from source systems periodically e.g., daily, weekly, monthly),
providing a snapshot of the business data at a given moment in time. These
batch data are then loaded into the data warehouse tables. During each cycle,
the warehouse tables are refreshed and the process is repeated (in general, no
matter whether the data has changed or not). Historically, this process has
been considered acceptable, since it was next to impossible to get Real-Time
(RT), continuous DW feeds from production systems. Moreover, it was diffi-
cult to get consistent, reliable results from query analysis if warehouse data
was constantly changing. Nowadays, however, DW users want current and
up-to-date BI information. In addition, while in the early days only selected
users accessed most DWs, in today’s web-based architectures large volumes of
concurrent requests must be handled maintaining consistent query response
times, and must scale seamlessly as the data volume and number of users
grows continuously. Moreover, DW need to remain available 7 x 24. To be
more technical, let us comment on the lifecycle of a data record in a BI envi-
ronment. The cycle starts with a business event taking place. ETL routines
then deliver the event record to the DW. Finally, analytical processing turns
the data into information, to help the decision-making process. and a business
decision leads to a corresponding action. To approach Real Time, the time
elapsed between the event and its consequent action (called the data latency)
needs to be minimized. In the general case, it is the data acquisition process
that introduces majority of the data latency. Therefore, to support real-time
BI, real-time DW are needed (RTDW) [37]. Examples of these needs were dis-
cussed by Schneider [38], and include for instance: (a) Collaborative filtering,
e.g., with queries such as “People who like X also like Y”. Here, the timeli-
ness (freshness of data) is in the range of hours; (b) Fraud Detection. Detects
anomalies in credit card usage. Timeliness here is in the order of minutes;
(c) Call Center applications, e.g., to provide next best offer or action. In this
applications, timeliness is again, minutes. (d) Web Page Usage analysis, e.g.,
by property, geography, user demographics, referrer, etc. Timeliness in this
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case in in the range of hours or one day at most. (e) Business Activity Mon-
itoring and Operational Performance Management (e.g., real-time inventory
analysis). Timeliness would be in the order of minutes.

Making rapid decisions based on large volumes of data requires achieving
low data latency, sometimes at the expense of potential data inconsistency
(e.g., late, missing data) and very high availability requirements, and spe-
cialized hardware. Further, integration with other sources can be a challenge.
We next discuss how the DW community has addressed these challenges.
However, the reader must be aware of the fact that, in spite that many appli-
cations require very low latency access, on the other hand, most applications
do still not require these latency levels (that may come down to the seconds
granularity). For example, some applications like targeting, alerting, recom-
mendations, may demand for no so fresh data. In these cases, the common
evolution strategy is to increase frequency of ETL operations using mini-
batch ETL, e.g., loading data every 10 minutes.

1.3.2 Strategies for Enabling Real Time ETL

Several alternatives have been devised to achieve RT ETL in order to reduce
data latency. The simplest one, which requires the least effort in terms of
changes to existing architectures, is the one called Near-Real Time ETL.
Near RT ETL tools simply increase the frequency of ETL without changing
the load process, data models and reporting applications. Most work in the
field follows this approach (see e.g. [39]). However, this is not enough when
data latency must be drastically reduced, and other alternative paths must
be followed. These paths take advantage of the fact that data warehouses
become more ‘operational’ in a RT data scenario, and transformations occur
at the data warehouse, thus reducing data and analysis latency, eliminating
the need to aggregate updated data on a centralized server until it is batch-
processed. The former led to alternatives for approaches like the Direct Trickle
Feed (DTF). Here, new data from the operational sources are continuously
fed into the data warehouse This is done by either directly inserting data in
the fact tables, or by inserting data into separate fact tables in a dedicated
real-time partition. A variant of this strategy, which addresses the mixed
workload problem introduced by DTF, is the one called Trickle and Flip.
In this approach, instead of loading the data in real-time into the actual
warehouse tables, data are continuously fed into staging tables that are an
exact copy of the target tables. Periodically, feeding is stopped, and the copy
is swapped with the fact table, bringing the DW up-to-date. Although cycle
times range from hours to minutes, the best reported performances range
between five and ten minutes. Finally, the Real-Time Data Caching (RTDC)
strategy [40], although costly, completely avoids mixed workload problems:
a RTDC consists in a dedicated database server (or a separate instance of
a large database system) dedicated to loading, storing, and processing the
RT data. In-Memory databases could be used for RTDC for large volumes of
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RT data (in the order of hundreds or thousands of changes per second), or
extremely fast query performance requirements Here, the RT data is loaded
into the cache as it arrives from the source system. A drawback of this strategy
is that, since the RT and historical data are separately stored, when a query
involves both kinds of data, its evaluation could be costly.

Modeling RT Fact Tables

Physical modeling help the strategies above in reducing data latency. A clas-
sic solution consists in define Real-Time Fact Table partitions, where RT
and historical data are stored in separate fact tables [41]. This partition is
physically and administratively separated from the Data Warehouse tables,
and it is subject to special update and query rules. The RT partition must
resemble as much as possible the static data warehouse fact tables, and must
contain all the activity that has occurred since the last update of the static
data warehouse. Query tools should be able to distinguish both kinds of ta-
bles, and know where to find data. That means, the BI tools must be smart
enough to formulate a query to drill across the static fact tables, and include
the up-to-the-second records from the real-time partition. This is not always
achieved by commercial BI tools, however.

An alternative to this solution consists in modeling with an external Real-
Time data cache. In this case, no new modeling is required, and the RDTC
has the same structure as historical data.

1.3.3 ETL or CFT?

In a scenario where data refreshment tools must provide real-time access, the
larger the data warehouse, the longer it takes to refresh with the traditional
ETL procedure. More than often, the volume of data being loaded into the
warehouse exceeds the allocated batch updating window. Then, in an environ-
ment where 20 per cent of operational data change every week or month, some
practitioners and vendors propose a Capture, Transform and Flow (CTF) so-
lution that captures, transforms and flows data in real-time into an efficient,
continuously refreshed data warehouse [42]. We discuss this next.

Data Capture

With advanced CTF solutions, every time an add, change or delete occurs
in the production environment, it is automatically captured and integrated
or pushed in real-time to the data warehouse. Beyond real-time integration,
change data capture can also be done periodically. Data can be captured and
then stored until a predetermined integration time. For example, an orga-
nization may schedule its refreshes of full tables or changes to tables to be
integrated hourly or nightly. Only data that has changed since the previ-
ous integration needs to be transformed and transported to the subscriber.
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The data warehouse can therefore be kept current and consistent with the
source databases. Figure 1.7 depicts the procedure followed by the Oracle
Data Integration Tool2. First, an identified subscriber (e.g., an integration
process) subscribes to changes that might occur in a datastore. The Changed
Data Capture framework then captures changes in the datastore and pub-
lishes them for the subscriber. Finally, the subscriber can process the tracked
changes at any time and consume these events. Once consumed, events are
no longer available for this subscriber.

Data Transformation

Transformational data integration software can conduct individual tasks such
as translating values, deriving new calculated fields, joining tables at source,
converting date fields, and reformatting field sizes, table names and data
types. All of these functions allow for code conversion, removal of ambiguity
and confusion associated with data, standardization, measurement conver-
sions, and consolidating dissimilar data structures for data consistency.

Data Flow

This refers to refreshing the feed of transformed data in real-time from multi-
ple operational systems to one or more subscriber systems. The flow process
is a continuous stream of information as opposed to the batch loading of data
performed by ETL tools.

Fig. 1.7. Change Data Capture

1.3.4 Right Time Data Warehousing

Thomsen et al. [43] proposed the RiTE architecture for what they denoted
Right Time DW (see Figure 1.8). Here, a so-called RiTE ‘Catalyst’ module
is added to the classical ETL architecture. The rationale is based on the fact
2 http://www.oracle.com

http://www.oracle.com
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that some data must be fresh while other data can support higher latency,
that is, parts of the data must be loaded quickly after arrival, while other
parts can be loaded at regular intervals In other words, the data is loaded at
the right time, therefore the approach is called “right-time data warehousing”,
opposite to “near-real time DW”, were data is loaded into the DW minutes or
seconds after it arrives. In both approaches, regular SQL INSERT statements
are used, leading to slow insert speed. An appropriate solution should find
the correct batch size between the two extremes (bulk load vs. single-row
INSERT). The RiTE architecture includes:

• A specialized JDBC database driver for the producer
• A specialized JDBC database driver for the consumers
• A main-memory based catalyst which provides intermediate storage

(memory tables) for (user-chosen) DW tables, offers fast insertions and
concurrency control. Besides, data can be queried while held by memory
tables, transparently to the end user. Eventually the data is moved to its
final target the physical DW tables

• A PostgreSQLtable function makes the data available in the DW

The data producer uses a specialized database driver which handles IN-
SERT and COMMIT operations in a particular way. Other operations are
executed traditionally. The RiTE prototype treats prepared statements in-
serting scalars into memory tables, and can handle typical DW fact tables
The values are not inserted directly into the DW, but instead kept in a lo-
cal buffer. Later the data is flushed and reaches the memory table Finally,
the data is materialized and reaches the DW tables. The default is to flush
immediately after the commit although another policy waits and temporar-
ily places the data at a file on the producer side (this is called the “lazy
commit”).

Fig. 1.8. The RiTE Architecture
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1.3.5 Future Steps

In spite of the work commented here, we believe that there is a lot of room
for fruitful research here. Most of the work has been done in the ETL process,
mostly at the physical level. However, less work has analyzed whether or not
the current data models are still appropriate when data latency is a hard
requirement. Therefore, comprehensive models and frameworks are needed
to allow RTDW on solid theoretical basis. Re-reading the needs stated in
[44], we can see that this area has evolved, from the research and scientific
point of view, more slowly than other areas (like Spatial OLAP and BI), were
solid scientific results were achieved.

1.4 Semantic Web Data Warehouses

The Semantic Web (SW) is a proposal oriented to represent Web content in
an easily machine-processable way. The basic layer of the data representation
for the Semantic Web recommended by the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) is the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [11]. The Ontology
Web Language (OWL)3 is a language for the specification of ontologies, whose
definition by the W3C Consortium has encouraged different communities to
develop large and complex ontologies like the NCI thesaurus, GALEN, etc.
OWL provides a powerful knowledge representation language that has a clean
and well defined semantics based on Description Logics (DL). In a Semantic
Web scenario, domain ontologies (defined in RDF or some variant of OWL)
are aimed at defining a common terminology for the concepts involved in a
particular domain. Semantic annotations are especially useful for describing
unstructured, semi-structured and text data. Many applications attach meta-
data and semantic annotations to the information they produce (for example,
in medical applications, medical image, laboratory tests). In the near future,
large repositories of semantically annotated data will be available, opening
new opportunities for enhancing current decision support systems. Perez et
al. [45] provide a good survey of the efforts made for integrating web data
analysis into OLAP tools and techniques, although oriented in a different
direction than the present discussion: the authors focus on XML data ware-
houses and tools, while we are aimed at discussing pure semantic web data
analysis. Two lines of work are clearly identified. One focuses in multidimen-
sional design automation taking advantage of existing ontologies. The other
one studies methods aimed at analyzing the large amounts of semantic web
data using OLAP tools. We believe the latter is a very promising line of work.

1.4.1 DW Design Automation from Ontologies

There is a large corpus of work aimed at using ontologies for automatic DW
design. As an example, Niinimäki and Niemi [46] use semantic web technolo-
gies to populate OLAP cubes. They use ontology mapping to convert data
3 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/

http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/
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sources to RDF and then query this RDF data with SPARQL3 to populate
the OLAP schema. The method uses an ontology and mapping files that con-
nect the data sources with the ontology. The ETL process is guided by the
ontology. The authors create an OLAP ontology (e.g., defining that there are
dimensions and measures, and that the measure is a function of the dimen-
sions). From this ontology they build application specific sub-ontologies. Data
are then formatted to conform to these ontologies. Ontologies are expressed
in RDF and OWL. Along the same lines, Romero and Abelló [47] address the
design of the data warehouse starting from an OWL ontology that describes
the data sources. They identify the dimensions that characterize a central
concept under analysis (the fact concept) by looking for concepts connected
to it through one-to-many relationships. The same idea is used for discover-
ing the different levels of the dimension hierarchies, starting from the concept
that represents the base level. In this work the input ontology indicates the
multiplicity of each role in the relationships; and a matrix keeps, for each
concept, all the concepts that are related by means of a series of one-to-many
relationships. The output of the Romero and Abelló’s method is a star or
snowflake schema that guaranties the summarizability of the data, suitable
to be instantiated in a traditional multidimensional database. The applica-
tion of this work is valid in scenarios where a single ontology of reduced
size, with multiplicity restrictions, is used for annotating the source data.
Note that multiplicity information is rarely found in the source ontologies.
Schematically, the method is composed of three clearly defined steps, each
one aimed at discovering an specific multidimensional concept automatically.
At the end of each step the method asks for the end-user multidimensional
requirements (the only non-automatic part of the process). The first task
looks for potential facts. Therefore, concepts with most potential dimensions
and measures are good candidates. At the end of this task, the user is re-
quired to choose the subjects of interest among the concepts proposed as
potential Facts. The second task points out sets of concepts likely to be used
as a base for each identified fact. A base is defined as a collection of concepts
labeled as potential dimensions. That is, the method now looks for concepts
being able to univocally identify objects of analysis (i.e., factual data). The
third task produces dimension hierarchies. For every concept identified as a
dimension, a hierarchy is built from those concepts related to each other by
typical whole-part relationships.

1.4.2 Analyzing Ontology Instances

Following the second line of research that we mentioned above, Nebot el al.
[48] proposed a semi-automatic method for on-demand extracting semantic
data into a multidimensional database. In this way, data could be analyzed
using traditional OLAP techniques. In other words, an ETL process for Se-
mantic Web data sources. Figure 1.9, taken from the mentioned work, shows
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a very general sketch of how ontology data are transformed into multidimen-
sional data. The authors present a method for identifying, transforming and
combining semantic data in order to discover facts and populate a MD model
with such facts. Figure 1.10 depicts the general architecture of the proposal.
The authors assume that data is represented as an OWL ontology. Here, data
are separated into the TBox (the ‘schema’), and the ABox (the ‘instance’).
The former is usually called the ‘ontology’, while the latter are the “semantic
annotations’, represented as triples where the subject is always an instance,
an object can be either an instance or a literal, and the predicate can be
either an object property or a data type property. Figure 1.10 shows the on-
tology and the annotations, from which data to populate the fact table are
indicated. There are three main phases in the methodology: (1) Designing
a MD schema. The user selects the subject of analysis, which corresponds
to a concept of the ontology. Then, she selects potential dimensions, either
a named concept or data type property. Finally, she defines the measures,
which are functions over data type properties. (2) The fact extractor identi-
fies and extracts facts from the instance store according to the MD schema
previously designed, producing the base fact table of a data warehouse. (3)
The user specifies MD queries over the data warehouse. The MD query is
executed and a cube is built. Then, typical OLAP operations can be applied
over the cube.

Fig. 1.9. From Ontologies to Multidimensional Data

1.4.3 Scaling OLAP for the Semantic Web Analysis

We have mentioned previous efforts on analyzing semantic web data using
OLAP tools. In a semantic web context, where data are represented as an
RDF labeled graph (i.e., binary relations), analytical queries consist of three
main constructs namely graph pattern matching, grouping and aggregation.
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Fig. 1.10. Architecture

Therefore, join operations are needed to transform data into n-ary relations
relevant to the given query. On the contrary, in traditional OLAP, data are
organized in a structured fashion. Processing semantic web data implies that
powerful processing mechanisms are needed, given that large joins must be
computed. Thus, parallel processing systems are needed. We commented in
Section 1.1 that implementations of Google’s MapReduce [49] are gaining
success in processing large analytical workloads, although the model is not
appropriate to compute costly joins.

Remark 1. As a solution to the problem of join computing, a new hybrid ap-
proach, HadoopDB [50], is becoming increasingly popular. It combines the
performance and efficiency advantages of parallel databases with the scala-
bility and fault-tolerance advantages of MapReduce systems. Note however
that HadoopDB partitions the data as required by the query and pushes as
many operations as possible to the database, which reduces the improvement
to the processing of the first reduce task, which usually marks the end of the
first join operation. This is not enough for RDF processing. Therefore, Afrati
and Ullman [51] optimize multi-way joins by providing strategies to efficiently
partition and replication of the tuples of a relation on reducer processes, min-
imizing the communication cost. Other query optimization techniques used
in RDF query processing, consist in materializing the transitive closure of
the RDF graph. ��
In the MapReduce programming model, tasks are encoded using two indepen-
dent functions: Map and Reduce, such that their execution can be parallelized
on a cluster of machines. The Map function reads each line in the data and
transforms it into a 〈key, value〉 pair. After all mapping tasks are completed,
the intermediate keys are sorted and merged. The objects with the same
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key i.e. 〈key, list(values)〉 are collected by an specific reducer. The Reduce
function focuses on performing aggregation operations on this grouped data.
Sometimes a combiner function may be used to perform partial aggregations
in the map phase. However, this model was devised with a single large data
file in mind, not in a Semantic Web scenario, where matching graph patterns
results in a large number of joins. Graph pattern matching is the typical
query evaluation mechanism of SPARQL, the standard query language for
the Semantic Web4.

To enhance parallelism of analytical processing on RDF graphs, Sridhar
et al. [52] proposed a dataflow language, denoted RAPID, which extends Ya-
hoo’s Pig Latin language with query primitives for dealing with the graph
structured nature of RDF. They also propose a technique to express complex
analytical queries in a way that allows optimization and enhances paral-
lelization on MapReduce platforms. This technique integrates into Pig Latin
primitives for implementing the MD-join operator[53]. As an example, Fig-
ure 1.11 taken from [52] shows a very simple fact table, expressed as an RDF
graph, that can lead to difficulties to evaluate aggregate queries like “Number
of sales, for each product and month of 2000, such that sales were between
the previous and following months’ average sales”.

Fig. 1.11. A simple fact table in RDF

Ravindra et al. [54] extend the previously commented work developing
User Defined Functions (UDFs) , through basically two mechanisms: function
4 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/

http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
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coalescing (i.e., merging MapReduce functions into a single one, to reduce
function calls and I/O) and look-ahead processing. These UDFs have been
integrated into the Pig Latin function library and the experimental results,
according to the authors, show up to a 50% improvement in execution times
for certain classes of queries.

1.5 Conclusion

We have discussed new directions in DW and BI, addressing quite consol-
idated fields, like spatio-temporal BI, topics that in spite of having been
detected as critical (like real-time DW) have not produced relevant results so
far, and topics that we expect will receive attention in the near future, like
Semantic Web DW. From our discussion, it follows that future research will
focus on scalability and performance, given the increasing amount of available
and heterogeneous data. More formal work on Real-Time DW, particularly
in modeling is needed, as well as models and methodologies for DW and BI
on the Semantic Web. In the latter case, proposals so far are ad-hoc and rely-
ing on transforming RDF graphs and ontologies into standard Star-schemas.
Finally, new domains for BI are slowly emerging, like image and multimedia
OLAP [55], and will also require new models and algorithms to be developed.
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Summary. Data stored in a data warehouse (DW) are retrieved and analyzed by
complex analytical applications, often expressed by means of star queries. Such
queries often scan huge volumes of data and are computationally complex. For
this reason, an acceptable (or good) DW performance is one of the important
features that must be guaranteed for DW users. Good DW performance can be
achieved in multiple components of a DW architecture, starting from hardware (e.g.,
parallel processing on multiple nodes, fast disks, huge main memory, fast multi-core
processor), through physical storage schemes (e.g., row storage, column storage,
multidimensional store, data and index compression algorithms), state of the art
techniques of query optimization (e.g., cost models and size estimation techniques,
parallel query optimization and execution, join algorithms), and additional data
structures improving data searching efficiency (e.g., indexes, materialized views,
clusters, partitions). In this chapter we aim at presenting only a narrow aspect of
the aforementioned technologies. We discuss three types of data structures, namely
indexes (bitmap, join, and bitmap join), materialized views, and partitioned tables.
We show how they are being applied in the process of executing star queries in three
commercial database/data warehouse management systems, i.e., Oracle, DB2, and
SQL Server.

Keywords: data warehouse, star query, join index, bitmap index, bitmap join
index, materialized view, query rewriting, data partitioning, Oracle, SQL Server,
DB2.

2.1 Introduction

A data warehouse architecture has been developed in order to integrate
and analyze data coming from multiple distributed, heterogeneous, and au-
tonomous data sources (DSs), deployed throughout an enterprise. A core com-
ponent of this architecture is a database, called a data warehouse (DW), that
stores current and historical data, integrated from multiple DSs. The content
of a DW is analyzed by various On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) ap-
plications for the purpose of discovering trends (e.g., demand and sales of
products), discovering patterns of behavior (e.g., customer habits, credit re-
payment history) and anomalies (e.g., credit card usage) as well as for finding
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dependencies between data (e.g., market basket analysis, suggested buying,
insurance fee assessment). OLAP applications execute complex queries, some
of them being predefined (e.g. reports), whereas others being executed ad-hoc
by decision makers.

The queries are expressed with multiple join, filtering, aggregate, and sort
operations and they process large (or extremely large) volumes of data. A
special class of analytical queries includes star queries that join a central
table with multiple referenced tables. The execution of analytical queries
may take hours or even days. For this reason, providing means for increasing
the performance of a data warehouse for analytical queries and other types
of data processing (e.g., data mining) is one of the important research and
technological areas.

2.1.1 Increasing DW Performance: Research and Technological
Advances

A DW performance depends on multiple components of a DW architecture.
The basic components include: (1) hardware on which a database/data ware-
house management system (DB/DWMS) is installed and computational ar-
chitectures, (2) physical storage schemes of data, (3) robustness of a query
optimizer, (4) additional data structures supporting faster data access.

Hardware Architectures

Hardware and various processing architectures, e.g., shared memory, shared
disk, shared nothing, have a substantial impact on the performance of a DW.
Multiple nodes with their processing power allow to process data in parallel.
Modern cluster, grid, and cloud architectures take advantage of parallel data
access and processing. A lot of research efforts focus on this area, e.g., [1,
2, 3]. Recent research and technological trends concentrate also on using
parallel processing of powerful graphic processing units, e.g,. [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] for
processing data. Another hot topic research and technological issue concerns
main memory databases and data warehouses, e.g., [9, 10, 11].

Physical Storage

In practice, a DW is implemented either in a relational server (the ROLAP
implementation) or in a multidimensional server (the MOLAP implementa-
tion). The ROLAP implementation can be based either on a row storage
(RS) (a typical one) or on a column storage (CS) (current trend). RS is more
suitable for transactional processing (inserts, deletes, updates). CS offers bet-
ter performance for applications that read and compute aggregates based on
the subset of table columns, thus it is better suited for OLAP processing.
An intensive research is conducted in the area of column store DWMSs, e.g.,
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[12, 13, 14] in order to develop efficient join algorithms, query materializa-
tion techniques, index data structures, and compression techniques [15], to
mention some of them. These and many other efforts resulted in commer-
cially available and open source column storage DWMS, e.g., Sybase IQ,
EMC Greenplum, C-Store/Vertica, MonetDB, Sadas, FastBit, Model 204.
The MOLAP implementation is based on other storage structures, like multi-
dimensional arrays and multidimensional indexes. In this technology research
is focused among others on developing efficient storage implementations, in-
dex structures, and compression techniques, e.g., [16, 17].

Query Optimizer

The way queries are executed strongly impacts the performance of a DW.
The process of optimizing query executions and building robust query op-
timizers has been receiving substantial focus from the research community.
Huge research literature exists on this issue, cf., [18]. Recently, research in
this area concentrates among others on join algorithms, e.g., [19], parallel
query optimization and execution, e.g., [20, 21], designing robust and more
intelligent query optimizers [22].

Querying

Typically, OLAP applications analyze all data in order to deliver reliable
results. Nonetheless, if volumes of data are extremely large, some researchers
propose to apply various techniques to computing approximate results, like
for example (1) sampling, based on histograms or wavelets, e.g., [23, 24], (2)
statistical properties of data, or (3) apply a probability density function, e.g.,
[25].

Data Structures

Query execution plans profit from additional data structures that make data
searching faster and reduce the volume of data that has to be retrieved.
Different data structures have been developed and applied in practice in
commercial DWMSs. Some of them include: (1) various types of indexes, like
join indexes, e.g., [26], bitmap indexes, e.g., [27, 28], and bitmap join indexes,
e.g., [29, 30], (2) materialized views and query rewriting techniques, e.g.,
[31], (3) table partitioning, e.g., [32, 33, 34]. In these areas multiple research
works focus on compressing bitmap indexes, e.g., [35, 36, 37, 28], algorithms
for materialized view selection and fast refreshing, e.g., [38, 31, 39, 40], and
finding the most efficient partitioning schemes, e.g., [41, 42].

Testing Performance

An important practical issue concerns the ability of evaluating the perfor-
mance of a DWMS and compare multiple architectures with this respect.
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To this end, multiple approaches to testing the performance and robustness
of a DWMS have been developed, e.g., [43, 44, 45, 46] and are being further
intensively investigated.

2.1.2 Chapter Focus

In this chapter we overview a narrow area only of the huge research and
technological area devoted to increasing a data warehouse performance. We
focus on the aforementioned data structures (indexes, materialized views,
and partitions) in ROLAP servers and illustrate their basic functionality and
usage in commercial DWMSs, i.e., Oracle, DB2, and SQL Server.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2 we present basic data
warehouse concepts and an example data warehouse used throughout this
chapter. In Section 2.3 we present index data structures applied to the opti-
mization of star queries. In Section 2.4 we discuss a technique of materializ-
ing query results and using the materialized results for query optimization.
In Section 2.5 we present table partitioning techniques. Finally, Section 2.6
includes the chapter summary.

2.2 Basic Concepts

2.2.1 DW Model and Schema

In order to support various analyses, data stored in a DW are represented
in a multidimensional data model [47, 48]. In this model an elementary in-
formation being the subject of analysis is called a fact. It contains numerical
features, called measures that quantify the fact. Values of measures are an-
alyzed in the context of dimensions. Dimensions often have a hierarchical
structure composed of levels, such that Li → Lj, where → denotes hierarchi-
cal assignment between a lower level Li and upper level Lj, also known as a
roll-up or an aggregation path [49]. Following the aggregation path, data can
be aggregated along a dimension hierarchy.

The multidimensional model is often implemented in relational OLAP
servers (ROLAP) [50], where fact data are stored in a fact table, and level
data are stored in dimension tables. In a ROLAP implementation two ba-
sic types of conceptual schemas are used, i.e. a star schema and a snowflake
schema [50]. In the star schema each dimension is composed of only one
(typically denormalized) level table. In the snowflake schema each dimension
is composed of multiple normalized level tables connected by foreign key -
primary key relationships.

An example star schema that will be used throughout this chapter is shown
in Figure 2.1. It is composed of the Sales fact table, and three dimension
tables, namely Products, Customers, and Time. The Sales fact table is con-
nected with its dimension table via three foreign keys, namely ProductID,
CustomerID, and TimeKey. The fact table includes measure column Sale-
sPrice.
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ProductID
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dimension Time
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#ProductID

ProdName

Category

dimension Customer

Fig. 2.1. Example data warehouse star schema on sales of products

2.2.2 Star Queries

Based on a DW schema, analytical queries are executed in a DW. As men-
tioned earlier, such queries typically join multiple tables, filter and sort data,
as well as aggregate data at different levels of dimension hierarchies. Typ-
ically, the queries join a fact table with multiple dimension tables and are
called star queries.

An example star query computing the yearly sales (in years 2009 and 2010)
of products belonging to category ’electronic’ in countries of sales, is shown
below.

select sum(SalesPrice), ProdName, Country, Year
from Sales s, Products p, Customers c, Time t
where s.ProductID=p.ProductID
and s.CustomerID=c.CustomerID
and s.TimeKey=t.TimeKey
and p.Category in (’electronic’)
and t.Year in (2009, 2010)
group by ProdName, Country, Year;

2.3 Index Data Structures

Star queries can profit from applying some indexes in the process of retrieving
data. Three indexes, the most frequently used in practice include: a join index,
a bitmap index, and a bitmap join index, which are outlined in this section.

2.3.1 Join Index

A join index represent the materialized join of two tables, say R and S. As
defined in [51, 26], a join index is a table composed of two attributes. It stores
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the set of pairs (ri, sj) where ri and sj denote tuple identifiers from R and
S, respectively, that join on a given predicate. In order to make searching
the join index faster, it is assumed that the join index is physically ordered
(clustered) by one of the attributes. Alternatively, the access to the join index
can be organized by means of a B-tree or a hash index [30].

A join index can be created either on a join attribute or on a non-join
attribute of a table. In the second case, the index is organized in such a
way that it allows lookups by the value of the non-joined attribute in order
to retrieve the ROWIDs of rows from the joined tables that join with the
non-joined attribute value.

In the context of a data warehouse, a join index is applied to joining a di-
mension table and a fact table. The index is created either on a join attribute
of a dimension table or on another attribute (typically storing unique values)
of a dimension table. In order to illustrate the idea behind the join index let
us consider the example below.

Example 1. Let us consider tables Products and Sales from the DW schema
shown in Figure 2.1. Their content is shown in Table 2.1. For clarity pur-
pose, both tables include also explicit column ROWID that stores physical
addresses of records and that serve as row identifiers.

Table 2.1. Example tables in the star schema on sales of products (from Fig.2.1)

Sales Products
ROWID SalesPrice Discount ProductID ROWID ProductID ProdName Category
0AA0 ... 5 100 BFF1 100 HP Pavilion electronic
0AA1 ... 15 230 BFF2 230 Dell Inspiron electronic
0AA2 ... 5 100 BFF3 300 Acer Ferrari electronic
0AA3 ... 10 300
0AA4 ... 10 300
0AA5 ... 15 230

The join index defined on column ProductID is shown in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2. Example join index on ProductID

Products.ROWID Sales.ROWID

BFF1 0AA0

BFF1 0AA2

BFF2 0AA1

BFF2 0AA5

BFF3 0AA3

BFF3 0AA4
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As one can observe from the above example, the join index stores a ma-
terialized (precomputed) join of the Products and Sales tables. Thus, it will
optimize queries like:

select ...
from Sales s, Products p
where s.ProductID=p.ProductID ...

2.3.2 Bitmap Index

OLAP queries not only join data, but also filter data by means of query
predicates. Efficient filtering of large data volumes is well supported by the
so-called bitmap indexes [52, 27, 28, 53]. Conceptually, a bitmap index created
on attribute am of table T is organized as the collection of bitmaps. For each
value vali in the domain of am a separate bitmap is created. A bitmap is a
vector of bits, where the number of bits equals to the number of records in
table T . The values of bits in bitmap for vali are set as follows. The n-th
bit is set to 1 if the value of attribute am for the n-th record equals to vali.
Otherwise the bit is set to 0.

In order to illustrate the idea behind the bitmap index let us consider the
example below.

Example 2. Let us review the Sales fact table, shown in Table 2.3. The ta-
ble contains attribute Discount whose domain includes three values, namely
5, 10, and 15, denoting a percent value of discount. A bitmap index cre-
ated on this attribute will be composed of three bitmaps, noted as Bm5perc,
Bm10perc, and Bm15perc, respectively, as shown in Table 2.3.

The first bit in bitmap Bm15perc equals to 0 since the Discount value of
the first record in table Sales does not equal 15. The second bit in bitmap
Bm15perc equals to 1 since the Discount value of the second record in table
Sales equals to 15, etc.

Such bitmap index will offer a good response time for a query selecting
for example data on sales with 5% or 15% discounts. In order to find sales
records fulfilling this criterion, it is sufficient to OR bitmaps Bm5perc and
Bm15perc in order to construct a result bitmap. Then, records pointed to by
bits equal to ’1’ in the result bitmap are fetched from the Sales table. ��
At the implementation level, bitmap indexes are organized either as B-trees
[27] or as simple arrays in a binary file [54]. In the first case, B-tree leaves
store bitmaps and a B-tree is a way to organize indexed values and bitmaps
in files.

Bitmap indexes allow to answer queries with the count function without
accessing tables, since answers to such queries can be computed by sim-
ply counting bits equaled to ’1’ a result bitmap. Moreover, such indexes of-
fer a good query performance for attributes of narrow domains. For such
attributes, a bitmap index will be much smaller than a traditional B-tree
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Table 2.3. Example bitmap index created on the Discount attribute

Sales bitmap index on Discount
SalesPrice Discount ... Bm5perc Bm10perc Bm15perc
... 5 ... 1 0 0
... 15 ... 0 0 1
... 5 ... 1 0 0
... 10 ... 0 1 0
... 10 ... 0 1 0
... 15 ... 0 0 1

index. Additionally, while evaluating queries with multiple predicates with
equality and inequality operators, a system processes bitmaps very fast by
AND-ing/OR-ing them.

The size of a bitmap index strongly depends on the cardinality (domain
width) of an indexed attribute, i.e., the size of a bitmap index increases when
the cardinality of an indexed attribute increases. Thus, for attributes of high
cardinalities (wide domains) bitmap indexes become very large (much larger
than a B-tree index). As a consequence, they cannot fit into main memory and
the efficiency of accessing data with the support of such indexes deteriorates
[55].

In order to reduce the size of bitmap indexes defined on attributes of high
cardinalities, two following approaches have been proposed in the research
literature, namely: (1) extensions to the structure of the basic bitmap index,
and (2) bitmap index compression techniques. In the first approach, two main
techniques, generally called binning as well as bit slicing, can be distinguished.

Extensions to the Structure of the Basic Bitmap Index

In [56] (called range-based bitmap indexing) and in [57, 58, 59] (called bin-
ning), values of an indexed attribute are partitioned into ranges. A bitmap
is constructed for representing a given range of values, rather than a distinct
value. Bits in a single bitmap indicate whether the value of a given attribute
of a row is within a specific range. This technique can also be applied when
values of an indexed attribute are partitioned into sets.

The technique proposed in [60] can be classified as a more general form of
binning. In [60] sets of attribute values are represented together in a bitmap
index. Such a technique reduces storage space for attributes of high cardinal-
ities. The selection of attribute values represented in this kind of an index is
based on query patterns and their frequencies, as well as on the distribution
of attribute values.

Another form of binning was proposed in [52]. This technique, called prop-
erty maps, focuses on managing the total number of bins assigned to all in-
dexed attributes. A property map defines properties on each attribute, such
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as the set of queries using the attribute, distribution of values for the at-
tribute, or encoded values of the attribute. The properties are represented as
vectors of bits. A query processor needs extension in order to use property
maps. Property maps support multi-attribute queries, inequality queries or
high selectivity queries, and they are much smaller than bitmap indexes.

The second technique is based on the so-called bit-sliced index [61, 62, 55].
It is defined as an ordered list of bitmaps, Bn, Bn−1, . . . , B1, B0, that are used
for representing values of a given attribute A, i.e., B0 represents the 20 bit, B1

represents the 21 bit, etc. Every value of an indexed attribute is represented
on the same number of n bits. As a result, the encoded values in a table form
n bitmaps. The bitmaps are called bit-slices. Data retrieval and computation
are supported either by the bit-sliced index arithmetic [63] or by means of a
dedicated retrieval function [55]. Additionally, a mapping data structure is re-
quired for mapping the encoded values into their real values [55].

Compression Techniques

The second approach that allows to reduce the size of a bitmap index de-
fined on an attribute of high cardinality is based on compression. Four main
loss-less techniques can be distinguished in the research literature, namely:
(1) Byte-aligned Bitmap Compression (BBC) [64], (2) Word-Aligned Hybrid
(WAH) [28, 65, 53, 66], (3) Position List WAH (PLWAH) [67, 35], and (4)
RL-Huffman [36] and RLH [68, 37].

All the aforementioned compression techniques apply the run-length en-
coding. The basic idea of the run-length encoding consists in encoding con-
tinuous vectors of bits having the same value (either “0” or “1”) into: (1) a
common value of all bits in the vector (i.e., either “0” for a vector composed
of zeros or “1” for a vector composed of ones) and (2) the length of the vector
(i.e., the number of bits having the same value). Before encoding, a bitmap
is divided into words. Next, words are grouped into the so-called runs. The
run is composed of words that can be either a fill or a tail. The fill represents
series of words that are composed of bits of the same value. The tail repre-
sents the series of words that are composed of both “0” and “1” bits. Fills
are compressed because of their homogeneous content, whereas tails are not.

BBC divides bit vectors into 8-bit words, WAH and PLWAH divide them
into 31-bit words, RLH uses words of a parameterized length, whereas RL-
Huffman does not divide a bitmap into words. PLWAH is the modification
of WAH. PLWAH improves compression if tail T that follows fill F differs
from F on few bits only. In such a case, the fill word encodes the difference
between T and F on some dedicated bits. Moreover, BBC uses four different
types of runs, depending on the length of a fill and the structure of a tail,
whereas the other compression techniques use only one type of a run. The
overall idea of the WAH compression is illustrated with the example below
taken from [28].
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Example 3. For the sake of simplicity let us assume that a 32-bit processor
is used. A bitmap being compressed is composed of 5456 bits, as shown
in Figure 2.2a. The WAH compression of the bitmap is executed in three
following steps.

In the first step, the bitmap is divided into groups composed of 31 bits,
as shown in Figure 2.2b. In the example, 176 such groups are created. In
the second step, adjacent groups containing identical bits are merged into
one group, as shown in Figure 2.2c. Since group 1 is heterogeneous, i.e., it
is composed of “0” and “1” bits, it is not merged with a group following it.
Groups 2 to 175 are homogeneous (composed of “0” bits) and they are merged
into one large group, denoted in Figure 2.2c as group 2-175. This group
includes 174*31 bits. The last group 176, similarly as group 1, is heterogeneous
and it cannot be merged with a group preceding it. As the result of group
merging, three final groups are created, as shown in Figure 2.2c.

100000....000000111000011100000000000000000000..........0000000000000111111111111.....1111011111

a) an example bitmap being compressed (5456 bits)

b) dividing the bitmap into 31-bits groups

5394 bits having value "0"

31 bits 31 bits

c) merging adjacent homogeneous groups

174 * 31 bits31 bits 31 bits

31 bits .....................

d) group encoding by means of a 32-bits word

1 0 000...00101011100 100000......0001110000111

31 bits of the first group 31 bits of the last group

31 bits 31 bits

0 0011111111......1111011111

bit=0: tail word
bit=1: fill word

bit=0: fill value

fill length 174 * 31 bits

bit=0: tail word

run 1 run 2

group 1 group 2 group 176

group 1 group 2-175 group 176

Fig. 2.2. The steps of the WAH compression

In the third step, the three final groups are encoded on 32-bit words as
follows (cf. Figure 2.2d). The first group represents the tail of the first run.
The most significant bit (the leftmost one) has value “0” denoting a tail. Next
31 bits are original bits of group 1. The second group (group 2-175 ) represents
the fill of the second run. The most significant bit (at position 31) is set to “1”
denoting a fill. The bit at position 230 is set to “0” denoting that all bits in
original group 2-175 have value “0”, i.e., the fill is used for compressing groups
whose all bits have value “0”. The remaining 30 bits are used for encoding
the number of homogeneous groups filled with “0.” In the example, there
are 174 such groups. The number of homogeneous groups is represented by
the binary value equaled to 000000000000000000000010101110, stored on the
remaining 30 bits. The last 31-bits group, denoted as group 176, represents
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the tail of the second run. The most significant bit in this group has value
“0” denoting a tail. The remaining 31 bits are original bits of group 176. ��
The compression techniques proposed in [36] and [37] additionally apply the
Huffman compression [69] to the run-length encoded bitmaps. The main dif-
ferences between [36] and [37] are as follows. First, in [36] only some bits in
a bit vector are of interest, the others, called ’don’t cares’ can be replaced
either by zeros or ones, depending on the values of neighbor bits. In RLH all
bits are of interest and have their exact values. Second, in [36] the lengths
of homogeneous subvectors of bits are counted and become the symbols that
are encoded by the Huffman compression. RLH uses run-length encoding for
representing distances between bits having value 1. Next, the distances are
encoded by the Huffman compression.

In practice, the commercial systems (Oracle DBMS) and prototype sys-
tems (FastBit) [70, 71, 54] apply bitmap compression techniques. Oracle uses
the BBC compression whereas FastBit uses the WAH compression.

Bitmap Indexes in Oracle

The Oracle DBMS [72] supports explicitly created bitmap indexes. A bitmap
index is created by means of the below command.

create bitmap index BIName on table(column);

As mentioned in Section 2.3.2, the size of a bitmap index increases with
the increase of the cardinality of the indexed attribute. In order to reduce
the size of such a bitmap index, Oracle DBMS applies a compression based
on BBC. When the sparsity of bitmaps exceeds a given threshold, Oracle
automatically compresses bitmaps. Figure 3(a) shows how the size of a bitmap
index depends on the cardinality of the indexed attribute. The cardinality was
parameterized from 4 to 65564 unique values. The experiment was conducted
on Oracle10g R2. The indexed table included 320 000 000 of rows. As a
reference, the size of the Oracle B*-tree is also included in the chart.

As we can observe from chart 3(a), with the increase of cardinality from
4 to 16 the size of the bitmap index increases. Next, for cardinality equal to
64, the size of the BI decreases that is caused by compressing the BI. Next,
with the increase of the cardinality above 64 we observe further increase in
the size of the compressed BI.

Bitmap indexes support fast computations of function count. Figure 3(b)
shows the computation efficiency of count(1) for various selectivities of a
query. The query selected from 0.39% to 50% of rows based on the values of
the indexed attribute. As a reference, the figure includes also the performance
of the Oracle B*-tree index. The characteristics of the indexes were tested on
identical attributes. It must be noticed that when count is replaced by other
aggregate functions, like for example sum, avg, the bitmap index performs
much worse, but still better than B*-tree. It is because, in order to compute
these aggregate functions data must be fetched from disk.
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Fig. 2.3. Comparison of some features of a bitmap index and a B*-tree index in
Oracle (# of rows in an indexed table: 320 000 000)

Bitmap Indexes in DB2

IN the DB2 DBMS, queries with predicates on multiple indexed attributes
can be optimized by means of the index AND-ing technique. In general, this
technique is based on determining the intersection of the sets of ROWIDs,
which are retrieved with the support of individual indexes on attributes used
in query predicates. The intersection is determined with the support of bloom
filters [73, 74]. The bloom filters transform each set of ROWIDs into a sep-
arate temporal bitmap. Multiple bitmaps can then be further processed by
AND-ing or OR-ing them, depending on query predicates. The bitmaps are
called dynamic bitmap indexes.
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As an example illustrating the application of a dynamic bitmap index
to the optimization of a query on one table, let us consider table Sales
with two B-tree indexes, one defined on attribute ProductID and one on
CustomerID. An example query with predicate ProductID in (’ThE1’,
’SoV1’, ’DeV1’) and CustomerID = 100 could be answered by applying
the index AND-ing technique with the support of a dynamic bitmap index as
follows. First, by using index on ProductID a bitmap is created that describes
rows fulfilling the predicate ProductID in (’ThE1’, ’SoV1’, ’DeV1’). Let
us denote the bitmap as BProd. Similarly, by using index on CustomerID
a bitmap, say BCust is created that describes rows fulfilling the predicate
CustomerID = 100. Second, the final bitmap is computed by AND-ing BProd

and BCust. Based on the final bitmap that is transformed back to ROWIDs,
rows fulfilling the predicates are retrieved.

As an example illustrating the application of dynamic bitmap indexes to
optimizing star queries, let us consider star query Q1 from Section 2.3.3.
In order to use the technique, a B-tree index has to be created on each
of the foreign keys. In the first step, every dimension table is semi-joined
with the Sales table in order to determine the set of Sales rows that join
with rows form each of the dimensions. Let the result of Sales � Products,
i.e., the set of ROWIDs fulfilling the predicate on ProdName is denoted as
SProd. Let the result Sales � Customers, i.e., the set of ROWIDs fulfilling
the predicate on Town is denoted as SCust. Finally, let Sales � T ime, i.e.,
the set of ROWIDs fulfilling the predicate on Year is denoted as STime.
In the second step, SProd, SCust, and STime are transformed to three bitmaps,
denoted as BProd, BCust, and BTime, respectively. In the third step, bitmaps
BProd, BCust, BTime are AND-ed. The final bitmap describes rows fulfilling
the whole query predicate. It is then transformed back to ROWIDs. Based
on the ROWIDs records are fetched from the Sales table. If some columns
from dimension tables are needed in the query result, then the final set of
sales rows is joined with appropriate rows from the dimensions.

Bitmap Indexes in SQL Server

Similarly as DB2, SQL Server [75] does not support explicitly created bitmap
indexes. Instead, it supports bitmap filters (this mechanism is available from
version 2005). However, bitmap filters are not bitmap indexes. The bitmap
filter represents (in a compact format) the set of values from one table being
joined, typically a dimension table. Based on the bitmap filter, rows from the
second joined table, typically a fact table, are filtered. Thus, the bitmap filter
is applied as a semi-join reduction technique but only in parallel execution
plans. A bitmap filter is automatically created by the SQL Server query op-
timizer when the optimizer estimates that such a filter is selective. A bitmap
filter is a main memory data structure.

In order to illustrate the application of bitmap filters to the optimization
of a star query, let us consider star query Q1 from Section 2.3.3. It could be
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processed as follows. In the first step, bitmap filters are created. Bitmap fil-
ter BFProd is created, based on values (’ThinkPad Edge’, ’Sony Vaio’, ’Dell
Vostro’) from the Products dimension table. In parallel, bitmap filters on di-
mension tables Customers and Time are created, based on the predicates
Town=’London’ and Year=2009, respectively. Let us denote the filters as
BFCust and BFY ear, respectively. In the second step, BFProd is used for semi-
join reduction with the Sales table (let denote the intermediate result as tem-
porary table Salesreduced

Prod ). In the third step, bitmap filter BFCust is applied
as semi-join reduction operator to temporary table Salesreduced

Prod . Let us de-
note its result as Salesreduced

Prod Cust. In the fourth step bitmap filter BFY ear is
applied to Salesreduced

Prod Cust, resulting in temporary table Salesreduced
Prod Cust Y ear .

Finally, rows fulfilling the whole predicate of the query are fetched by means
of Salesreduced

Prod Cust Y ear. The order in which the bitmap filters are applied de-
pends on the selectivity of the filters. The most selective one should be applied
first.

2.3.3 Bitmap Join Index

The advantages of the join index and the bitmap index have been combined
in a bitmap join index [76, 30, 62]. This index, conceptually is organized
as the join index but the entries to the bitmap join index are organized as
a lookup by the value of a dimension attribute. Each entry to the bitmap
join index is composed of the ROWID of a row from a dimension table (or
an attribute uniquely identifying a row in a dimension table) and a bitmap
(possibly compressed) describing rows from a fact table that join with this
value. Similarly as for the join index, the access to the bitmap join index
lookup column can be organized by means of a B-tree or a hash index.

In order to illustrate the idea behind the bitmap join index let us consider
the example below.

Example 4. Let us return to Example 1 and let us define the bitmap join
index on attribute ProductID of table Products. Conceptually, the entries of
this index are shown in Table 2.4. The lookup of the index is organized by the
values of attribute ProductID. Assuming that the leftmost bit in each of the
bitmaps represents the first row in the Sales table, one can see that the first
and third sales row join with product identified by value 100, for example.

Table 2.4. Example bitmap join index organized as a lookup by attribute Prod-
ucts.ProductID

Products.ProductID bitmap

100 1 0 1 0 0 0

230 0 1 0 0 0 1

300 0 0 0 1 1 0
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Every indexed value (e.g. 100) in dimension table Products has associated
a bitmap describing records from fact table Sales that join with the dimension
record. ��
The bitmap join index takes the advantage of the join index since it allows to
materialize a join of tables. It also takes the advantage of the bitmap index
with respect to efficient AND, OR, NOT operations on bitmaps.

Bitmap Join Indexes in Oracle

Oracle also supports the bitmap join index that offers a very good perfor-
mance of star queries. As an example let us consider the below star query
Q1, that joins the Sales fact table with all of its dimension tables.

/* query Q1 */

select sum(SalesPrice)

from Sales, Products, Customers, Time

where Sales.ProductID=Products.ProductID

and Sales.CustomerID=Customers.CustomerID

and Sales.TimeKey=Time.TimeKey

and ProdName in (’ThinkPad Edge’, ’Sony Vaio’, ’Dell Vostro’)

and Town=’London’

and Year=2009;

In order to reduce the execution time of Q1, three bitmap indexes can be
created, as shown below.

create bitmap index BI_Pr_Sales

on Sales(Products.ProdName)

from Sales, Products

where Sales.ProductID=Products.ProductID;

create bitmap index BI_Cu_Sales

on Sales(Customers.Town)

from Sales, Customers

where Sales.CustomerID=Customers.CustomerID;

create bitmap index BI_Ti_Sales

on Sales(Time.Year)

from Sales, Time

where Sales.TimeKey=Time.TimeKey;

The query execution plan, shown below, reveals how the bitmap join in-
dexes are used. First, bitmaps for ’ThinkPad Edge’, ’Sony Vaio’, and ’Dell
Vostro’ are retrieved and OR-ed (cf. lines 10-12), creating a temporary
bitmap. Next, the bitmap for ’London’ is retrieved (cf. line 8) and it is AND-
ed with the temporary bitmap (cf. line 7). The result bitmap is then converted
to ROWIDs of records fulfilling the criteria (cf. line 6). In this query plan
table Time was accessed with the support of a B-tree index defined on its
primary key, rather than by means of the bitmap join index.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
|Id | Operation |Name |Rows |Bytes |Cost(%CPU)|Time |
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
| 0 | SELECT STATEMENT | | 1| 58 | 13 (8)|00:00:01|
| 1 | SORT AGGREGATE | | 1| 58 | | |
| 2 | NESTED LOOPS | | 21| 1218 | 13 (8)|00:00:01|
| 3 | HASH JOIN | | 22| 1012 | 12 (9)|00:00:01|
| 4 | TABLE ACCESS FULL |PRODUCTS | 3| 51 | 3 (0)|00:00:01|
| 5 | TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID |SALES | 1155|33495 | 8 (0)|00:00:01|
| 6 | BITMAP CONVERSION TO ROWIDS | | | | | |
| 7 | BITMAP AND | | | | | |
| 8 | BITMAP INDEX SINGLE VALUE |BI_CU_SALES| | | | |
| 9 | BITMAP OR | | | | | |
|10 | BITMAP INDEX SINGLE VALUE|BI_PR_SALES| | | | |
|11 | BITMAP INDEX SINGLE VALUE|BI_PR_SALES| | | | |
|12 | BITMAP INDEX SINGLE VALUE|BI_PR_SALES| | | | |
|13 | TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID |TIME | 1| 12 | 1 (0)|00:00:01|
|14 | INDEX UNIQUE SCAN |PK_TIME | 1| | 0 (0)|00:00:01|
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Alternatively, it is possible to create one bitmap join index on all of the di-
mension attributes. The example below command creates the bitmap join in-
dex on three attributes of the dimension tables, namely: Products.prodName,
Customers.Town, and Time.Year.

create bitmap index BI_Pr_Cu_Ti_Sales

on Sales(Products.ProdName, Customers.Town, Time.Year)

from Sales, Products, Customers, Time

where Sales.ProductID=Products.ProductID

and Sales.CustomerID=Customers.CustomerID

and Sales.TimeKey=Time.TimeKey;

With the support of this index, the aforementioned star query Q1 is exe-
cuted as shown below. As we can observe, its execution plan is much simpler
than before. The bitmap join index is accessed only once (cf. line 5).

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
|Id | Operation |Name |Rows |Bytes|Cost(%CPU)|Time |
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
| 0 | SELECT STATEMENT | | 1| 29| 7 (0)|00:00:01 |
| 1 | SORT AGGREGATE | | 1| 29| | |
| 2 | INLIST ITERATOR | | | | | |
| 3 | TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID |SALES | 22| 638| 7 (0)|00:00:01 |
| 4 | BITMAP CONVERSION TO ROWIDS| | | | | |
| 5 | BITMAP INDEX SINGLE VALUE |BI_PR_CU_TI_SALES| | | | |
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Unfortunately, this bitmap join index cannot be used for answering queries
with predicates on one or two dimensions, like for example

ProdName in (’ThinkPad Edge’, ’Sony Vaio’, ’Dell Vostro’) and Town=

’London’

or

Town=’London’ and Year=2009

or

Year=2009
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On the contrary, the three independent bitmap join indexes defined ear-
lier, i.e., BI Pr Sales, BI Cu Sales, BI Ti Sales offer much flexible indexing
scheme as they can be used answering queries with predicates on some of the
dimensions.

2.4 Materialized Views and Query Rewriting

Execution time of complex, time consuming star queries can be reduced by
physically storing and re-using their previously computed results. This way,
a precomputed result is perceived by a query optimizer as another source of
data that can be queried. The precomputed result is commonly called a ma-
terialized view (MV). If a user executes query Q that computes values that
have already been stored in materialized view MVi, then a query optimizer
will rewrite original query Q into another query Q′ so that Q′ is executed on
MVi and Q′ returns the same result as original query Q. This technique of
automatic, in-background rewriting of users’ queries is called a query rewrit-
ing. Notice that a user’s query must not necessarily be exactly the same as
the query whose result was stored in a materialized view. In this case, a query
optimizer may join a materialized view with other MVs or tables, may further
aggregate and filter the content of a MV and may project columns of a MV,
in order to answer a user’s query [77]. In order to illustrate the idea behind
the query rewriting mechanism let us consider the example below.

Example 5. Let us return to the DW logical schema shown in Figure 2.1 and
let us assume that in this DW users execute the below queries. The first
one computes quarterly sales of product categories in countries. The second
one computes monthly and quarterly sales of products belonging to category
’electronic’.

select Category, Country, Quarter,

sum(SalesPrice) as SumSales

from Sales s, Products p, Customers c, Time t

where s.ProductID=p.ProductID

and s.CustomerID=c.CustomerID

and s.TimeKey=t.TimeKey

group by Category, Country, Quarter;

select ProdName, Country, Month,

sum(SalesPrice) as SumSales

from Sales s, Products p, Customers c, Time t

where s.ProductID=p.ProductID

and s.CustomerID=c.CustomerID

and s.TimeKey=t.TimeKey

and p.Category=’electronic’

group by ProdName, Country, Month

Both queries could be optimized by materialized view SalesMV1, shown
below, whose query makes available monthly and quarterly sales values of
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products and their categories for each country. Both of the above queries
could be answered by means of the materialized view by further aggregating
its content.

create materialized view SalesMV1

...

select ProdName, Category, Country, Month, Quarter,

sum(SalesPrice) as SumSales

from Sales s, Products p, Customers c, Time t

where s.ProductID=p.ProductID

and s.CustomerID=c.CustomerID

and s.TimeKey=t.TimeKey

group by ProdName, Category, Country, Month, Quarter ��

As we can see from the example, the definition of a materialized view includes
a query. Tables referenced in the query are called base tables.

Although in the above example one materialized view is used for rewriting
two queries, in practice, multiple materialized views need to be created in
order to optimize a certain workload of queries. For this reason, a challeng-
ing research issue concerns the selection of such a set of materialized views
that: (1) will be used for optimizing the greatest possible number of the most
expensive queries and (2) whose maintenance will not be costly. Several re-
search works have addressed this problem and they have proposed multiple
algorithms for selecting optimal sets of materialized views for a given query
workload, e.g. [78, 79, 80, 81]. Commercial DB/DWMSs, like, Oracle, DB2,
and SQL Server provide tools that analyze workloads and based on them,
propose sets of database objects, typically materialized views and indexes,
for optimizing the workloads.

2.4.1 Materialized Views in Oracle

In Oracle, a materialized view is created with the create materialized
view command. Its definition includes: (1) the moment when the view is filled
in with data, (2) its refreshing method (fast, complete, force), (3) whether the
materialized view is refreshed automatically or on demand, (4) row identifi-
cation method (required for incremental refreshing), (5) the view automatic
refreshing interval, and (6) a query computing the content of the materialized
view.

A command creating an example materialized view YearlySalesMV is
shown below.

create materialized view YearlySalesMV1

build immediate

refresh force

with rowid

as

select ProdName, Category, Quarter, Year,
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sum(SalesPrice) as SumSales

from Sales s, Products p, Time t

where s.ProductID=p.ProductID

and s.TimeKey=t.TimeKey

group by ProdName, Category, Quarter, Year;

The build immediate clause denotes that the view will be filled in with
data during the execution of the command. The refresh force clause de-
notes that the system automatically selects the refreshing mode (either fast,
i.e., incremental or complete). If the system is able to refresh the MV fast,
then this method is used. Otherwise the complete refreshing is used. The with
ROWID clause defines the method of identifying rows in the MV and its base
tables. In this example, rows will be identified based on their physical ad-
dresses (ROWIDs). Rows can also be identified based on their primary keys.
To this end, the with primary key clause is applied. Row identification is
required for incremental refreshing.

For some versions of Oracle (e.g., 10g) clause with rowid clashes with
clause enable query rewrite. The latter makes available a MV for query
rewriting. Normally, this clause is part of the MV definition, placed between
with rowid|primary key and as. In cases these clauses clash, one has to
make the view available for query rewriting by executing additional command
shown below.

alter materialized view MVName enable query rewrite;

Oracle materialized views will be used in query rewriting provided that:
(1) the cost-based query optimizer is used, (2) materialized views have been
enabled for query rewriting, (3) the system works in the query rewriting
mode, and (4) a user executing a query has appropriate privileges.

In order to illustrate the query rewriting process, let us consider the below
query. We assume that MV YearlySalesMV1 was created and made avail-
able for query rewriting. The query execution plan reveals that it was au-
tomatically rewritten on the YearlySalesMV, cf. row number 2 in the below
plan. This row denotes that the MV was sequentially scanned and its content
grouped (cf. row number 1) in order to compute the more coarse aggregate.

select ProdName, Year, sum(SalesPrice) as SumSales

from Sales s, Products p, Time t

where s.ProductID=p.ProductID

and s.TimeKey=t.TimeKey

and t.Year=2009

group by ProdName, Year;

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
|Id |Operation |Name |Rows |Bytes|Cost(%CPU)|Time |
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
| 0 |SELECT STATEMENT | | 159 | 3180| 4 (25)|00:00:01|
| 1 | HASH GROUP BY | | 159 | 3180| 4 (25)|00:00:01|
| 2 | MAT_VIEW REWRITE ACCESS FULL|YEARLYSALESMV | 159 | 3180| 3 (0)|00:00:01|
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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As mentioned before, a MV can be refreshed fast, provided two conditions
are fulfilled. First, the MV query definition includes only the allowed con-
structs. The set of these constructs is extended from version to version of the
Oracle DBMS (cf. [72]). Second, each of the MV base tables has associated
its own materialized view log. The log records DML operations applied to the
base table. The content of the log is used for fast refreshing the MV.

The materialized view log is created by the below command (only its basic
form is shown). For a MV created with the with primary key clause the MV
log must include the same clause. The same applies to the with rowid clause.
In the first case the log will store the values of columns that constitute the
primary key of the table, whereas in the second case it will store the values
of ROWID. A MV log may include both clauses if it serves for both types of
MV. Apart from the primary key and ROWID column, a materialized view
log can store values of other columns whose changing values have impact on
the content of the MV. The list of these columns is denoted as col1, ...,
coln.

create materialized view log on BaseTable

with primary key|ROWID (col1, ..., coln),

sequence

including new values;

Including the sequence clause in a materialized view log definition results
in the creation of a column SEQUENCE$$ in the log. Its values represent the
order in which DML operations are executed on the base table for which the
log was created. Oracle advises to create this column for fast refreshing after
mixed insert, update, delete operations on the base table. The including
new values clause forces Oracle to store in the MV log old values of columns
listed in col1, ..., coln as well as their new values. Omitting this clause
results in storing only the old values of columns. This clause must be included
in the MV log definition in order to support fast refreshing MVs computing
aggregates.

2.4.2 Materialized Views in DB2

In DB2 a materialized view, called a materialized query table (MQT)
or a summary table, is created with the create table command with
additional clauses defining its maintenance. The clauses include: (1)
maintained by {system | user}, (2) refresh {immediate | deferred},
(3) data initially {immediate | deferred}, and (4) enable query
optimization.

A MQT can be maintained either by a system or by a user. In the first
case, the maintained by system clause is used. This is a default clause. For
a system-maintained MQT, one can define either automatic or non-automatic
refreshing mode. In the automatic mode, a MQT is refreshed automatically
as the result of changes in the content of its base tables. To this end, the
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definition of a MQT must include the refresh immediate clause. This re-
freshing mode requires that a unique key from each base table is included
in the select command defining the MQT. refresh deferred denotes that
a MQT has to be explicitly refreshed by explicit execution of the refresh
table command, with the syntax shown below.

refresh table TableName {incremental|not incremental}
The data initially immediate clause causes that the content of a MQT

is computed as part of the command creating the MQT. As a result, as soon
as the command is finished, the MQT is filled in with its materialized data.
The data initially deferred clause denotes that the content of the MQT
is not computed as part of the command creating the MQT. After being
created, the MQT is in the check pending state. In this state, the MQT
cannot be queried until the set integrity command has been executed on
the MQT.

The enable query optimization clause, similarly as in Oracle, makes a
MQT available for query rewriting. It is the default clause.

An example system-maintained MQT, called YearlySalesMV2, is shown
below. The MQT is filled in with data during its creation process (data
initially immediate), is refreshed immediately after changes have been
applied to its base tables (refresh immediate), and is made available for
query optimization (enable query optimization).

create table YearlySalesMV2

as

(select ProdID, ProdName, Year, sum(salesPrice) as SumSales

from Sales s, Products p, Time t

where s.ProductID=p.ProductID

and s.TimeKey=t.TimeKey

and t.Year=2009

group by ProdID, ProdName, Year)

data initially immediate

refresh immediate

maintained by system

enable query optimization;

In order to create a user-defined MQT, the maintained by user clause
has to be included in the definition of a MQT. This type of a MQT can be
refreshed only in the deferred mode and the refresh table command cannot
be applied to such a MQT. Thus, a user is responsible for implementing the
procedure of refreshing the MQT (by means of inserts, imports, triggers, etc.).
An example definition of a user-maintained MQT is shown below. After being
created, the MQT is in an inconsistent state and must be made consistent
by executing the set integrity command.

create table YearlySalesMV3

as

(select Year, sum(salesPrice) as SumSales
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from Sales s, Time t

where and s.TimeKey=t.TimeKey

group by Year)

data initially deferred

refresh deferred

maintained by user

set integrity for YearlySalesMV3 materialized query

immediate unchecked

A MQT created with the refreshed deferred clause can be incremen-
tally refreshed provided that a system maintains a log of changes that are
used for refreshing the MQT. This log is called a staging table. A staging ta-
ble is created by the create table command. After being created, a staging
table is in an inconsistent state and must be made consistent by executing
the set integrity command. The simple example below illustrates how to
create a staging table for MQT YearlySalesMV3.

create table YearlySalesMV3_ST for YearlySalesMV3 propagate immediate

set integrity for YearlySalesMV3 staging immediate unchecked

2.4.3 Materialized Views in SQL Server

In SQL Server, a materialized view, called indexed view, is created by creating
a unique clustered index on a view (cf. [75]). The index causes that the
view is materialized, i.e., the whole result set of a query defining a view
is persistently stored in a database. The definition of an indexed view has
to fulfill the following conditions. First, an indexed view requires a column
whose value is unique. A unique index is then created on this column that
results in clustering the data by this column. Second, an indexed view has to
be created with the schemabinding clause that prevents from modifying the
base tables of a view as long as the view exists. Third, all the view base tables
must be referenced by schemaname.tablename. Fourth, the query defining
a materialized view may not contain the following SQL constructs, among
others: exists, not exists, count(*), min, max, top, union, outer join,
non deterministic functions (e.g., GetDate), and subqueries.

The below example illustrates commands creating indexed view
YearlySalesMV2. The create view command defines the view with a query.
The second command creates a unique cluster index on columns ProdID,
ProdName, and Year. As a consequence, the whole result set of the query is
materialized.

create view YearlySalesMV2

with schemabinding

as

select ProdID, ProdName, Year, sum(salesPrice) as SumSales

from Sales s, Products p, Time t

where s.ProductID=p.ProductID
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and s.TimeKey=t.TimeKey

and t.Year=2009

group by ProdID, ProdName, Year

create unique clustered index Indx_ProdID

on YearlySalesMV(ProdID, ProdName, Year)

Similarly as in Oracle and DB2, in the Developer and Enterprise editions
of SQL Server, an indexed view can be used by a query optimizer for query
rewriting. In other editions of SQL Server, in order to force a query optimizer
to rewrite a query based on an indexed view, the query must explicitly ref-
erence the indexed view and must include hint noexpand. In order to force
a query optimizer to use base tables, rather than an indexed view, a query
must include option expand views. Both of them are used in the below two
query templates.

select Column1, Column2, ...

from Table, IndexedView with (noexpand)

where ...

select Column1, Column2, ...

from Table, IndexedView

where ...

option (expand views)

Indexed views, similarly as traditional indexes are automatically refreshed
by a system. The refreshing mode is immediate and incremental, as for tra-
ditional indexes. Notice that, non-clustered indexes can also be created on a
materialized view in order to support quicker access to the view content.

2.5 Partitioning

Partitioning is a mechanism of dividing a table or index into smaller parts,
called partitions. Due to space limitations, in this chapter we will focus only
on table partitioning.

The most benefit from partitioning is achieved if every partition is stored
on a separate disc. This way, multiple partitions can be accessed in parallel
without disc contest.

There are two types of partitioning, namely horizontal and vertical. When
a table, say T , is partitioned horizontally, its content is divided into dis-
junctive subsets of rows. Every partition includes identical schema, that is
the schema of T . When table T is partitioned vertically, it is divided into
disjunctive subsets of columns (except a primary key that exists in every
partition) and includes all rows from the initial table.

Partitioning is guided by three following rules, namely completeness, dis-
jointness, and reconstruction. Completeness states that when table T was
partitioned into P1, P2, ..., Pn then every row from T or its fragment must
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be stored in one of these partition. This criterion guarantees that after par-
titioning no data will disappear. Disjointness states that when table T was
partitioned into P1, P2, ..., Pn then every row or its fragment from T must
be stored in exactly one partition. An exception to this rule is vertical parti-
tioning where ever vertical partition stores a primary key of T . This criterion
guarantees that partitioning does not introduce data redundancy. Reconstruc-
tion states that there mus be a mechanism of reconstructing original table
T from its partitions. In horizontal partitioning the reconstruction of T is
done by unions of the partitions, whereas in vertical partitioning it is done
by joining the partitions.

In horizontal partitioning rows from an original table are placed in par-
titions based on partitioning criteria. In this type of partitioning rows are
divided into subsets based on the value of a selected attribute (or attributes),
called a partitioning attribute. With this respect, there are several techniques
of partitioning rows based on a partitioning attribute. The first one is hash-
based. In this technique, rows are placed in partitions based on a hash function
that for each row takes as its argument the value of a partitioning attribute
and returns the number of a partition where the row is to be stored. The
second one is range-based. In this technique, every partition has defined the
range of values of a partitioning attribute it can store. The third technique
is value-based. In this technique, every partition has defined the set of values
it can store. The fourth technique is based on the round robin algorithm.

Inserting, updating, and deleting data from partitioned tables are man-
aged by a system. If a row is inserted, it is a system that select the right
partition where the row will be stored. If a row is deleted, then the system
finds a right partition where the row was stored. If the value of a partition-
ing attribute of an existing row is updated, then depending on a system and
system parameters, a system may move an updated row from one to another
partition.

In this chapter we focus on horizontal partitioning, which is natively sup-
ported by Oracle, DB2, and SQL Server. Vertical partitioning must be sim-
ulated in these three DB/DWMSs. Typically, vertical partitioning of table
T is simulated by creating n separate tables Ti, each of which contains the
subset of columns of T . Additionally, each of Ti must contain a primary key
column(s) used for the reconstruction of the original table T . The reconstruc-
tion can be implemented by a view on top of tables Ti.

Vertical partitioning is supported in commercial and open source systems
that use column storage, e.g., Sybase IQ, EMC Greenplum, C-Store/Vertica,
MonetDB, Sadas, FastBit, Model 204.

2.5.1 Partitioning in Oracle

Oracle supports multiple partitioning techniques, namely: range, interval, list,
hash, virtual column, system, reference, and composite. In this section, we
will briefly overview the partitioning techniques.
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Range Partitioning

In the range partitioning, each partition has defined its own ranges of val-
ues it can store. The ranges are applicable to a partitioning attribute. For
example, the below table Sales Range TKey includes five partitions named
Sales 1Q 2009, ..., Sales Others. Partition Sales 1Q 2009 accepts rows whose
values of partitioning attribute TimeKey are lower than ’01-04-2009’. Parti-
tion Sales 2Q 2009 accepts rows whose values of the partitioning attribute
fulfill the condition ’01-04-2009’ ≤ TimeKey < ’01-07-2009’, etc. Notice, that
in range partitioning partitions must be ordered by the ranges. Partition
Sales Others is defined with the MAXVALUE keyword. It allows to store all the
other records having the value of TimeKey greater or equal to ’01-01-2010’.
Clause tablespace allows to point a tablespace where a partition is to be
physically stored (an Oracle tablespace is a database object that allows to
logically organize multiple files under one name).

create table Sales_Range_TKey

(ProductID varchar2(8) not null references Products(ProductID),

TimeKey date not null references time(TimeKey),

CustomerID varchar2(10) not null references Customers(CustomerID),

SalesPrice number(6,2))

PARTITION by RANGE (TimeKey)

(partition Sales_1Q_2009

values less than (TO_DATE(’01-04-2009’, ’DD-MM-YYYY’))

tablespace Data01,

partition Sales_2Q_2009

values less than (TO_DATE(’01-07-2009’, ’DD-MM-YYYY’))

tablespace Data02,

partition Sales_3Q_2009

values less than (TO_DATE(’01-10-2009’, ’DD-MM-YYYY’))

tablespace Data03,

partition Sales_4Q_2009

values less than (TO_DATE(’01-01-2010’, ’DD-MM-YYYY’))

tablespace Data04,

partition Sales_Others

values less than (MAXVALUE) tablespace Data05);

Interval Partitioning

A special type of a range partition is an interval partition whose partitioning
attribute is typically of type date. The difference between these two partitions
is that interval partitions are automatically created by a system when needed.
If data not fitting into existing partitions are to be inserted, then appropriate
new partitions are created to store the data. Interval partitions are created
by using the interval keyword followed by the definition of the interval.
The interval is defined by means of a system function NumToYMInterval
whose fist argument is the value (length) of an interval and the second one
is its measurement unit. A fragment of an SQL command defining interval
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partitioning is shown below. In this example, an interval is equal to three
months.

...

PARTITION by RANGE (TimeKey)

INTERVAL (NumToYMInterval(3, ’MONTH’))

(partition Sales_1Q_2009

values less than (TO_DATE(’01-04-2009’, ’DD-MM-YYYY’)),

partition Sales_2Q_2009

values less than (TO_DATE(’01-07-2009’, ’DD-MM-YYYY’)));

List Partitioning

In the list partitioning each partition has assigned the set of values
of a partitioning attribute that the partition accepts. The example be-
low table Sales List PayType is divided into three partitions. Partition
Sales Credit Debit stores sales record paid with a credit card (’Cr’) or a
debit card (’De’). Partition Sales Cash stores sales records paid with cash.
The last partition stores records having the value of PaymentType other than
the three aforementioned. To this end, the DEFAULT keyword is used.

create table Sales_List_PayType

(ProductID varchar2(8) not null references Products(ProductID),

TimeKey date not null references time(TimeKey),

CustomerID varchar2(10) not null references Customers(CustomerID),

SalesPrice number(6,2),

PaymentType varchar(2))

PARTITION by LIST (PaymentType)

(partition Sales_Credit_Debit values (’Cr’,’De’) tablespace Data01,

partition Sales_Cash values (’Ca’) tablespace Data02,

partition Sales_Others values (DEFAULT) tablespace Data05

);

Hash Partitioning

In the hash partitioning, data are placed in partitions by an internal Oracle
hash function. As an example, let us consider table Sales Hash CustID that
is composed of two partitions. Both of them have names assigned by a system
and are stored in a default tablespace.

create table Sales_Hash_CustID

(ProductID varchar2(8) not null references Products(ProductID),

TimeKey date not null references time(TimeKey),

CustomerID varchar2(10) not null references Customers(CustomerID),

SalesPrice number(6,2),

PaymentType char(1))

PARTITION by HASH (CustomerID) partitions 2;
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A user can explicitly assign names and storage locations for hash partitions.
To this end, the PARTITION by clause has to be modified, as shown below.

...

PARTITION by HASH (CustomerID)

(partition Cust1 tablespace Data01,

partition Cust2 tablespace Data02));

Virtual Column Partitioning

Virtual column partitioning (available from Oracle11g) requires a virtual col-
umn in the definition of a table. A virtual column is a column whose value
is computed either by a formula or a stored deterministic function (key-
word deterministic in a function definition). Next, this column is used as
a partitioning attribute, but when a virtual column is used as a partitioning
attribute its values cannot be returned by a stored function. Typically, this
type of partitioning is applicable either to range or list partitioning.

As an example, we show below a fragment of the command creating par-
titions based on virtual column Gross.

create table Products_Virt1

(...

SellPrice number(6,2),

Tax number(4,2),

Gross as (SellPrice*Tax))

PARTITION by range(Gross)

(partition Prod1 values less than (1000),

partition Prod2 values less than (2000));

Queries that use in their predicates either virtual column Gross or formula
SellPrice*Tax can profit from the above partitioned table. For example, the
simple query below

select * from Products_Virt1
where SellPrice*Tax<1000

will be answered by accessing only partition Prod1.

System Partitioning

In a system partitioning (available from Oracle11g), partitions do not have
assigned any constraints and any row can be inserted into any partition. In
this case, the DBMS does not control the placement of rows, i.e., it is a user
(or application logic) that is responsible for inserting rows into the required
partitions. In the system partitioning, every insert command must explicitly
include the name of a partition where a row is to be inserted. A fragment of
a command defining a system partitioned table is shown below.

create table Customers_Sys

(CustomerID varchar2(10) CONSTRAINT pk_Customers PRIMARY KEY,
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...)

PARTITION by SYSTEM

(partition Cust_Europe, partition Cust_America, partition Cust_Asia);

Reference Partitioning

A reference partitioning (available from Oracle11g) is applicable to partition-
ing tables related to each other by primary key - foreign key relationships. A
table with a primary key has defined explicitly a partition schema whereas
a table with a foreign key inherits partitioning attribute and schema from
the parent table. As an example illustrating this type of partitioning let us
consider range partitioned table Products List Cat, as shown below.

create table Products_List_Cat

(ProductID varchar2(8) PRIMARY KEY,

ProdName varchar2(30),

Category varchar2(15),

SellPrice number (6,2),

Manufacturer varchar2(20))

PARTITION by LIST(Category)

(partition Prod_Elect values (’electronic’),

partition Prod_Clo values (’clothes’));

Table Sales List Cat will inherit partitioning attribute and partition defi-
nitions from Products List Cat.

create table Sales_List_PayType

(ProductID varchar2(8) not null

constraint ProdID_FK references Products_List_Cat(ProductID),

...)

PARTITION by REFERENCE (ProdID_FK);

When tables are partitioned by reference, a query optimizer joins the tables
by the partition wise join. In this join, only those partitions are joined that
produce non empty set.

Composite Partitioning

Composite partitioning allows to divide main partitions into subpartitions. In
Oracle11g main partitions can be either range or list, whereas subpartitions
can be range, list, or hash.

create table Sales_Comp_RH

(ProductID varchar2(8) not null references Products(ProductID),

TimeKey date not null references time(TimeKey),

CustomerID varchar2(10) not null references Customers(CustomerID),

SalesPrice number(6,2))

PARTITION by RANGE (TimeKey)

SUBPARTITION by HASH (ProductID) subpartitions 2

(partition Sales_1Q_2009
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values less than (TO_DATE(’01-04-2009’, ’DD-MM-YYYY’))

tablespace Users,

partition Sales_2Q_2009

values less than (TO_DATE(’01-07-2009’, ’DD-MM-YYYY’))

tablespace Users,

partition Sales_3Q_2009

values less than (TO_DATE(’01-10-2009’, ’DD-MM-YYYY’))

tablespace Users,

partition Sales_4Q_2009

values less than (TO_DATE(’01-01-2010’, ’DD-MM-YYYY’))

tablespace Users);

DDL and Select on Partitioned Tables

When the value of a partitioning attribute of a given row is updated and
this row no longer qualifies for its partition then the row can be automati-
cally migrated into another partition. Automatic migration is available when
for a partitioned table the alter table TableName enable row movement
command is executed. Otherwise, such an update will not be possible.

Partitions can be explicitly addressed by queries, delete commands, and in-
sert commands (the latter is possible only for system partitions). To this end,
the table name must be followed by keyword partition(PartitionName).
If however, a query does not address a partition explicitly, a query optimizer,
based on partition definitions and query predicates, will optimize the query
and will address only these partitions that contribute to the query result.

2.5.2 Partitioning in DB2

DB2 supports range partitioning of tables and indexes. The mechanism is
similar to the one described for Oracle. An example fragment of a command
creating a range-partitioned table is shown below. For every partition, the
range of values of a partitioning attribute (i.e., TimeKey) is defined, similarly
as in Oracle. The below table is composed of four partitions, each of which
stores sales from one quarter of year 2009.

create table Sales_Range_TKey

(iProductID varchar2(8) , ...)

PARTITION BY RANGE(TimeKey)

(partition Sales_1Q_2009 starting ’01-01-2009’,

partition Sales_2Q_2009 starting ’01-04-2009’,

partition Sales_3Q_2009 starting ’01-07-2009’,

partition Sales_4Q_2009 starting ’01-10-2009’ ending ’31-12-2009’)

2.5.3 Partitioning in SQL Server

SQL Server (from version 2005) provides horizontal range partitioning, sim-
ilar to Oracle and DB2. Partitioning applies to tables in indexes.
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Partitioning is defined with the support of two database object, namely a
partition function and a partition scheme. The partition function defines the
number of partitions for a table and ranges of values for every partition. The
partition scheme defines storage locations for table partitions. The definition
of a partition scheme is based on the partition function.

An example partition function Sales Range TKey, defined for attribute of
type datetime, is shown below. Applying this function to partitioning a table
will result in five partitions having the following ranges of dates: date<’2009-
04-01’, ’2009-04-01’≤ date <’2009-07-01’, ’2009-07-01’≤ date <’2009-10-01’,
’2009-10-01’≤ date <’2010-01-01’, and date≥’2010-01-01’. The range right
or range left keywords define the policy of inclusion of border values. If
the range left keyword is specified then the ranges for partitions would be
defined as follows: date≤’2009-04-01’, ’2009-04-01’< date ≤ ’2009-07-01’, ...,
and date>’2010-01-01’.

create PARTITION FUNCTION [Sales_Range_TKey] (datetime)

as RANGE right for values

(’20090401’, ’20090701’, ’20091001’, ’20100101’);

A partition function may be used also for numeric and character columns
in the same way as illustrated above.

An example partition scheme PS Sales Range TKey based on the
Sales Range TKey partition function is shown below. Each of the five par-
titions created by the partition function is placed in a separate filegroup,
whose name is given in the to clause. Partition storing range date<’2009-04-
01’ is stored in file group Data01, partition storing range ’2009-04-01’≤ date
<’2009-07-01’ is stored in Data02, etc. A SQL Server filegroup is a database
object offering the mechanism similar to a tablespace in Oracle, i.e., it allows
to combine multiple files under a given name.

create PARTITION SCHEME PS_Sales_Range_TKey

as partition Sales_Range_TKey

to (Data01, Data02, Data03, Data04, Data05);

Finally, based on the defined partitioning scheme, a partitioned table can
be created, as shown below.

create table Sales_Range_TKey

(ProductID varchar(8),

TimeKey datetime ...)

on PS_Sales_Range_TKey (TimeKey)

2.6 Summary

Multiple research and technological works in the area of data warehouses have
been focusing on providing means for increasing the performance of a data
warehouse for analytical queries and other types of data processing. As men-
tioned already, DW performance depends on multiple components of a DW
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architecture that include among others: hardware and computational archi-
tectures, physical storage schemes of data, query optimization and execution,
dedicated data structures supporting faster data access.

In this chapter we focused on just one component from the aforementioned
list, i.e., on data structures. The most popular data structures used in practice
in major commercial DWMSs include: various index structures, materialized
views, as well as partitioning of tables and indexes. In this chapter, first we
discussed basic index structures, including a bitmap index, a join index, and a
bitmap join index. We outlined the functionality of explicitly created bitmap
indexes and bitmap join indexes in Oracle and we showed how they are
applied in a query execution process. We also showed how system-managed
bitmap indexes are applied to star query executions in DB2 and SQL Server.
Second, we discussed the concept of materialized views and their application
to query rewriting. We analyzed the functionality of materialized views in
Oracle, DB2, and SQL Server. We showed how star queries are rewritten
based on Oracle materialized views. Third, we discussed table partitioning
techniques in Oracle, DB2, and SQL Server.

From the research and technological point of view, open issues in the area
of DW performance include among others: building DWs in a parallel compu-
tation environments (cloud, grid, clusters, GPUs), main memory DWs, effi-
cient data storage schemes (the column store and storage in MOLAP servers),
query optimization and processing (especially in parallel computation envi-
ronments and in main memory architectures), novel data structures support-
ing faster access to data, data and index compression techniques, testing and
assessing a DW performance.

New business domains of DW application require more advanced DW func-
tionalities, often combining the transactional and analytical features [82]. For
example, monitoring unauthorized credit card usage, monitoring telecommu-
nication networks and predicting their failures, monitoring car traffic, ana-
lyzing and predicting share rates, require accurate and up to date analytical
reports. In order to fulfill this demand, one has to assure that the content
of a DW is synchronized with the content of data sources with a minimum
delay, e.g., seconds or minutes, rather than hours. Moreover, queries have to
be answered instantly analyzing new data that were just loaded into a DW.
To this end, the technology of a real-time (near real-time, right-time) data
warehouse (RTDW) has been developed, e.g., [83, 84]. Strong demand for up
to date data at any moment opens a new areas of research on assuring high
performance of RTDWs.
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Summary. The aim of this lecture is to present how popular user-centric tech-
niques, namely personalisation and recommendation, can be adapted to an OLAP
context. The presentation begins with an overview of query personalisation and
query recommendation in relational databases. Then it introduces the approaches
proposed for personalising OLAP queries with user preferences, and the approaches
proposed for recommending OLAP queries. All the approaches are characterized in
terms of formulation effort, prescriptiveness, proactiveness, expressiveness, and in
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3.1 Introduction

According to a recent article of The Economist, mankind created 150 exabytes
(billion gigabytes) of data in 2005. In 2010, it will create 1,200 exabytes
[1]. With such amounts of data, it is of paramount importance to be able
to access relevant information efficiently, using sophisticated search tools.
On the other hand, systems offering search facilities, like DBMSs, are quite
uneasy to use, driving querying or navigation into huge amount of data a
very tedious process. Those such facilities should be more user-friendly [2].

In domains like the Web, Information Retrieval or e-commerce, user-centric
approaches like personalisation or recommendation have been proved success-
ful (see e.g., [3]). It is for instance believed that Amazon makes around 30%
of sales thanks to recommendations. Such approaches are very relevant in a
database context. For instance, the user may not accept to spend too much
time conceiving the query. In addition, she may not be happy if the query’s
answer shows too many or too few results. And, even if the size of the answer
is acceptable, she may be relieved to see the system automatically suggesting
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queries that will display other answers of interest, especially if she is left with
the task of navigating the database to analyse the data it contains.

A typical example of such an analysis is that of a data warehouse navigated
by decision makers using OLAP queries [4]. A data warehouse can be seen as a
large database with a particular topology, shared by many analysts who have
various interests and viewpoints, where data is seen as a cube, explored by
sequences of OLAP queries that may return large answers. In such a context,
being able to personalize or recommend queries is seen as particularly relevant
[5].

This lecture introduces how personalisation and recommendation ap-
proaches have been adopted by the database community, and how they can
be adapted to these particular databases that are data warehouses. More
precisely, it will try to answer the following two questions:

• Given a database query q, how to to cope with too many/too few results?
Personalisation can be used to answer this question. If the query result is
too large then being able to add preferences to this query gives a way of
ranking the query results to focus on the most relevant first. On the other
hand, if the query result is too small, then selection predicates, also called
strong constraints, could be turned into preferences (or soft constraints)
to weaken this query.

• Given a sequence of queries over a database, how to suggest queries to
pursue the session? In this case, what the user did in the past, or al-
ternatively, what similar users did in the past, can serve as a basis for
recommending relevant queries to complement the current query answer.

The lecture is organised as follows. The next section presents basic def-
initions and concepts of preferences and recommender systems. Section 3.3
delimits the scope of this lecture and precise how the approaches surveyed will
be categorised. Section 3.4 and Section 3.5 introduce the existing approaches
in relational databases and multidimensional databases, respectively. Section
3.6 concludes the lecture with a brief discussion and presents some open
issues.

Note that this lecture assumes basic knowledge of relational database [6]
and data warehousing [7]. Part of the material that focuses on query rec-
ommendation is borrowed from [8]. The slides illustrating this lecture are
available on the author’s web page [9].

3.2 Preliminaries

In this section, we provide the basic definitions underlying personalisation
and recommendation.
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3.2.1 Preference Expression

We begin by explaining the basics of preference modelling. A more compre-
hensive introduction can be found in [10].

Qualitative and Quantitative Preferences

Two types of approaches are used to express preferences. Qualitative ap-
proaches express relative preferences i.e., ”I like a better than b”. Such a
preference is noted a > b where > is usually a Strict Partial Order (SPO).
An SPO is a binary relation > over a set O which is

• Irreflexive, i.e., for all a ∈ O, ¬(a > a)
• Asymmetric, i.e., for all a, b ∈ O, if (a 
= b) and (a > b) then ¬(b > a)
• Transitive, i.e., for all a, b, c ∈ O, if (a > b) and (b > c) then (a > c)

Given a preference relation >, the indifference relation ∼ is defined by:
(a ∼ b) if ¬(a > b) and ¬(b > a). It expresses that a and b are not comparable.
Particular partial orders of interest are Total Orders (TO) and Weak Orders
(WO). A relation > is a TO if for every a and b, either (a > b) or (b > a). >
is a WO if > is a SPO and ∼ is transitive.

Example 1. Consider the following database instance:

Movies Author Genre Price Duration
t1 Cohen Comedy 5 90
t2 Cohen Comedy 6 100
t3 Cohen Comedy 7 80
t4 Allen Drama 7 120
t5 Lynch Drama 5 150

The preference ”I prefer Lynch movies over Allen movies and Allen movies
over Cohen movies” entails that tuple t5 is preferred to tuple t4 and tuple t4
is preferred to tuples t1, t2, t3. As preferences are assumed to be transitive,
we say that t5 dominates all the other tuples. Note that this preference says
nothing e.g., for t1 and t2, neither for t1 and t3.

Quantitative approaches express absolute preferences, i.e., I (do not) like a
to a specific degree. They are based on Scoring / Utility Functions. I like a
better than b is noted u(a) > u(b) where u is a scoring function.

Quantitative approaches are often said to be less general than qualita-
tive approaches in the sense that, in order to be representable using scoring
functions, a preference relation has to be a WO, which implies that the cor-
responding indifference relation has to be transitive. But on the other hand,
only scoring functions can express the intensity of preferences.

Example 2. The preference ”I prefer Lynch movies over Allen movies and
Allen movies over Cohen movies” can be expressed by the following scoring
function (assuming that scores range from 0 to 1):
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• ”I like Lynch” corresponds to a score of 0.9
• ”I like Allen” corresponds to a score of 0.8
• ”I like Cohen” corresponds to a score of 0.5

It can easily be seen that for instance, preference ”I prefer cheaper movies,
given that author and genre are the same” (i.e., t1 is preferred to both t2
and t3, but it is not preferred to t4 or t5) cannot be expressed with scoring
functions.

Preference Composition

Preferences can be defined extensionally under the form relation instances,
or intentionally. In the latter case, the intentional definition is called a model
of preference. Models of preferences can be expressed with a given language
like those of [11, 12] and/or by using composition of preference relations.
Compositions follow the approach used to express preferences and thus can
be qualitative or quantitative.

Qualitative Composition

In what follows, let T be a set of tuples and >1 and >2 be two prefer-
ence relations over T . We restrict here to single dimensional composition,
where preferences are expressed over a single relation. Common single dimen-
sional composition includes Boolean Composition, Prioritized Composition,
and Pareto Composition.

Boolean composition involves a boolean operator, for instance:

• Intersection, i.e., R = (>1 ∩ >2) with (t R t′) if (t >1 t′) and (t >2 t′)
• Union, i.e., R = (>1 ∪ >2) with (t R t′) if (t >1 t′) or (t >2 t′)

Prioritized Composition imposes a priority of a preference over another. It
is formally defined by R = (>1 � >2) with (t R t′) if (t >1 t′) or (¬(t′ >1 t)
and (t >2 t′))

Pareto Composition assumes two preferences to be equally important. It
is formally defined by: R = (>1 ⊗ >2) with (t R t′) if ((t >1 t′) and (t >2 t′

or t ∼2 t′)) or ((t >2 t′) and (t >1 t′ or t ∼1 t′)).

Example 3. Consider the two preferences: ”I prefer Lynch movies over Allen
movies and Allen movies over Cohen movies”, called P1 and ”I also prefer
shorter movies” called P2. Composing them using intersection result in a
particular SPO with no domination, that can be interpreted as everything
is preferred since all tuples are undominated. Composing them with union
violates irreflexivity and asymmetry, and thus the resulting relation is usu-
ally considered as not being a preference relation. Indeed, in this case, the
resulting relation would mean for instance that both t5 should be preferred
to t4 (according to P1) and t4 should be preferred to t5 (according to P2).
Composing them with prioritisation results in a total order reflecting P1
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first and then P2 only when P2 does not contradict P1. More precisely, we
have t5 preferred to t4 preferred to t3 preferred to t1 preferred to t2. Fi-
nally, composing them using Pareto results in a preference relation where
only t3 dominates t1 and t1 dominates t2, and neither t4 dominates t5 nor
t5 dominates t4 since P1 and P2 do not agree for these two tuples.

Note that properties preservation (irreflexivity, etc.) under various kind of
composition operators has been deeply studied (see [10] for more details).

Quantitative Composition

Quantitative composition is generally achieved through dedicated functions,
like weighted functions, min, max, etc. An example of quantitative composi-
tion is, given preferences P1 modelled with scoreP1 and preference P2 mod-
elled with scoreP2: Scoref(P1,P2)(ti) = x×scoreP1(ti)+(1−x)×scoreP2(ti)
where x is some weight.

Example 4. Consider the following preferences: ”I prefer Lynch movies over
Allen movies and Allen movies over Cohen movies” (P1) expressed by:

• ”I like Lynch” with scoreP1 = 0.9
• ”I like Allen” with scoreP1 = 0.8
• ”I like Cohen” with scoreP1 = 0.5

and ”I also prefer shorter movies” (P2) expressed by:

• ”I like (duration=80)” with scoreP2 = 1
• ”I like (duration=90)” with scoreP2 = 0.9
• ”I like (duration=150)” with scoreP2 = 0.6

Suppose we use the scoring function defined above to compose P1 and P2,
with x = 0.5. Then, for instance, the score of tuple t1 would be: 0.5 × 0.5 +
0.5 × 0.9 = 0.7

3.2.2 Recommender Systems

In this section, we briefly introduce the basics of recommender systems (see
[13] for a more substantial presentation).

Basic Formulation

A recommender system is typically modelled as follows. Let I be a set of
items (e.g., products in a typical e-commerce application) and U be a set of
users (e.g., customers in a typical e-commerce application). Let f be an utility
function with signature U × I → R for some totally ordered set R (typically
reals between 0 and 1). Recommending s′ to u is to choose for the user u the
item s′ that maximizes the user’s utility, i.e., s′ = argmaxIf(u, i). The func-
tion f can be represented as a matrix M = U × I, that records for any user
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u in U , any item i in I, the utility of i for u, that is f(u, i). The problem of
recommending items to users is that this matrix is both very large and very
sparse. Thus, many methods have been proposed for estimating the missing
ratings. Moreover, achieving relevant user-specific recommendations is par-
ticularly difficult since it has been observed that everyone is a bit eccentric
[14].

In general, recommendation methods are categorized [13] into: (i) Content-
based, that recommend items to the user u similar to previous items highly
rated by u, (ii) Collaborative, that consider users similar (i.e. having similar
profiles) to the one for which recommendations are to be computed as a basis
for estimating its ratings and (iii) Hybrid, that combine content-based and
collaborative ones. Note that [15] propose a multidimensional generalisation
of this basic two-dimensional formulation, especially to support profiling and
contextualisation.

Content-Based Recommendation

Typical content-based recommendation is based on the comparison between
item profiles and user profiles. For instance, it can rely on the following
principle:

1. Build item profiles by using selected features and providing a score for
each feature.

2. Build user profiles from highly rated item profiles, typically by computing
a weighted average of item profiles.

3. Compare user profiles with non-rated item profiles to estimate the missing
ratings. Typical similarity measures include vector-based similarities like
cosine.

4. Recommend to the user those non-rated items achieving the best simi-
larity scores.

Example 5. Consider the following matrix recording ratings:

Donuts Duff Apple Tofu Water Bud Ribs
Homer 0.9 0.8 0.7
Marge 0.8 0.6
Bart 0.7 0.6 0.1 0.8
Lisa 0.2 0.8 0.6
Maggie 0.6 0.5 0.6

Suppose that the features chosen for the profiles are: (contains sugar, ok for
a diet). Item profiles are modelled as vectors recording a score for these two
features. Suppose here that the scores are automatically computed from the
items’ nutrition facts. For instance, the profile for Donuts is (0.9, 0) and the
profile for Apple is (0.4, 0.6). Then user profiles are also modelled as vectors
recording scores for the same two features, derived from the known ratings.
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For instance, Homer profile would be: (0.9× (0.9, 0) + 0.8× (0.6, 0.1)+ 0.7×
(0.6, 0.1))/3 = (0.8, 0.1)1. Lisa profile would be: (0.3, 0.8). The similarity
score for the user profile with the item profile estimates the missing ratings.

The limitations of content-based approaches are the following: First finding
a good set of features must be done very carefully since it impacts directly
the score estimates and hence the quality of the recommendation. Another
problem is that recommendations stick to the user profile. For instance, using
the example above, Homer will never be recommended Tofu. Finally, this
approach suffers from the cold-start problem, i.e., how to build a profile for
a new user for who no ratings are known.

Collaborative Recommendation

The main idea of collaborative approaches is to benefit from all users’ ratings
when estimating a user’s missing ratings. Depending on how the matrix is
used (row-wise or column-wise), two techniques are distinguished, that are
based on computing similarities among users or items:

• User-user collaborative approaches estimate the ratings for items based
on ratings of similar users.

• Item-item collaborative approaches estimate the ratings for items based
on ratings for similar items.

Example 6. To illustrate the user-user approach, suppose that all user are
modelled as vectors having as many components as there exists items, the
value of the component being the rating for the item, or 0 if the rating is
not known. For instance, Homer would be modelled as the following vector:
(0.9,0.8,0,0,0,0.7,0). Similarity is computed between users, with cosine for
instance, to find the users who are the most similar to the one for which
the ratings are to be estimated. These users’ ratings are derived to estimate
the user’s missing ratings. For instance, suppose that Bart is found the most
similar to Homer, with a similarity score of 0.8. Then, given that Bart has a
score for Ribs and Homer has not, Bart’s score is used to estimate Homer’s,
by weighting Bart’s score with the similarity between Bart and Homer, i.e.,
0.8 × 0.8 is our example.

The limitations of the collaborative approach are that it relies on heavy pre-
computation, and that new users or new items, for which no ratings are
known, cannot be taken into account.

Hybrid Methods

Hybrid approaches are used to cope with the limitations of both previous
approaches. Such approaches include the aggregation of a content-based
1 This profile can be interpreted as: Homer contains sugar and is not ok for a diet.
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computed score with a collaborative computed score, the addition of content-
based to collaborative filtering, or the use of item profiles to cope with the
new item problem.

3.3 Categorising the Approaches

In this section we define precisely the scope of the lecture and present the
criteria used to categorise the approaches.

3.3.1 Scope of the Lecture

There is a lot of works in the database community that deal with query
transformation, i.e., the process of, given a database query q, transforming
q into another query q′. Among these work, we restrict our lecture to the
following transformations:

• Query personalisation: given a database query q and some profile, com-
pute a query q′ ⊆ q that has an added value w.r.t. the profile.

• Query recommendation: given a database query q and some profile, com-
pute a query q′ such that neither q′ ⊆ q nor q ⊆ q′, that has an added
value w.r.t. the profile. Note that computing a query q′ that include q
would correspond to query relaxation (see e.g., [16, 17]).

Note that other forms of query transformation like e.g., relaxation, non
relational data types (XML, etc.), and implementation and evaluation issues
will not be covered.

3.3.2 Categorisation of the Approaches

To describe and categorise the approaches presented in this lecture, we adopt
the criteria introduced in [18], that are mostly used to differentiate person-
alisation approaches.

• Formulation effort: some approaches require the user to manually specify
profile elements for each query, while in others the best they are inferred
from the context and the user past actions.

• Prescriptiveness: some approaches use profile elements as hard constraints
that are added to a query while in other as soft ones: tuples that satisfy
as much profile criteria as possible are returned even if no tuples satisfies
all of them.

• Proactiveness: distinguishes the approaches that suggest new queries
based on the navigation log and on the context (but that does not exe-
cute them), with respect to those that change the current query or post
process its results before returning them to the user.

• Expressiveness: personalization criteria have different expressivenesses
and can be differently combined.
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To precisely distinguish between the type of data needed, especially for rec-
ommendation techniques, we also use the taxonomy proposed in [19]. There,
three categories are identified:

• Current-state approaches, exploiting the content and schema of the cur-
rent query result and database instance. Current-state approaches can be
based either on (i) the local analysis of the properties of the result of the
posed query or (ii) the global analysis of the properties of the database.
In both cases systems exploit (i) the content and/or (ii) the schema of
the query result or the database.

• History-based approaches, using the query logs.
• External sources approaches, i.e., approaches exploiting resources external

to the database.

3.4 Query Personalisation and Recommendation in
Relational Databases

In this section, we give a brief overview of the approaches developed in the
relational database context.

3.4.1 Personalisation in Databases

We can distinguish two types of approaches:

• The use of explicit preference operators in queries. The most representa-
tive works in this category include Winnow [12], Preference SQL [11] and
Skyline [20] This type of approaches requires high formulation effort, is
not prescriptive not proactive, but is highly expressive.

• The rewriting (expansion) of regular database queries based on a profile.
The most representative work is initiated in [21]. This approach requires
a low formulation effort, is prescriptive and not proactive and has low
expressiveness.

Use of Dedicated Operators

The basic definition of the operator computing dominating tuples is the fol-
lowing. Given a relation r with schema sch(r) and a preference C over sch(r)
defining a preference relation >C , the Winnow operator [12], denoted wC , is
defined by: wC(r) = {t ∈ r|(�t′ ∈ r)(t′ >C t)}.

This operator can be used to order the query answer. Indeed, the answer
to a query q can be partitioned according to C, i.e., q = wC(q) ∪ wC(q −
wC(q)) ∪ . . . meaning that the answer can be presented by displaying wC(q)
first, then wC(q − wC(q)), etc.
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Example 7. Suppose that preference C is ”I prefer drama”. The query
”What are my most preferred affordable movies?” can be expressed by:
wC(σPrice<7(Movies)). The answer can be presented by displaying t5 first,
and then t1 and t2.

The work of Kiessling [11] extends this idea of having an operator dedicated
to preference expression, to enrich the SQL syntax with a PREFERRING
clause that enables the use of specific preference constructors. Each preference
constructor can be use to express a specific atomic preference. Preferences
can be composed with Pareto or prioritisation.

Example 8. Consider the following queries expressed with Preference SQL:

1. SELECT * FROM Movies PREFERRING HIGHEST(Duration)
2. SELECT * FROM Movies PREFERRING Genre IN ( ‘Drama’,‘Thriller’ )

The model of preference specified by the first query is the following: for
some duration x and y, (x >HIGHEST y) if value x is greater than value
y, meaning that movies with highest durations will be preferred. For the
second query, the model of preference says that Drama and Thriller movies
will be preferred over any other genre. More formally, if x and y are two
movie genres, (x >IN(‘Drama′,‘Thriller′) y) if x ∈ {‘Drama′, ‘Thriller′} and
y 
∈ {‘Drama′, ‘Thriller′}.
A restricted form of Kiessling’s SQL extension is the addition of the Skyline
operator to SQL [20]. This is a restriction in the sense that, originally, Sky-
line queries feature only numerical attributes and Pareto composition. This
operator is defined as follows. The syntax of a skyline clause is:

SKYLINE OF d1 MIN, . . . , dk MIN
dk+1 MAX, . . . , dl MAX
dl+1 DIFF, . . . , dm DIFF

The semantics of such a clause is that a tuple p = (p1, . . . , pn) dominates
a tuple q = (q1, . . . , qn) if:

pi ≤ qi, for i = 1, . . . , k
pi ≥ qi, for i = k + 1, . . . , l
pi = qi, for i = l + 1, . . . , m

Query Expansion

In the absence of a dedicated preference operator, a regular user query can
be processed and transformed with preferences, resulting in another regular
query that is typically a subquery of the initial one. We use the work of [21]
to illustrate this approach.

In this work, preferences come from a user profile which is modelled as
a graph of atomic quantitative preferences of the form (selection condition,
score), where selection is a regular selection predicate (that may be used to
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join two tables) and score is a real between 0 and 1 indicating the inten-
sity of the preference. Atomic preferences are composed using a very simple
principle: composition of preference (s1, v1) with preference (s2, v2) results
in preference (s1 ∧ s2, v1 × v2).

Query expansion is performed as follows. First, given a query, the k most
relevant preferences are selected from the profile. Then the selected prefer-
ences are added as hard constraints to the query, and the query is finally
executed.

Example 9. Consider the following user query: SELECT title FROM Movies
WHERE duration < 120. Suppose that the best preference selected from the
profile of the user who wrote the query is ”I like Lynch as Author”. Then the
query is modified, resulting in: SELECT title FROM Movies WHERE duration <
120 AND Author=’Lynch’. Note that in this example, if the query is evaluated
over the instance given in Example 1, then the result is be empty.

This work has been extended to take into account constraints like result
cardinality or execution time [22].

3.4.2 Query Recommendation in Databases

Recently, to our knowledge, there has been only two attempts to formal-
ize database query recommendations for exploration purpose [23, 19]. It is
important to see that given the context of database exploration, a direct
transposition of the users × items matrix is not relevant. Following [19], we
use the categories introduced Section 3.3 to categorise these approaches.

Current State

In [19], the authors focus on the current state approach and propose two
techniques to recommend queries based on the database instance and/or
the current query answer. The first technique, called local analysis, analyse
the answer to the user query to discover patterns and use these patterns
to recommend. The second technique, called global analysis, extends this
principle to the entire database instance. The instance would have to be
analysed off-line, for instance to discover correlations among attribute values.

Example 10. Consider the current query: SELECT Author, Genre FROM Movies
WHERE Duration > 100. Suppose that by analysing this query answer, it is
found that the result has a lot of tuples whose genre is Drama. Then, a possi-
ble recommendation would be: SELECT Author, Genre FROM Movies WHERE
Genre=’Drama’. Suppose now that a global analysis of the database instance
shows that value ‘Cohen’ for Author is correlated with value ‘Comedy’ for
Genre. Then, if the current query is: SELECT * FROM Movies WHERE Au-
thor=’Cohen’ a recommendation would be: SELECT * FROM Movies WHERE
Genre=’Comedy’.
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History Based

For [23], the problem of query recommendation is viewed as a sessions ×
tuples matrix. With this approach, a query is represented as a vector whose
arity is the number of tuples of the database instance. The basic approach
considers that each component of such a query is either a 1, if the query used
the tuple, or a 0 otherwise. A session is also represented by a binary vector
which is the logical or of the vectors of the queries of the session. Consider
a particular session Sc called the current session. Recommendations for Sc

are computed as follows. First, sessions similar to Sc are found, using some
vector similarity measures like e.g., cosine. For those session closest to Sc,
the queries they contain are also compared to Sc using the same similarity
measure. Finally, the queries of those sessions that are the most similar to Sc

are recommended.
In subsequent works [24], the authors focus on fragments (attributes, ta-

bles, joins and predicates) of queries and consider thus a sessions × query
fragments matrix. In this work, the matrix is used column-wise in the sense
that recommendation computation relies on fragment similarity instead of
session similarity.

Query Completion

We conclude this section by noting that recommendation also make sense
to assist the user writing a query. For instance, the SnipSuggest approach
[25] is a collaborative approach that uses a query log to provide on-the-fly
assistance to users writing complex queries. The query log is analysed to
construct a graph whose nodes are the fragments appearing in queries and
edges indicate the precedence. The edges are labelled with the probability
that a fragment follows another fragment in the logged queries. Given the
beginning of a current query, the graph is used to complete the query with
the fragment that is the most likely to appear.

Example 11. Suppose that the query log contains only the following two
queries: SELECT Title, Genre FROM Movies WHERE Actor=’C. Lee’ and SE-
LECT Title FROM Movies WHERE Author=’Allen’. Suppose that a user starts
writing a query with only SELECT. It can be then suggested the attribute
Title since this attribute is the most likely to appear according to the query
log.

3.5 OLAP Query Personalisation and
Recommendation in Data Warehouses

In this section, we introduce the personalisation and recommendation ap-
proaches that are tailored to data warehouses queries. We start by reviewing
the salient peculiarities of data warehouses compared to classical relational
databases.
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3.5.1 Peculiarities of Data Warehouses

As evidenced by e.g., [26, 27, 28] basic peculiarities of typical data warehouse
can be summarized by:

1. A data warehouse is a read-mostly database and its instance has an in-
flationist evolution (data are added, never or very seldom deleted). It is
for instance likely that a user issues periodically the same sequence of
queries more than once.

2. A data warehouse is a database shared by multiple users whose interests
may vary over time. It is argued in [29, 28, 30, 5] that user preferences
are of particular importance in data warehouse exploration. It would for
instance be important to issue recommendations computed from other
users’ habits (e.g., in a collaborative filtering fashion) and at the same
time respecting the user interests.

3. A data warehouse has a particular schema that reflects a known topol-
ogy, often called the lattice of cuboids, which is systematically used for
navigation [31]. Rollup and drilldown operations that allow to see facts
at various levels of detail are very popular in this context.

4. A typical analysis session over a data warehouse is a sequence of queries
having an analytical goal, each one written based on the past results of
the session. They may be expressed in a dedicated query language (like
e.g., MDX [32]), may produce large results that are usually visualised as
crosstabs. Moreover, the session has a sense w.r.t. some expectations. For
instance, the user may assume a uniform distribution of the data [33, 4]
or that two populations follow the same distribution [34]. Sessions (as
sequences of queries) are of particular importance in this context since
by this sequence the user navigates to discover valuable insights w.r.t.
her expectations or assumptions.

We now describe how these peculiarities have been taken into account
when personalising or recommending OLAP queries.

3.5.2 Personalisation of OLAP Queries

To the best of our knowledge, only two works deal explicitly with the per-
sonalisation of OLAP queries. The first work [29] borrows from the query
expansion paradigm, where a query expressed in MDX is transformed into
another MDX query by using elements of the user profile. This approach fea-
tures the same characteristics as that of [21] in terms of formulation effort,
prescriptiveness, proactiveness and expressiveness. The second work [30, 35]
is inspired by the use of explicit preference constructors enabling to express
complex preferences directly within the query. This approach features the
same characteristics as that of [11] in terms of formulation effort, prescrip-
tiveness, proactiveness and expressiveness.
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Query Expansion

The work of [29] is inspired by that of [22], the main difference being that it
does not use scoring function to represent preferences but relies on a qualita-
tive model instead. It proposes to expand a current MDX query by another
MDX query q using those elements of the profile that guarantee that (i) q is
included (in the classical sense of query inclusion) in the current query, (ii) q
only fetches preferred facts w.r.t. the profile and (iii) q respects a visualisation
constraint. In this work, the user profile is given by a qualitative preference
model relying on orders defined over dimension names and over attribute
values. The visualisation constraint is used to indicate the maximum number
of references (i.e., positions extracted from a data cube) that can be used for
displaying the query answer. Note that this work assumes that the instances
of the dimension tables can be used to compute the most preferred references
in terms of the user profile.

Example 12. Consider the following MDX query:
SELECT CROSSJOIN({City.Tours, City.Orleans},Category.Members)

ON ROWS
{2003, 2004, 2005, 2006} ON COLUMNS

FROM SalesCube
WHERE (Measures.quantity)
This query asks for 2 cities, 5 members of the Category level and 4 years,

i.e., 40 cells of the cube. Suppose that the device for displaying the query
result imposes the use of a cross tab with 2 axes with only 4 positions, i.e.,
only 16 cells. Suppose also that the user profile states that the most recent
years are preferred and that, for the product dimension, the preference are:
Electronics < shoes < cloth < food < drink.

The personalisation process is as follows. First the most preferred refer-
ences are computed. In this example, that would be references (Orleans, 2006,
drink, quantity) and (Tours, 2006, drink, quantity). Then it is checked if this
set of references complies with the visualisation constraint. In this example,
as there are 2 preferred references for 16 available positions, this is indeed
the case. When it is the case, then the second preferred references are added
to the first preferred and again the whole set is checked against the visual-
isation constraint. The process stops when no more positions are available
in the cross tab used to display the result, or all the references requested by
the query have been included in the cross tab. Then the set of references is
used to construct the personalised query, which, in this example, would be:
SELECT CROSSJOIN(City.Tours, City.Orleans,Category.Food, Category.drink)

ON ROWS
2003, 2004, 2005, 2006 ON COLUMNS

FROM SalesCube
WHERE (Measures.quantity)
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Use of Dedicated Operators

The work of [30, 35] is inspired by that of [11] where preferences are written
for each query using a dedicated PREFERRING clause added to the MDX
language. In this work, preference constructors are tailored to the multidi-
mensional context. For expressing atomic preferences, the main differences
with [11] are thus the following:

• The semantics of preferences over attribute values is hierarchy-driven.
• Preferences can be expressed over levels and thus over cuboids.
• Preferences can be expressed over measures.

As in [11], atomic preferences can be composed using Prioritization or
Pareto. A specific implementation has been developed for evaluating prefer-
ence queries expressed in this language.

Example 13. We illustrate two representative preference constructors. Sup-
pose that one of the hierarchies of the 5-dimensional schema is named RES-
IDENCE and has levels City, State, Country. The preference PREFERRING
City IN ’LA’ not only means that City ’LA’ is preferred over all other cities,
but also that ancestors and descendants of ’LA’ are preferred over val-
ues of this hierarchy that are neither ancestors nor descendants of ’LA’.
For instance, the reference (LA, all, 2010, F, all) will be preferred over,
say, (NY,all,all,all,all), and the reference (California,all,2009,all,all) will be
preferred over e.g., (NY,all,2010,all,all). Note that (LA, all, 2010, F, all)
∼ (California,all,2009,all,all)

As another example, PREFERRING RESIDENCE CONTAIN City means
that the facts grouping by level City are preferred over the facts group-
ing by another level of the RESIDENCE hierarchy. In that case, reference
(LA,all,2010,F,all) is preferred over (California,all,2009,all,all).

3.5.3 Recommending OLAP Queries

Surprisingly, although there are many works in relational database dealing
with query personalisation and quite a few works around query recommen-
dations, in data warehouse, that seems to be the other way round. Indeed, to
the best of our knowledge, the existing approaches for recommending OLAP
queries are [36, 37, 38, 27, 33, 4, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45]. Note that the
older works do not make use of the term query recommendation.

All these approaches are proactive, prescriptive, require a low formulation
effort and have low expressiveness. To categorise them, we use and refine
the categories proposed by [19]. We distinguish between (1) current-state
methods exploiting external information (more precisely a user profile), (2)
current-state methods based on expectations, (3) history-based methods ex-
ploiting query logs, and (4) hybrid (history and current-state) methods based
on expectations.
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Methods Exploiting a Profile

The works in this category [36, 37] suppose that a profile is provided together
with the current query. The profile expresses user preferences over the tuples
of the fact table using a quantitative approach. As in classical query expan-
sion, the profile is used to modify the current query. The main difference with
[21] is that the expanded query is not necessarily a subquery of the initial
query.

Methods Based on Expectations

The works in this category [38, 27, 33, 4, 39] rely on discovery driven analysis,
where a model on unseen data is used together with the already seen data, i.e.,
the results of the already launched queries of a given session. The strongest
deviations to the model are recommended.

We briefly recall the concept of discovery driven analysis. To support in-
teractive analysis of multidimensional data, [27] introduced discovery driven
analysis of OLAP cubes as the definition of advanced OLAP operators to
guide the user towards interesting regions of the cube, lightening the burden
of a tedious navigation. These operators are of two kinds. The first kind tries
to explain an unexpected significant difference observed in a query result by
either looking for more detailed data contributing to the difference [33], or
looking for less detailed data that confirm an observed tendency [39]. The
second kind proposes to the user unexpected data in the cube w.r.t. the data
she has already observed, by adapting the Maximum Entropy Principle [4].

Recommendation methods based on discovery driven analysis consist in
recommending queries that result in data deviating the most from a consen-
sual model (that we call expectation). Among the works in this approach,
the main difference is the model used, i.e., the nature of the expectation.
[33, 39, 4] rely on the assumption of a uniform data distribution. [38] assume
a statistical independence of the cube’s dimensions.

Example 14. We briefly illustrate the work of [4]. Suppose that a user asked
for the total sale of Cheese in Europe for Quarter 1 of Year 2010. The result
indicates that this sale is 100. Suppose that it is known (because the OLAP
server transparently evaluates queries related to what the user is doing) that
at the country level, this 100 is perfectly distributed among the 4 countries
Europe drills down to (i.e., the sales of Cheese in these countries are 25
for each of France, Italy, Spain and U.K.). If such an uniform assumption
is usually believed to be true, then this drill down does not correspond to a
relevant recommendation. On the other hand, if at the month level, it is found
that the sales of cheese in Europe is quite different from one month to another,
then drilling down to the month level would be a good recommendation.

Note that [38] and [33, 39] compute suggestions using only the current query
while [4] considers every former query result.
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Methods Exploiting Query Logs

The works in this category [40, 41, 42, 43] suppose that a query log is used
to look for similarities between the current session and former sessions, to
extract one past query as the recommendation.

The methods in this category mainly differ by the way they consider the sim-
ilarity between sessions and/or queries. [41] use the classical Levenshtein (for
session) and Hausdorff (for queries) distances. [42, 43] group queries by com-
mon projections and selections, and use a Markov model to represent sessions.
[40] cluster queries using the Hausdorff distance and detects if the current ses-
sion is a prefix of some existing session. [42, 43] and [40] identify a matching
position for the current session in the closest former session and recommend
the query after this position. [41] recommend the last query of the session that
is the closest to the current one. The score that estimates the interest of a query
for the session is computed based on the proximity of the current session with
the log queries [41] or based on the probability to have the recommended query
following the current query [42, 43].

Hybrid Methods

The only work in this category is [44, 45]. In this work, that assumes a fix
data warehouse instance, the query log is processed to detect discovery driven
analysis sessions. Sessions are associated with a goal, and recommendations
are those queries of former sessions having the same goal as that of the
current session. More precisely, the model of expectation is the one proposed
in [33, 39, 4]. The log is processed to discover pairs of facts that show a
significant difference (like e.g., a drop of sales from one year to the following
year). Those pairs are then arranged into a specialisation relation based on
the hierarchies. At query time, if the current query investigates a pair that
relates to the pairs discovered in the log, then the past queries featuring such
pairs are recommended. The main difference with the techniques of [33, 39, 4]
is that only the log is searched for interesting deviations.

Example 15. Suppose that the current query result shows that there is a big
drop of sales in the sale of Cheese in Europe from year 2009 to year 2010.
Suppose that in the log, it is found that past queries have already investigated
a big drop of Cheese sales in France for the same couple of years. Then such
queries will be recommended.

3.6 Conclusion

This lecture introduced OLAP query personalisation and recommendation,
by first defining the basic concepts and then providing an overview of the ex-
isting approaches in relational and multidimensional databases. We restricted
the scope of this presentation to the problem of, given a database query q,
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compute a query q′ ⊆ q (personalisation) or compute a query q′ such that nei-
ther q′ ⊆ q nor q ⊆ q′ (recommendation). We also categorise the approaches
in terms of formulation effort, prescriptiveness, proactiveness, expressiveness,
and the type of data needed: current state, history based, external data. With
respect to this categorisation, it can be noted that many interesting combi-
nations could investigated. For instance, to the best of our knowledge, there
exists no approach that requires a low formulation effort, being proactive and
not prescriptive while remaining highly expressive.

One of the main limitations in this field of research is that assessing effec-
tiveness of the approach is very difficult since it should be based not only on
real data but also on users’ feedback, both being very difficult to obtain due to
contexts the typically involves sensitive data. This is for instance illustrated
by the fact that, in a data warehouse context, there exists no categorisation
of the users’ navigational behaviours, whereas such a categorisation exists in
the web [46].

The domain of query personalisation and recommendation is still in its
infancy. A lot of open issues can be listed, ranging from user privacy to the
quality of recommendations and personalisations, most of these issues being
also relevant beyond the data warehouse context. For instance, the learning
and revision of preferences or navigational habits is one of these challenges.
It is of paramount importance for computing more accurate and reliable
personalisations and recommendations. A preliminary work tailored to the
data warehouse context [47] is a first step in that direction.
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Summary. We discuss the novel problem of supporting analytical business in-
telligence queries over web-based textual content, e.g., BI-style reports based on
100.000s of documents from an ad-hoc web search result. Neither conventional
search engines nor conventional Business Intelligence and ETL tools address this
problem, which lies at the intersection of their capabilities. Three recent devel-
opments have the potential to become key components of such an ad-hoc analysis
platform: significant improvements in cloud computing query languages, advances in
self-supervised keyword generation techniques and powerful fact extraction frame-
works. We will give an informative and practical look at the underlying research
challenges in supporting ”Web-Scale Business Analytics” applications that we met
when building GoOLAP, a system that already enjoys a broad user base and over
6 million objects and facts.

4.1 Introduction

Which companies collaborate with Boeing? Are these organizations also col-
laborating with Airbus or Fokker? Do employees of these companies have a
criminal record? Who published the information?

Each day new pages emerge in the Web that may contain a textual rep-
resentation of facts for answering these questions. Strategic decision makers
may frequently research the Web for questions like these. Often answers to
these queries might not be published in textual or structured form by Web ‘in-
formation aggregators’ like Wikipedia.com, Freebase.com, Trueknowledge.com
or Yago [1]. Rather, this rare factual information is hidden in unstructured
Web text on a few Web pages of news agencies or blogs. Unfortunately, col-
lecting factual answers from these pages with a general Web search engine is
still a dreaded process for a user.

One option to populate a fact base is to crawl a large document collection.
For instance Google Squared [2] populates its data base with facts from the
large corpus of the general Web. The system extracts these facts from tables,
lists and from text with open information techniques. However, in [3] we ob-
served that only a small fraction of a large archive de facto contains factual
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information. Hence, strategies that might execute a full scan over the entire
archive can drastically waste processing and storage resources (see also [4]).
Another option is discovering facts in retrieved pages from ad-hoc keyword
search. Unfortunately, this is still a tedious task, since Web search engines
do not return aggregated factual information. The heuristic of a search en-
gine user is: type in keywords as queries, ‘extract’ relevant facts from the
top-k documents, filter out relevant facts and compile facts into a structured
fact table. Therefore the user typically repeats this process multiple times in
order to complement missing attribute values and to enhance the chance to
discover unseen facts.

Significance of our approach. We present GoOLAP, a system that aims
to automate the fact retrieval process from Web search engines. GoOLAP
has three significant aspects: (1) It provides powerful operators for analytical
Web research on textual information, such as augmenting facts for an object,
tracing back the textual origin of a fact or comparing factual information for
a list of objects. (2) As a natural alternative to crawling a large proportion of
the Web, GoOLAP interprets user interactions as input to identify missing
facts. These user interactions trigger a fact retrieval process with the goal to
populate the GoOLAP fact base from Web-scale indices of existing search
engines in an ad-hoc fashion. This process is powered by the FactCrawl en-
gine that leverages sophisticated keyword generation techniques [3, 5] and
page classification techniques [6] to retrieve only pages that likely contain
missing and rare factual information [7]. (3) GoOLAP combines these ap-
proaches to drastically avoid crawling, indexing and extracting potentially
billions of irrelevant pages. GoOLAP’s human-machine machine generated
fact base nearly reaches 6 million facts and objects; a dimension that is still
an order of magnitude smaller than community-generated fact bases, such as
DBpedia [8] or CrunchBase [9]. However, our prototype extracts facts in a
hybrid approach: It leverages the crowd, the power of GoOLAP users, to dis-
cover new objects in queries, extracts and augments with the help of parallel
running machines new factual information and again utilizes the power of
GoOLAP users to verify and re-trigger this process, for instance in the case
of incomplete information.

4.2 Related Work

We discuss relevant related work in the areas of focused fact retrieval from
full text indexes, Open Information Extraction and fact search engines.

Keyword query generation with QXtract. The authors of QXtract [10]
pioneered work on automatically generating keyword phrases for fact retrieval
from full-text indices. The system executes the following stages in a one
time learning process: sample seed documents, observe/score phrases in these
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documents, query a search engine with the most promising phrases and for-
ward the retrieved pages to an information extractor.

Sample seed documents. QXtract requires a small set of manually spec-
ified ’seed’ facts to retrieve an initial set of sample pages for training. The
size of this sample influences the precision of the learning process; the authors
suggest between 100 and 2500 pages. After sampling, the pages are forwarded
to the extractor to identify which documents are relevant for the extraction
task.

Observe and score phrases. QXtract utilizes three classification ap-
proaches for observing and scoring unigram terms from the documents in
the seed sample: An SVM-based classifier, the OKAPI system [11] and the
rule-based classifier Ripper [12] are trained on the set of seed documents.
Each approach returns a list of terms, ordered by their significance for clas-
sifying relevant and irrelevant documents. The authors of QXtract propose a
threshold based technique to assemble and select relevant phrases as keyword
queries out of these terms.

Determine document retrieval order. Next, QXtract retrieves a ranked
set of documents from the index for each generated keyword query, where the
queries are selected from the three lists in a round robin fashion. All docu-
ments retrieved for a phrase are forwarded to the fact extractor. The process
continues with selecting the next highest ranked phrases from each list and
forwarding the resulting documents to the extraction service. It terminates
once no more phrases exist in any list. The authors evaluated their approach
on the two fact extractors CompanyHeadquarter and DiseaseOutbreak and
achieved a recall of about 20% while processing 10% of the documents in the
test corpus. In [4] the authors describe a framework incorporating the idea
of automatic keyword generation as an execution strategy.

Phrase generation from SQL queries. Authors of [13] extract and rank
potential keywords from attribute names and values of a structured query.
They apply a greedy approach that selects terms based on their relevance
measures informativeness and representativeness. Our approach makes use
of a similar idea: We trust that Web page authors develop a set of common
words and grammatical structures to express important factual information
in natural language.

Self-supervised keyword generation. In [5] we published an approach
that applies a self-supervised keyword generation method to extract mean-
ingful phrases which often correlate with factual information in sentences.
Our approach utilizes open information extraction techniques to generalize
fact-type-independent lexico-syntactic patterns from sentences [14]. Recently,
we presented an extended version of this work on fact retrieval [3], called
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FactCrawl. Our framework allows for the integration and evaluation of dif-
ferent feature generation methods.

Fact extraction. Multiple projects, such as CIMPLE [15], AVATAR [16],
DIAL [17], DoCQS [18], PurpleSox [19] describe an information extraction
plan with an abstract, predicate-based rule language. Our approach tries to
’re-engineer’ common patterns from observing fact extractors and other pat-
terns that appear frequently with factual information on a page as features.

Fact search. Recently, the commercial search engine Google Squared [2]
populated a fact base with machine extracted information from Web tables
and Web lists. That prototype has access to any page in the Google index
that contains a table or a list. Contrary, GoOLAP can neither rely on nor
compete with this massive amount of data. Rather, we utilize user triggered
interactions to generate keyword queries only for interesting and frequently
requested facts. These keyword queries leverage the index of a Web search
engine and retrieve only pages that likely contain facts from which we aggres-
sively filter our irrelevant pages. With both techniques, generated keywords
and aggressive Web text filters, we leverage the crawling power of a Web
search engine, but can drastically limit our fact extraction costs and avoid
crawling and indexing potentially billions of irrelevant pages. Google Squared
focuses on facts that are either represented as Web lists or as Web tables [2].
Thereby Google Squared may miss important facts in the much more com-
mon textual representation. Our extraction approach is complementary since
we focus on natural language text only.

Open information extraction and fact search. The Open Information
Extraction approach [14] of Google Squared moves the semantic interpreta-
tion of fact types to a human user. Contrary, GoOLAP relies on a predefined
set of relation extractors. These extractors return well defined semantics for
domain specific facts. Thus, this approach allows the aggregation and in-
terpretation of extracted facts by a machine, such as by an OLAP query
processor. In addition, these facts can be integrated with user contributed
fact bases, such as the project DBpedia [8].

Combining OLAP cubes and Web Documents. The idea of combining
OLAP cubes and web documents is not new. In fact, many digital libraries
like ACM, DBLP and Microsoft Research compute aggregations on document
meta data. Authors of [20], [21] and [22] published principles for integrating
OLAP Cubes and Web documents. Our work utilizes these approaches and
goes one step beyond: Our design allows users to trigger a focused fact re-
trieval process that allows the user to create domain specific specific OLAP
cubes, to identify missing facts and to restart this process until the user be-
lieves that sufficient facts exist. Thereby the system executes and controls
the the retrieval of missing facts while the user exploits OLAP cubes.
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The relation to Linked Open Data. Much factual information is read-
ily available as LOD (in RDF) [8] which can probably significantly increase
the quality of the results of the GoOLAP system described. Alternatively,
GoOLAP can also contribute newly extracted facts to the LOD cloud.

4.3 Exploring GoOLAP’s Fact Base

This section describes how a user may explore the GoOLAP fact base; see also
[23, 24, 3] for a discussion of the research challenges and [25] for an overview
of exploratory search. In this process the system retrieves documents, such
as HTML pages, issues keyword queries against a Web search engine, such
as sequences of lexical tokens, and stores, documents, facts, references to
documents and the retrieval date in a RDBMS that follows the database
layout of [16] (see also next Section).

In the rest of this section we introduce five operations that enable a user to
interact with a system. These operators reflect the typical process of an ex-
ploratory search interpret the query, retrieve augmented facts for the query,
expand a single fact into a list of related facts, and trace back the origin if a
single fact:

Interpret. A query typed into a search field can express different inten-
tions. For example, a user has the intention Augment facts for Boeing, so he
enters “Boeing” into the search field. While he is typing the query, the sys-
tem returns multiple interpretations in an auto complete dropdown, such as
company Boeing, person Boeing or product Boeing 747. The user may select
an interpretation for Boeing (e.g. company Boeing) to send the interpreted
query to the system.

Augment. This operation collects and augments information for a particu-
lar object. In addition, the system returns images of the selected object and
shows links to objects of the same type, such as other companies. Finally,
the system returns a list of ranked facts. This process has two steps. (1) Fact
type enumeration. The system takes as input the selected object. Each object
corresponds to a specific type for which the system looks up known fact types
in a system-wide ontology. Currently this ontology holds over 70 different fact
types. For instance, for an object of the type company, the system returns
fact types such as layoffs, competitors or products. (2) Return most interesting
facts for each type. For each fact type the system queries the corresponding
table for non-empty facts. Next, it ranks facts for each type by the notion
of interestingness [26]. For the exact process of object reconciliation we rely
on existing approaches, such as [27] and [28]. Note, that this functionality is
still major challenge when integrating data coming from different (probably
inconsistent) data sources.
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Expand. This operation enables a comparative analysis across facts for mul-
tiple objects. Consider a user who wants to compare different aircraft vendors,
such as Boeing, Fokker or Northrup Grumman. For each object in this user
defined selection our system projects a set of facts per type and creates a tab-
ular fact sheet. Objects are displayed as rows, fact types as columns. Each
cell lists facts ranked by interestingness. Note that this table represents a
non-first-normal-form of the underlying fact base; therefore multiple values
per cell may exist.

Trace back. For each fact, the user can access the original document at any
point of the assessment process in order to continue his research.

Subscribe. Each user has the possibility to register a profile on the GoOLAP
site. This enables a registered user to give feedback to the results by clicking
on agree or disagree buttons or editing factual data in-place. If a user is
interested in a particular object, e.g. his own company, he can subscribe to
the object by clicking on the star next to the object’s name. The system then
tries to fetch more data for the subscribed object.

4.4 User-Triggered Fact Retrieval from an Inverted
Index

The main goal of our framework is to be able to mine all the facts contained
in a document collection while processing as few documents as possible. To
solve this task we adapt keyword based document retrieval systems, such as
Web search engines, to retrieve only those pages that contain a fact (a factual
statement expressed in unstructured text which an information extractor can
detect and extract). Our fact retrieval method emulates a search engine users
behavior to solve the ”inverse retrieval” problem of identifying discriminative
keywords for the retrieval of relevant documents. Figure 4.1 introduces our
general fact retrieval process:

Step 1: Interpret and execute user query. The system collects user in-
teractions, determines the intent of the user and executes a query against
the local fact base. While a crawl-based fact retrieval execution guarantees
that all documents in an archive are processed, an indexed-based execution
might miss some relevant documents. For compensating this disadvantage,
GoOLAP observes the completeness and rarity [7] of returned results to iden-
tify potentially missing facts. If necessary, GoOLAP schedules a fact retrieval
activity (see Table 4.1). For example, if a user requests facts for an object
that is not yet contained in the GoOLAP base, the system will trigger the
retrieval of pages that contain facts for the missing object.

Step 2: Generate keyword query to retrieve missing facts. GoOLAP
forwards the corresponding textual object representation and the semantic
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Fig. 4.1. User triggered fact retrieval from Web search engines. The fact retrieval
process is interactively triggered by user interaction, here INTERPRET and AUG-
MENT.

type of the missing fact to FactCrawl [3], a framework that emulates a search
engine user’s behavior to solve an inverse retrieval problem. This frame-
work queries a Web search engine with automatically generated keywords,
re-ranks the resulting list of URLs according to a novel fact score and forwards
only promising documents to a fact extractor. FactCrawl generates keywords
using structural, syntactic, lexical and semantic information from sample
documents. Thereby FactCrawl estimates the fact score of a document by
combining the observations of keywords in the document.

Step 3: Filter out irrelevant pages. GoOLAP utilizes a fact predictor [6];
this technique reliably filters out irrelevant pages and only forwards relevant
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Table 4.1. GoOLAP collects and interprets more than 30 user interactions that
may trigger a fact retrieval process. This table displays user interactions and system
activities contained in our demonstration scenario.

pages to the GoOLAP fact extractors. Most importantly, our fact predictor is
two orders of magnitude faster than the fact extractor. The fact predictor is
based on a support vector machine that evaluates pages on a sentence level,
where each sentence is transformed into a token representation of shallow
text features.

Step 4: Fact extraction. GoOLAP extracts factual information and re-
solves objects with home-grown extractors based on [14] and commercial
extractors, such as OpenCalais [29]. Overall, GoOLAP provides more than
70 different fact extractors for the domains people, companies, media and
entertainment. As a result, the system wide ontology is limited to the set of
fact types provided by the extractor, but also open to previously unseen fact
instances that the fact extractor discovered in retrieved documents. An inter-
esting open research challenge is the alignment of our fact base with DBpedia
/ Freebase or any other large scale factual knowledge base. OpenCalais may
provides only marginal quality on texts from domains that are different from
business and news, such as for medical documents. Therefore our system is
open to additional fact extractors such as extractiv.com or alchemy.com. The
retrieval process then aggregates the extracted facts and stores them into the
local fact base. Selecting those extractors which provide best performance on
a certain domain, when there are alternatives available, is an open challenge.

Data storage and parallel execution engine. Our execution and storage
system bases on a hybrid solution is hybrid, along traditional approaches,
such as [20], [16]. Even though it would be more interesting to have a single
system, we chose this hybrid approach for the following reasons:

• Factual information is small compared to the raw text documents. There-
fore we chose to store the local fact base, the ontology, objects and small
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document snippets of a few 100 bytes in a horizontally partitioned MySQL
cluster database on a raid-based 256 GB solid state disc (SSD) array. The
technology allows GoOLAP users to retrieve as well as to update and rate
facts.

• The current user base may generate interactions that trigger the retrieval
of several hundred thousand pages daily. Current RDBMS may only hold
the documents for several hundred days with a reasonable cost/storage
balance. Therefore, we manage the sheer mass of raw textual documents
in a Hadoop [30] cluster, using commodity hardware, HDFS and HBASE.
The MySQL cluster references these documents via unique keys.

• Fact extraction is computational processing intensive. GoOLAP processes
the massive amounts of requests for new facts in a parallel fashion on a
cluster of 12 nodes, each running with 4 GB RAM on a 2x 2.8 GHz Intel
CPU. The parallel query execution engine bases on Hadoop. We chose
to abstract the functional programming interface of Hadoop through the
declarative query language JAQL [31] and extend JAQL with first-order
functions for keyword generation with FactCrawl [3], Web text filtering
[6] and fact extraction [29]. JAQL represented objects, pages, facts and
interactions with the semi-structured JSON format. Jaqls design has been
influenced by Pig [32], Hive [33], DryadLINQ [34], among others, but
has a unique focus on the following combination of core features: (1) a
flexible data model, (2) reusable and modular scripts, (3) the ability to
specify scripts at varying levels of abstraction, referred to as physical
transparency, and (4) scalability (see also ).

4.5 Demonstration Scenario

Our interactive online demo shows the interplay of users exploring the
GoOLAP fact base and thereby triggering new requests for retrieving missing
facts from the index of a Web search engine. Figure 4.2 shows our demon-
stration scenario. Our prototype can be reached at www.goolap.info.

Consider an analyst who wants to have an overview over competitors of
Boeing. On the GoOLAP start page, she begins to type “Boeing” into the
search field (1). The auto complete dropdown returns multiple interpretations
of Boeing, picking the company object by default. After sending the query, the
following page presents an overview over augmented facts of different types
(e.g. business location, products or employment) for the company Boeing and
some arbitrary documents that include information about that object. She
now opens the table Business: Competitor that shows the top 15 ranked facts
about competing companies (2). We suppose she is unsure whether EADS is
a competitor of Boeing, thus she clicks on the document symbol on the right
of the row to prove evidence for that fact. The next page shows a document
from www.defenseprocurementnews.com which explains “Boeing and EADS
are in direct competition” (3). She can help ranking the fact by clicking on
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Fig. 4.2. A typical user session with the goal to collect facts about competitors of
company Boeing

the agree button or find the sources of other facts in the table the same way.
Next, the analyst desires to compare the competitors. She clicks on the button
in the column header of the competing companies to expand the list. The view
presents a tabular list of competitors of Boeing (4). She can manually remove
an incorrect object in the list or add another one that is missing. Suppose the
analyst wishes to compare the employee size of the companies. She performs
an outer join on the table by adding the column Business: Employee Size from
the dropdown menu in order to get a comparable result of facts (5). If there is
a wrong result in one cell, she can display alternative values and find a better
one. Again, she can trace back the evidence of a fact by clicking the document
symbol. She is now happy with her result and saves the table under the name
“Aviation Companies”. Now, she can continue her research at a later time
or share the table to other users, allowing them to make their own changes.

4.6 Research Challenges

GoOLAP presents our attempt in providing a versatile approach for inter-
active fact retrieval from the Web. We believe that studying the new types
of Web usage and the interplay of fact exploration with fact retrieval – a
well-known important problem in information retrieval – will open up a lot
of new challenges and opportunities:

Ranking fact sources. Only very few domains provide most of the facts
in GoOLAP (see also Figure 4.3). Often these fact aggregators aim to col-
lect factual information from news articles or human collaborations. Worse,
in [3] we discovered that most fact types appear only in less than 1% of
retrieved documents. An interesting direction is a systematic integration of
these statistical observations into the fact retrieval process; for instance, we
could observe domains about fact update cycles or could estimate common
replication strategies across domains.
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Fig. 4.3. GoOLAP receives facts from 40.414 different Web domains. This distri-
bution shows the top-10 domains that provided most facts. The X-axis depicts the
number of extracted facts per domain.

Quality-based fact ranking. GoOLAP ranks different facts for the same
object with the measure of interestingness [26]. This measure captures how
often authors of retrieved pages mention the same fact for the same object.
The design of more meaningful, potentially quality based, ranking metrics
desires investigation, such as metrics for ranking ‘rarely appearing’ facts in
documents which are often requested through user interactions.

‘Crowd’-based fact sharing and verification. Similar to a data market,
users may request the system to collect ‘private’ fact collections and share
these collections with few ‘trusted’ users. How can the system leverage these
user interactions and fact collections for discarding incorrect facts? Can we
derive a fact quality measure from observing the sharing of fact collections?

Active learning of labeled examples from user interactions. Devel-
oping high-quality information extraction (IE) rules, or fact extractors, is an
iterative and primarily manual process, extremely time consuming, and error
prone. In each iteration, the outputs of the ex- tractor are examined, and the
erroneous ones are used to drive the refinement of the extractor in the next
iteration. Recently, authors of [35] introduced a provenance-based solution for
suggesting a ranked list of refinements to an extractor aimed at increasing its
precision. The ability to automatically generate useful refinements depends
on the number, variety and accuracy of the labeled examples provided to
the system. In most cases the labeled data must be provided by the rule
developer. Unfortunately, labeling data is itself a tedious, time-consuming
and error prone process. It would be interesting to investigate whether active
learning techniques [36] can be combined with techniques for adapting open
information extraction to domain specific relations [37] and GoOLAP click
streams to present to the developer only those most informative examples,
therefore facilitating the labeling process.
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4.7 Conclusion

We introduced GoOLAP.info, a novel class of applications for answering intel-
ligence queries over natural language Web text. GoOLAP provides powerful
operators for retrieving, extracting and analyzing factual information from
textual representations on the Web. At the core of this service lies FactCrawl,
a powerful engine for the retrieval of unseen or missing facts from a Web
search engine to a structured fact base. Over time, GoOLAP may evolve
to a comprehensive, effective and valuable information source. Unlike sys-
tems that utilize a cost intensive crawling strategy (such as Google Squared),
GoOLAP elegantly utilizes user interactions, generated keyword queries and
text filtering techniques to populate an ad-hoc and incrementally improving
fact base. Compared to existing approaches that crawl and maintain very
large Web archives, GoOLAP tries to minimize retrieval costs through user
triggered fact retrieval.

We outlined exciting challenges, such as the design of an iterative fact re-
trieval process, the interpretation of user interaction and automatic keyword
query generation. As mentioned already, there is a lot of experimental work
done and to do in the future to rank or verify information; see also work
about ranking interesting assertions in [26], ranking facts [38] and work on
identifying the ’true’ origin of an information [39].

Finally, GoOLAP gives us access to click streams that allow the academic
community to study user interactions and to design novel powerful Web re-
search operators. These challenges should appeal to and benefit from several
research communities, most notably, the database, text analytics and dis-
tributed system worlds.
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Summary. Business Intelligence (BI) solutions allow decision makers to query,
understand, and analyze business data in order to make better decisions. How-
ever, as the technology and society evolve, faster and better informed decisions are
required. Nowadays, it is not enough to use only the information from the own
organization and making isolated decisions, but rather requiring also to include in-
formation present in the web like opinions or information about competitors, while
using collective intelligence, collaborating through social networks, and supporting
the BI system with cloud computing. In response to this situation, a vision of a
new generation of BI, BI 2.0, based on the evolution of the web and the emerging
technologies, arises. However, researchers differ in their vision of this BI evolution.
In this paper, we provide an overview of the aspects proposed to be included in
BI 2.0. We describe which success factors and technologies have motivated each
aspect. Finally, we review how tool developers are including these new features in
the next generation of BI solutions.

Keywords: Data warehouses, business intelligence 2.0, web 2.0, real-time,
cloud computing, collaborative BI, social networks, collective intelligence,
crowdsourcing.

5.1 Introduction

Over the last decade, the use of Business Intelligence (BI) solutions has been
steadily increasing. Even in the recent recession period, a study from the
Gartner Group showed that the BI market not only did not decrease, but
instead it grew 4% [1]. BI solutions allow decision makers to query, under-
stand, and analyze business data, in order to make better decisions and gain
a competitive edge. Traditionally, BI applications allow managers and deci-
sion makers to acquire useful knowledge about the current performance and
problems of the business from the data stored in their organization, by means
of a variety of technologies. These technologies range from data warehousing,
data mining, and OLAP, to business performance management and periodical
business reports. Research in these areas has produced consolidated solutions,
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techniques, and methodologies, and there is a variety of commercial products
available that are based on these results.

More recently, a new trend in BI applications has emerged: BI applica-
tions no longer limit their analysis to the data of their own organization.
Increasingly, they also source their data from the outside, thus complement-
ing internal company data with value-adding information from the Web (e.g.
retail prices of products sold by competitors or opinions posted by customers),
in order to provide richer insights into the new dynamics of business and to
better support decision-making processes. As a result, BI applications aim
to assist modern management practices, where decision-making requires a
comprehensive view of the market and the business environment as a whole,
thus BI solutions using just internal company data no longer suffices. On the
other hand, at the same time as data from the Web is being included into
BI applications, BI applications are also evolving towards the web. Recently,
internal company information systems are being transformed into BI as a
service (e.g. hosted BI platforms for small and medium-sized companies) and
software support to manage business outsourcing or crowdsourcing is the tar-
get of huge investments and the focus of enormous research efforts by both
industry and academia.

Nevertheless, this trend is not limited to just relocate the BI processes onto
the web, but rather to transform how BI is performed. This transformation is
being influenced by the apparition of different, new technologies in the web
2.0, as well as the recent rising of the social networks [2]. Together, these
factors provide a general vision of which are the features the next generation
of BI tools should include. However, when analyzing the influence of the
different factors on BI processes, there is no clear consensus. While some
authors [3, 4, 5] focus on the technical aspects and propose to adapt the
most recent techniques to the current BI tools, others describe a complete
transformation of the BI processes [6, 7]. In our reseach group, and according
to this new evolution of classical BI, we have been organizing two editions of
the BEWEB Workshop [8, 9] trying to allocate this evolution. Furthermore,
in [2], we also collected different trends related to Business Intelligence and
the web.

In this paper, we provide an overview of the different aspects of the so-called
“BI 2.0”, how the web has influenced BI and how BI is reacting to this influ-
ence, including the analysis of technical challenges that must be overcomed, as
well as how the current BI tools are integrating the new features. We analyze
which are the common aspects envisioned, in order to identify the scope of the
2.0 generation. In order to visualize how these new aspects could be integrated
into the traditional architecture of a BI system based on data warehousing, we
show a potential architecture in figure 5.1. In this figure, we can see how tradi-
tional Extraction, Transformation and Loading (ETL) batch processes are now
being substituted by real-time integration processes. These processes should
also integrate data coming from the web or, alternatively, this data should be
integrated into the analysis at later stages, without being stored in the Data
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Warehouse (DW). The DW is now distributed in the cloud, which provides
the necessary scalability. Furthermore, the information from the DW is re-
trieved through BI services, which send the requested information through the
network to the users. Finally, these users do not take decisions in an isolated
manner, but instead interact and interchange information achieving better de-
cisions in shorter times. This interchange can be done either internally, through
the business BI system, or between organizations, for example using Business
Intelligence Networks [10].

Fig. 5.1. An overview of the new BI 2.0 architecture

The rest of the paper is structured as follows, Section 5.2 gives a brief
overview of the recent evolution on BI and DWs. Section 5.3 introduces the
basic concepts related to BI 2.0. Section 5.4 describes how the new technolo-
gies and the web have influenced traditional BI processes and tools. Section
5.5 describes the current technical challenges and the different solutions pro-
posed to overcome them. Section 5.6 provides an overview of the current BI
tools and which new features are being implemented. Finally, Section 5.7
describes the conclusions and sketches the expected evolution in this area.

5.2 Business Intelligence and Data Warehouses in a
Nutshell

Traditionally, BI has been involved in analyzing structured data, aiming to
improve the business performance and providing a competitive edge. How-
ever, due to the size of data to be queried, and the nature of the decisional
environment, a specific design for the database which stores the necessary in-
formation for the BI process is required [11]. In order to solve this problem, it
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is widely accepted that the design of the database schema should be oriented
to improve the performance, creating a separate database with a schema that
minimizes the number of joins required to answer a given query. The result-
ing schema at logical level is named Star Schema, and its variants Snowflake
Schema and Fact Constellation, depending on how tables are organized. This
methodology [12, 11] has become popular for building the DW, and vendors
have implemented their own DW designer tools using this approach.

However, a main problem arises from designing the DW from a logical point
of view. Since the logical model is designed for storing data and improving
query performance, it does not consider the analysts’ needs [13]. Therefore, it
is hard for an analyst to (i) understand the underlying schema, and (ii) obtain
useful information from the stored data. The main drawback is that the
logical level lacks multidimensional details, required to specify information
related to hierarchies and other complex multidimensional structures, which
organize the data for the analysis task and hide implementation details.

In order to solve this problem, researchers have proposed a number of
different conceptual modeling approaches [14, 15, 16, 17], although unfortu-
nately, up to now none of them has been accepted as a standard. Nevertheless,
vendors have also perceived this defficiency, and include their own representa-
tions of multidimensional structures into their tools, in order to allow analysts
to query the DW without using SQL queries. However, being able to query the

Fig. 5.2. An example of requirements modeling for DWs using the Lucentia BI
tool
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DW does neither guarantee that it stores the necessary data nor guarantees
that it is structured as required by the analysts. Therefore, some researchers
have gone a step further, and include a requirements analysis stage in their
DW design process [13, 18], providing an alignment between the DW and
the analysts’ needs, thus reducing the failure rate of DW projects. Most of
these requirement analysis stages are based on intentional analysis, where the
analysts’ needs are modelled as goals. An example of the intentional analysis
proposed in [18], using an i* [19] profile, is shown in figure 5.2. This model
represents the user intentions starting from a Business Process. In order to
improve this process, there are a series of goals to fulfill, which are eventu-
ally achieved by means of gathering the necessary information (Contexts and
Measures), which will be stored in the DW.

Moreover, in addition to the requirementsnanalysis stage, a hybrid ap-
proach for designing DWs by using the Model Driven Architecture, was pro-
posed in [20, 21]. This hybrid approach considers both the user needs, at
requirements level, as well as the existing data in data sources, thus detect-
ing any problem or conflict in early stages. Since the proposal was aligned
with MDA, it allows the DW designers to build the DW in a semi-automatic
way, dramatically cutting development time and costs, and significantly im-
proving the DW development process.

Nevertheless, many challenges are still open for further research in DWs in
order to better support the BI processes. On the one hand, BI processes are
constantly evolving. Therefore, it is crucial for the DW to include support
for new requirements as BI processes change. Some work has been recently
done to address this issue [22]. On the other hand, there is still ongoing work
on how to include the unstructured information present in the Web into the
DW [23, 3, 24, 25]. Information present on the Web can be highly relevant
for the business. However, this information is not always accurate and its
correctness is not guaranteed. Therefore, integrating it directly into the DW
with the rest of information stored by the organization may lower the quality
of the data.

Furthermore, the usability of BI tools is still an issue. Some works [26] show
that analysts and decision makers do not exploit all the capabilities provided
by the BI platforms. This is mainly due to two reasons: (i) these platforms
provide a huge set of features, transforming the problem of analyzing huge
amounts of data into a problem of finding the right approach (and the right
tool) in order to perform the analysis, and (ii) most advanced features pro-
vided by BI tools actually require technical knowledge of both the tool and
the underlying data structures, e.g. building interactive dashboards, which
does not allow analysts to use BI platforms to their full extent. In order to
solve this problem, the current direction is providing more user-centric tools,
which provide a personalization of the platform while helping the users in
their analysis tasks, allowing them to query the data through QA systems
and more intuitive interfaces.
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After having briefly presented the history about BI & DWs, we will proceed
to describe and analyze the upcoming evolution of BI 2.0.

5.3 Basic Concepts Related to BI 2.0

In this section we will introduce the basic concepts related to BI 2.0. Each
concept included in this section is either a technology or an aspect related to
the new vision of BI.

• Real-time: Real-time usually refers to the fact that the maximum time
required for a task to be completed is known and defined. However, in
BI, real-time often refers instead to the concept of up-to-date data [5],
and data streaming. Therefore, when talking about real-time data in BI,
we must deal with data flows whose structure is unknown until they are
being interpreted. The lack of completeness of the information at a certain
point forces to manage exceptional situations which would otherwise not
occur. For example, we may have only partial information about a certain
transaction, such as the amount, date and client related to a transaction,
but not the products.

• SaaS (Software as a Service) [4]: SaaS refers to software being developed
for its use through Service Oriented Architectures (SOA). The Service
Oriented Architecture Protocol (SOAP) allows to invoke pieces of software
through the HTTP protocol, by passing the parameters specified by the
service interface. In this way, SOAP provides a way to invoke software
services while abstracting from the implementation technology. Recently,
this vision is also being applied to BI solutions. This allows us to obtain
results from algorithms, reports and other interesting information from
a remote server and combine this services into new value-added ones.
The most interesting feature about SaaS is that it allows us to deploy
solutions based on cloud computing, which are highly scalable, as opposed
to traditional solutions. Additionally, this approach allows companies to
“rent” their software and BI services through internet.

• Cloud computing[27]: Cloud computing was originated as the integra-
tion of several, heterogeneus elements into a “cloud” or network. A mid-
dleware layer provides a homogeneous interface for the user or software
accessing it, while hiding the details of the underlying technology. The
cloud also supports the addition of new elements, allowing us to increase
the network capabilities to meet the demand as necessary depending on
the work load.

• Collective intelligence[28]: Collective intelligence was first used to refer
to emerging behaviours in colonies. Often, these colonies would be formed
by insects, and presented more complex behaviours than those of the
individuals forming them. An example collective intelligence can be seen
especially in social networks, where decentralized groups of people with
no leader are able to take decisions and promote initiatives which would
not be possible by a single individual.
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• Crowdsourcing[29]: Crowdsourcing refers to delegating a certain task
to the crowd. The effectiveness of this approach comes from the fact that,
typically, each individual must only perform little effort in order for the
group to achieve its goal. Moreover, the collective intelligence present in
the crowd can obtain solutions which could be very difficult to discover
by an individual, even if he was dedicated exclusively to that task [6].

• Social networks: Social networks consist of a collection of data provided
by its own participants, as well as the relationships between them. These
networks allow their participants to interact and contribute with further
information, thus enriching the existing data. The collaboration between
participants provides faster and better results than what a single individ-
ual can achieve, thus, researchers are developing proposals which apply
this concept to BI. [6, 10].

• Linked data[30]: Linked data refers to the idea of relating each piece of
information to the rest of information which affects or is affected by that
piece. Ideally, linked data means knowing and being able to exploit the
existing relationships between every piece of information recorded, which,
in turn, means that the relationships are semantically tagged and can be
used by a computer to reason. This aspect is specially relevant in order
to automatically obtain knowledge from existing information in the web
and the information stored in DWs [31].

• Opinion mining[32]: Opinion mining refers to the process of describing
the general feelings or opinions of a group of people towards a certain
element. In this way, opinion mining implies being able to understand a
given set of opinions and obtaining a conclusion from them. This infor-
mation is typically found in the web as unstructured data. Nevertheless,
this information can be highly relevant for an organization, enabling to
identify which products are perceived better by the customers and why.

• Process oriented BI[33]: Process oriented BI is a point of view that fo-
cuses on the processes and their logic, relating the stored data to business
process performance, instead of focusing on simply presenting aggregated
data in different formats. This point of view allows us to identify and re-
structure processes which are not contributing towards the business goals.

After having introduced the basic concepts, we will proceed to describe
how the web, and the new technologies, have influenced the vision of BI and
the features included in BI tools.

5.4 Influence from the Web on Business Intelligence

As society evolves, and the ratio of connectivity to the Internet increases,
organizations find themselves environment that is constantly and rapidly
changing. In the recent years, more and more businesses have started to
provide their services in an online fashion. Therefore, now customers have
easy access to a wide variety of offers, and become much more critic with the
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products they buy. With the appearance of social networks, the blogosphere,
and the web 2.0 [34], customers interchange opinions about the products
they buy and other similar offers. These opinions influence other customers
[32], either motivating them to also purchase that product, or stopping them
from buying it. In this context, businesses need to consider as much informa-
tion as possible when taking strategic decisions [35, 36], in order to gain the
edge and retain or even increase their share of the market. Moreover, these
decisions must be agile, in order to react in time to existing problems and
threats, or covering possible weaknesses. The introduction of these new needs
has altered different aspects related to BI tools and processes, such as: user
interfaces, up-to-date periods of information, number of persons required to
take a decision, how data is presented and the focus of analysis.

The first aspect that has experienced an evolution are the user interfaces
of the BI solutions. Nowadays, the information required to take decisions must
be available to be checked from anywhere. Additionally, the way of interacting
with the tools must be intuitive and require as little training as possible.
Therefore, desktop applications have become obsolete and web interfaces are
almost mandatory. In fact, most BI solutions [37, 38, 39, 40] already include
a website as their interface. Recently, these web interfaces have been adapted
to be visualized in mobile devices, allowing the appearance of mobile BI
solutions, often referred as Mobile BI. Mobile devices are characterized by
their reduced size and memory, with interaction mainly based on clicking a
touch screen. Therefore, BI 2.0 solutions must provide services which generate
user interfaces adapted to show information in a very limited space, while also
allowing us to interact and navigate through the data with simple clicks, and
transferring only the strictly necessary information.

The second aspect which is changing is the information up-to-date pe-
riods. Initially, information was typically presented in the form of reports,
designed to identify trends and allowing to elaborate strategies in order to
avoid future problems. However, nowadays reports are checked when there is
already a problem. This is mainly due to two reasons. The first reason is that
they are not easy to be read for decision-makers, unless they are being used to
identify an existing problem. The reason is that they typically present a huge
quantity of non-interactive data, thus they do not allow to perform ad-hoc
analysis and its difficult to relate them to business goals and strategies. The
second reason is that, very often, they arrive too late due to the rapid change
of the environment. In the current environment, monthly and weekly reports
are already dated when they are generated. For example, a defective product
or a security problem can harm the corporate image in under a week, or even
in less than one day. Some examples are the well-known Dell hell history or,
more recently, the security breaches at Sony. Previously, unattended com-
plaints, and most problems, would just dissapear and other customers would
not notice. Now, customers interact with each other and post their opinions,
forcing the business to react at the same speed as this information is spread.
Therefore, businesses now need to gather and analyze their incoming data in
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real-time, and due to its size, in most cases this analysis is required to be
done automatically.

The third aspect that is evolving is how decisions are taken, inspired by
the recently seen social networks. Traditionally, decision-makers would take
decisions according to reports provided by the BI system. These decisions
would be taken in an isolated manner or in small groups of executives and
analysts. Some authors [6, 10] propose that, a better way to take decisions,
is to use the collective intelligence of the enterprise or directly delegate them
to the crowd (crowdsourcing). In this way, when taking a decision, an agile
forum of discussion could be created, where people with knowledge over the
different aspects involved in the decision could argue which is the best course
of action. Alternatively, another way to provide additional human insight, is
to directly use the contributions from employees as an additional source of
information, instead of involving them into the discussion.

The fourth aspect suffering changes is the interactivity between the user
and the BI system. This aspect, related to the previous one, revolves around
the ability to interchange information between BI users, as well as contribut-
ing with information enriched or created by the own user. This aspect has
been emphasized by the Web 2.0 and the new capabilities provided by this in-
teraction, specially on blogs and web applications. In this way, data provided
by the BI system should no longer be shown as read-only reports, graphs
and figures, but rather as a read and write element in which users can in-
clude annotations, link with other elements, and easily send the information
to other BI users. This last feature is very relevant, since a recent study from
Penteo [41] showed that, nowadays, Excel spreadsheets are the third most
used BI tool. The main reason behind this trend is that executives find easy
to interact with it, and because is easy to send a spreadsheet to a partner
which he can open right away.

The fifth aspect is how data is presented. Currently, most BI systems
are focused on just showing data in different ways like bar graphs, spread-
sheets, aggregations, etc. However, these presentations just focus on how to
show the information provided by the data, and do not take into account the
cognitive model of the user, or the pursued strategies in order to improve
the business performance. Therefore, it is harder for BI users to actually find
relevant patterns or develop new strategies using this visualizations. In order
to solve this issue, different alternatives have been proposed. Some of these
alternatives are traditionally introduced in BI tools, such as linking the data
with balanced scorecards, while other proposals also point to link goal mod-
els, or even with business process models, with the stored data, thus easily
identifying which parts of the business strategy require improvement.

Finally, the last aspect, is related to the focus of analysis. Traditionally,
there has been an extensive use of descriptive data mining techniques [42].
These techniques are used for example, to segment groups of clients and iden-
tifying different client profiles, analyze past trends or problems, and describe
the evolution of a certain business activity, like sales. Now, this focus is shifting
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towards predictive analysis, centered on supporting decisions like “will there
be enough products to meet the demand? should I produce more?”. However,
since the environment is changing at a very fast rate, these questions now refer
to the inmediate future, introducing a strong time restriction on the answer.

After having presented the different aspects of BI which are experiencing
an evolution, we will proceed to present the technical challenges which must
be overcomed in order to support the previously described features.

5.5 Technical Challenges of Business Intelligence 2.0

The new aspects to be introduced in BI 2.0 cannot be accomplished unless
the necessary technology is developed. Therefore, in order to reach the new
envisioned BI, a series of technical challenges must be overcomed.

• Real-time Data warehouses[5]: In order to achieve a real-time flow
of data and be able to process it, the way of capturing this data must
be modified. Traditionally, data is captured into transactional databases
when a transaction related to a business process ocurrs. Then, at some
point determined by the refreshing cycle of the DW, the new data is
cleaned, processed, and loaded through ETL processes (bulk feed). After-
wards, data can be used for analysis and supporting decisions. However,
this process is time consuming and has a negative impact on the perfor-
mance of both transactional systems (from where data is obtained) and
decisional systems (since ETL processes perform operations on tables in
the DW). Therefore, this approach does not meet the real-time require-
ments of BI 2.0, rendering unable to use the decisional support systems
while they are being loaded with new data. In order to overcome this
technical challenge, two main modifications must be performed on ETL
processes. On the one hand, data must be captured as it is being recorded
in transactional systems (trickle feed). This can be achieved through trig-
gers in transactional databases, logs, and other existing techniques. On
the other hand, the whole ETL process should be modelled and auto-
mated, supporting the incoming data as a workflow (see figure 5.3) and
considering potential exceptions. Therefore, data being loaded might not
be complete, and could have information about certain dimensions of the
DW missing, or even more, it could present an unexpected pattern, mak-
ing it necessary to correctly define exception management policies. Once
the delay introduced by ETL processes has been minimized, query delay
can be minimized using parallelization, hardware acceleration and main-
memory database approaches, in order to obtain a seamless real-time BI
process. Finally, the last aspect to consider in real-time DWs is the analy-
sis process. Since data is constantly flowing into the DW, the information
stored is being modified constantly. Therefore, users are not able to per-
form multiple analysis over the same set of data, since when they perform
a second analysis, the data has already changed, producing inconsistent
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results. In order to overcome this limitation, the current approach is to
save snapshots of the underlying data, allowing the decision makers to
analyze the snapshots multiple times.

Fig. 5.3. Real time ETL processes with a continuous parallel workflow

• Scalability: Scalability issues can affect many different parts of the
decision-making process. From the transactional databases, from where the
information is being extracted, to the DW, used as data source for the BI
solution, or even the network providing the results to the different users.
Since in the envisaged BI 2.0 the number of BI users is expected to increase,
scalability issues have an increasing importance. There are three main ap-
proaches for solving these issues. The first one is by providing more power-
ful single elements of hardware, while the second is simply providing more
hardware elements. The third one is a combination of the previous two,
while trying to achieve the most cost-effective solution. In the first group,
we can see more and more powerful DW servers being developed by differ-
ent companies. Some examples are the Exadata from Oracle [43] and the
DW server architecture from Netezza [44]. These DW servers include very
powerful characteristics with a high number of cores and huge RAM size, in
order to increase the speed of the queries formulated against the database.
In the second group, we have the recently seen cloud computing services,
which were introduced in Section 5.3. Examples of cloud computing ser-
vices are the Amazon services (s3, ec2), Azure Cloud from Microsoft, and
the recent iCloud from Apple. The first solution has the advantage that the
information is stored and hosted by the organization, which potentially can
provide more privacy and security. On the other hand, cloud services are
more flexible to meet the fluctuations in demand throughout the day with-
out incurring in unnecessary costs, and hide some of the technical problems
from the users, as described in [27].

• Semi-structured and unstructured data: Nowadays clients inter-
change opinions through social networks and comments posted in forums,
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blogs, etc. while competitors post special offers on their website. This
means that the business no longer has all the relevant and necessary in-
formation stored [23]. Therefore, all this information must be gathered
from the outside. This information is highly relevant for the business.
Knowing the opinions and ratings given by clients about certain prod-
ucts [32], or the marketing strategies used by competitors, can provide an
edge and allow to quickly react by offering special counter promotions.
However, this information is either presented in a semi-structured format
(as XML files) or, in most cases, in unstructured natural language or as
content inside a webpage. Therefore, and due to the size of information
which must be analyzed, it must be automatically parsed by using special
algorithms and natural language processing (NLP) tools, in order to iden-
tify the relevant information and be able to link it with the information
stored by the organization. However, due to complexity and ambiguity
of the natural language, NLP tools currently are not accurate enough to
guarantee that the information obtained is correct. Therefore it is recom-
mended to not directly integrate this information with the one gathered
from operational systems and business processes, as it would lower the
quality of the data and potentially harm decisions taken. This area is still
open for further research.

• Predictive data mining: As the focus of analysis is shifted towards the
inmediate future, the importance of predictive analysis increases. Since
the amount of information to be analyzed in order to take a decision is
too big for a human expert, this analysis must be done automatically.
Therefore, it is necessary to develop algorithms which analyze the data
and describe the current trend and the expected evolution, in order to
support the new information needs. Furthermore, it is also important
to lower the technical knowledge required to apply these algorithms, as
decision makers have been making little use of data mining techniques in
the past [45]. However, although there are already a number of predictive
data mining techniques [46], the most important restriction introduced
in BI 2.0 is the time constraint. If the result can not be obtained in
the required space of time, then the result is rendered useless. Using the
example from the previous section, if our algorithm predicts that we will
need additional supply to meet the demand for the rest of the day but the
result is obtained the next morning, then nothing can be done to avoid
the situation. In this way, predictive techniques used must obtain results
in delimited periods of time, even if some precision must be lost. This
area is also open for further research.

• Analyzing business processes: Recently, business processes have gained
increased attention from the community, and more and more research
is being conducted in this area [47], specially focused on business pro-
cess models. Business process models describe the flow of data through a
specific business activity, detailing how the state of data objects evolves
throughout the process. Research in this area has dealt with identifying
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deadlocks inside processes, providing levels of abstraction to make them
understandable, or even obtaining business process models from natu-
ral language specifications [48]. However, business process models lack
information about the structure of the underlying data, as well as the re-
lationship between the business process and the business strategy. There-
fore, it is necessary to integrate this models with the stored data and
the business goals, in order to be able to analyze how anomalies, errors
and improvements in business processes affect the business performance.
These aspects are related to Business Process Intelligence, and is an area
open for further research.

• Linking data[30]: The most important feature about a specific piece of
data in order to analyze it is the different relationships it has with other
data. Some of these relationships are already explicitly included in data
stored in the enterprise DW (i.e. facts, dimensions and hierarchies). Other
relationships are implicit, and can be discovered through the use of data
mining techniques, obtaining for example, a set of rules implicitly present
in the data. However, some relationships relate two independent sets of
data, and might only be identified by a human analyst while inspecting
information from different sources (e.g. an analyst comparing the sales
of a product and visualizing similar products from competitors). This is
specially interesting when trying to analyze data obtained from the Web
together with the existing information inside the organization. In order
to be able to automatically reason and infer new knowledge from these
relationships, they must be modelled and semantically tagged, allowing to
differentiate the kind of relationship established. In order to model these
relationships, an approach to link the data must be developed. Some ex-
amples of proposals for linking data include traceability approaches [22]
or using ontologies and semantic tagging [31]. While generic approaches
can be applied to link the data, the semantics of the relationships are typ-
ically domain dependent, since an exhaustive definition of every possible
relationship between two pieces of data would be non-viable. Since this
area of research is growing, and recently new sets of relationships have
appeared (like those in social networks), it is open for further research.

After having presented the different technical challenges of BI 2.0, we will
present some tools from different vendors and will analyze which features are
already integrated and which ones still require further effort to be included.

5.6 General Overview of Tools Stepping towards BI 2.0

As BI has gained more and more attention, different vendors have developed
tools for querying the underlying information stored at enterprise DWs. Some
of these vendors are big companies like Oracle, Microsoft, SAP, IBM, Mi-
crostrategy or SAS, while others are open source groups like the one behind
Pentaho BI. In this section, we take a brief look at different tools provided
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by some of these vendors and how they are integrating the characteristics we
have described in Section 5.3.

The first tool we analyze is the BI tool from MicroStrategy[39]. Micros-
trategy includes a web interfaces for their BI tool, which is most important
in Mobile BI. The Mobile BI application is designed for iPad, Blackberry
and iPhone devices, and provides a way to analyze the stored data from
anywhere. On the other hand, Microstrategy also provides scorecards and
dashboards to connect the underlying data and Key Performance Indicators
with the business strategy and strategic goals, reducing the cognitive effort
of the users. Finally, Microstrategy is providing some support for predictive
analysis through mathematical functions, in order to meet the new analysis
requirements. On the negative side, the BI tool lacks predictive data mining
support with algorithms, some interactivity and collaboration between BI
users, and integration of business processes.

The second tool we analyze is Pentaho [40]. Pentaho is an open source BI
tool, which can be integrated with different platforms and includes a special
enterprise version. Pentaho provides a web interface, as MicroStrategy, as
well as a dashboard for linking data, including support for scorecards but
requiring some effort to integrate them. Pentaho also includes support for
predictive analysis, including some data mining algorithms. In the collabo-
rative aspect, some work has been done to integrate LifeRay and Pentaho
in order to provide a social feeling. On the negative side, Pentaho also lacks
support for integrating business processes as well as interactivity.

The third tool we analyze is Cognos from IBM[37]. Cognos, as the previous
two tools, includes a web interface, dashboards and scorecards for linking
data. Moreover, Cognos also includes support for mobile devices, as well
as collaborative BI support, allowing to include annotations, opinions, and
enriching and sharing data, in order to achieve a collaborative decision process
and using the collective intelligence. On the negative side, the predictive
capabilities of Cognos are limited and require to use additional software for
fully dealing with predictive analysis.

The fourth tool we analyze is SAS BI [49]. SAS provides a web inter-
face with highly customizable dashboards, which can be linked with other
elements and dashboards. Along with interactive widgets and visualization,
SAS BI includes special visualization tools which help to understand the
underlying data. SAS also provides support for mobile devices, allowing to
analyze the performance indicators and other information from anywhere. On
the negative side, there is no information about the predictive data mining
support, or the inclusion of collaborative BI.

The fifth tool we analyze is Microsoft BI [38]. Microsoft BI is composed
of a series of different technologies, combining Excel, PowerPivot, Sharepoint
server, and SQL Server, in order to provide a BI system for the business.
As other vendors, Microsoft includes scorecards and dasboard mashups in a
web interface through Sharepoint, in order to link data and provide insightful
information about the business performance. Moreover, Sharepoint allows to
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add tags to our own profile and check the profile of other people, enabling
some degree of collaboration. The analysis of detailed data is done through
Excel and PowerPivot, which allows to also include data from webpages.
On the negative side, since this BI system is composed of several technolo-
gies, some expertise is required to use them together without a loss of time
derivated from integrating the results. On the other hand, the predictive data
mining techniques provided are limited to Excel functions (aside from using
algorithms directly on the database which stores the information), and the
collaborative part lacks some features like enriching the data so other users
can see these anotations, as well as an easy way to interact while analyzing
the data.

The last tool we analyze is SAP BI [50]. SAP BI is composed, as in the
case of Microsoft, of many different tools. SAP includes complete support
for analyzing the business strategy with a combination of desktop and web
applications. Among the features provided, SAP includes dashboards and
scorecards, a web interface for ad-hoc analysis, support for mobile devices,
and a complete workbench for data mining tasks. Furthermore, SAP also in-
cludes integration capabilities with Excel and enterprise applications, which
empowers the analysis capabilities. On the negative side, although the anal-
ysis capabilities are very powerful, the BI system currently lacks support
for active collaboration and enriching information (although this aspect is
being improved [6]), which limits the applicability of collaborative BI and
crowdsourcing.

Table 5.1. Summary of features provided by BI tools from different vendors

Tool MicroSt Pentaho Cognos SAS Microsoft SAP

Web interface Y Y Y Y Mixed Mixed

Scorecards Y Requires effort Y Y Y Y

Dashboards Y Y Y Y Y Y

Interactivity N N Y Y Limited -

Collaboration N LifeRay Y - Some Under
between users develop.

Enriching N N Y N Some Under
information develop.

Predictive Math Weka Additional - Excel Complete
Analysis functions software support

Business N N N N N Y
Processes

Integration Single Independent Single Single Multiple Multiple
platform modules platform platform software software

Additional Dedicated Open - Visualization Supports Enterprise
features Mobile BI source BI tools web data integration
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Most of the tools support the use of cloud computing through the SaaS
approach, in order to deal with the scalability issues. In this way, BI services
are provided as a service from the cloud, where the BI server is deployed.
However, some tools also include specific support for cloud computing, like
Cognos (guide to deploy the server in the cloud), Microsoft BI (Azure cloud),
and Pentaho (Hadoop, for data integration). On the other hand, in most
tools, data is linked by means of dashboards and additional code, rather
than interaction. While this enables a way to present the data in a linked
way, it requires certain effort to achieve and is not really intuitive. Moreover,
the presentation of the data can be connected to business strategic goals
in some tools but it is not used as the main way of visualizing the existing
data, which is still data-driven. Finally, most tools lack interactivity to enrich
the data and contribute to a collaborative BI, by providing means to easily
interchange information and opinions with other BI users.

5.7 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented an overview of the different aspects related
to BI 2.0. We have described each aspect and its motivation, as well as the
technical challenges which have to be overcomed. The main consensus about
BI 2.0 is that it should be processed in real-time, in a more intuitive and
collaborative manner, as opposed to the previous generation. Some of the
technical challenges already have the necessary technology to be overcomed,
but still require effort to achieve its integration into BI tools. Most of these
tools already include a few envisioned characteristics at the moment. How-
ever, we have not yet reached the envisioned BI 2.0, and some time will be
required for most tools to completely adapt and include the required features.

On the other hand, further research is necessary to identify the most effec-
tive way of presenting data, as well as developing easy to use, more accurate,
and faster predictive algorithms, while also identifying which are the best
practices for interacting and contributing with information inside the busi-
ness environment.
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Summary. The incredible rising of on-line social networks gives a new and very
strong interest to the set of techniques developed since several decades to mining
graphs and social networks. In particular, community detection methods can bring
very valuable informations about the structure of an existing social network in
the Business Intelligence framework. In this chapter we give a large view, firstly
of what could be a community in a social network, and then we list the most
popular techniques to detect such communities. Some of these techniques were
particularly developed in the SNA context, while other are adaptations of classical
clustering techniques. We have sorted them in following an increasing complexity
order, because with very big graphs the complexity can be decisive for the choice
of an algorithm.

Keywords: Graph Mining, Community Detection, Data Mining.

6.1 Introduction

In the actual interconnected world, and the rising of online social networks the
graph mining and the community detection become completely up-to-date.
If the interest for social networks analysis exists, even in germ, from the
beginning of sociology, in the works of Emile Durkheim or Auguste Comte, a
more systematic study started in the 1930s with the work of Moreno, Davis
and Mayo (see [1] and [2] for a more complete state of the art of the social
network analysis). And this systematic study includes the use of graph theory.
The theory of graphs exists since Euler’s solution of the Knigsberg’s bridges
problem in 1736, but networks, treated in the pioneer times of Euler (for
graph theory) and Moreno (for social network analysis), contained only some
dozens nodes at most, while the rising of computer science and one of its
fields, the data analysis (see [3] or [4] for a good introduction this latter),
allow to analyze graphs of big sizes, and permit to develop one of the task of
social network analysis: finding groups with high concentrations of relations
within the group and low concentration between these groups, which is called
community detection [5, 6, 7].
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This overview of the community detection algorithms is organized as fol-
lows: in Section 2 we introduce the basics of social network and network
theory. In Section 3 we give a review of the definition of a cluster or commu-
nity in social network analysis. Then, in Section 4 we take a look to the set
of measures which can be used in clustering of social networks. Sections 5, 6,
7 and 8 give a review of the most important clustering methods. The order
chosen for this review is directly linked to the complexity : we begin with the
“cheapest”, and then more scalable (partitional and hierarchical methods),
then we continue with a more greedy but very efficient technique : the spec-
tral clustering, and we end with the Galois lattices which are costly methods,
but with very rich results. Then we close this part with a discussion.

6.2 Social Networks

Even if Moreno [8] was the first to use points and lines to represent social
configurations, it was Cartwright and Harary [9] which made the link with the
graph theory, and thus introduced the actual graph representation of social
network (see [10] for a review of the evolution of social networks representa-
tion): individuals are represented using points, called nodes or vertices, and
social relationships are represented using lines, called edges or links, between
nodes. In figure 6.1 we show an example of social networks using this graph
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Fig. 6.1. A classical example of social network : the Zachary’s Karate Club

representation: The first one (fig. 6.1) is a the well-known graph [11]: the
Zachary’s Karate Club, it consists in 34 vertices, the members of a karate
club in the United States, who were observed during a period of three years.
Edges connect individuals who were observed to interact outside the activities
of the club.
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Let use introduce here the basic concepts of graph theory. A graph G is
defined as a pair of sets: G = (V, E), where V is the set of vertices or nodes,
and E the set of edges or links which connect vertices. The two vertices
connected by an edge are called endpoints of this latter. Conversely the edges
connecting a vertice to the other vertices are called incident edges of the
node. The number of vertices |V | = n is called the order the graph, while the
number of edges |E| = m is called the size of the graph. If |E| = n(n− 1)/2,
i.e. if any pair of vertices are connected, then the graph is called complete .

A graph can be directed or undirected. In the first case, also called digraph,
an edge is denoted as pair (v, w), where v is the origin and w the target,
and in the social networks framework it means: “v is in relation with w”, the
opposite being true if and only if there exists an edge (w, v). If the graph G
is undirected, then an edge is denoted as the set of its vertices : {v, w}. For
the sake of simplification, when we will give a definition valid in both cases,
we will use this last notation.

Most of the times, vertices are labeled, but it can also be the case for edges,
then G is called a labeled graph. Moreover, if exists a function ω : E → R
that assigns a weight for each edge, then G is a weighted graph.

Two vertices v and u are called neighbors or adjacent, if they are connected
by an edge. The set of neighbors of a node v, denoted Γ (v), is called its
neighborhood.

The topology of the graph can be captured in the adjacency matrix A =
(ai,j): where

ai,j =
{

1 if (vi, vj) ∈ E,
0 otherwise. (6.1)

If G is a weighted graph, then ai,j = ω(vi, vj) and in this case we prefer
to use the notation W = (wi,j) = (ω(vi, vj)). Of course in an unweighted
graph ω(vi, vj) ∈ {0, 1}. For an unweighted graph, the degree of a vertice
v, denoted deg(v), is defined as the number of incident edges, but a more
general definition is given using the weights matrix W :

deg(vi) =
n∑

j=1

wi,j . (6.2)

A subgraph G′ = (V ′, E′) of a graph G = (V, E) is such V ′ ⊂ V , E′ ⊂ E
and {v, u} ∈ E′ implies v, u ∈ V ′. The graph G is a supergraph of G′. A
subset C of V can define an induced subgraph G(C) = (C, E(C)), where

E(C) = {(v, u) ∈ E|v, u ∈ C} (6.3)

A complete subgraph is called a clique.
The density of a subgraph C(V (C), E(C)) is the ratio between |E(C)| and

the maximum possible number of edges:

δ(G(C)) =
|E(C)|

|V (C)|(|V (C)| − 1)/2
(6.4)
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this definition still being valid for the whole graph G.
A partition of the vertices set V in two subsets C and V \ C is called a

cut. The cut size, denoted c(C, V \ C) is the number of edges of G joining
vertices of C with vertices of V \ C:

c(C, V \ C) = | {{u, v} ∈ E|u ∈ C, v ∈ V \ C} | (6.5)

Both set C and V \ C define the cut, but usually the cut is identified by the
smaller one.

A path between two vertices v and u in a graph G is a sequence of edges
starting with v0 = v an such the last one is vk = u:

{v, v1}, {v1, v2}, · · · , {vk−1, u}. (6.6)

A path P is also a subgraph of G: P = (V (P ), E(P )) with V (P ) =
{v0, · · · , vk1} and E(P ) = {{v0, v1}, {v1, v2}, · · · , {vk−1, vk}}. The length of
a path is the number of edge in this path, k in expression (6.6). A shortest
path or geodesic between two vertices is a path of minimal length, and the
distance between two vertices is the length of a geodesic between these two
vertices. The diameter of a graph is the maximal distance that can be found
between two nodes.

If no vertice is repeated, then the path is simple. If there exists a path
between two vertices v and u, they are connected. The graph is also called a
connected graph if for any pair of vertices v and u, there is, at least, one path
connecting v and u. Otherwise, i.e. if there is some vertices which cannot
be reached from other, then the graph is disconnected. If there is two nodes
without path between them, then there is, at least two connected subgraphs,
and a maximal connected subgraph is called a connected component. The edge
connectivity of a graph G is the minimal number of nodes to be removed so
that G is disconnected, and is denoted k(G).

A cycle is a path such the first and the last node are equal, i.e. v0 = vk.
A graph without cycle is called a forest or an acyclic graph, and a connected
forest is a tree. The edge connectivity k(T ) of a tree T is equal to one,
because, if the tree contains n vertices, it had n−1 edges, and if any of these
is removed, the tree is divided in two disconnected trees.

A connected acyclic subgraph G′ = (V ′, E′) such V ′ = V , i.e. all the
vertices of G are also in G′, is called a spanning tree. Every connected graph
contains a least a spanning tree. For weighted graphs, a minimum spanning
tree is the spanning tree such the sum of the weights of the edges is minimal.
We can define a maximum spanning tree similarly.

6.3 Community Definitions

In the clustering framework a community is a cluster of nodes in a graph [12],
but a very important question is what is a cluster? Even in the clustering
literature there is non complete agreement between all authors (see [13] for a
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review), but most of the time, the objects in a cluster must be more similar
than objects out of this cluster: the objects are clustered or grouped based
on the principle of maximizing the intra-class similarity and minimizing the
inter-class similarity. Let us remark that, this definition implies the necessity
to define the notions of similarity measure and/or cluster fitness measure.

In the graph framework, we can agree that the goal of clustering is to divide
the data set into clusters, such nodes of a cluster must be more connected
with nodes of this cluster, than with nodes outside of the cluster [7] and [6].
It implies that it must exists at least a path between two nodes of a cluster,
and this path must be internal to the cluster.

Then the transposition of the above definition of a cluster into the graph
context could be the following: the vertices are clustered or grouped based on
the principle of maximizing the intra-class connections and minimizing the
inter-class connections.

There is several manner to quantify these internal and external connections
of a cluster C. A first one is to divide the degree of a vertice in two parts:
the internal degree degi(v, C) and the external degree dege(v, C):

degi(v, C) = |Γ (v) ∩ C| (6.7)

dege(v, C) = |Γ (v) ∩ (V \ C)|. (6.8)

And, as Γ (v) = {Γ (v) ∩ C} ∪ {Γ (v) ∩ (V \ C)}
deg(v) = degi(v, C) + dege(v, C). (6.9)

Of course, if dege(v, C) = 0, then v ∈ C is surely a good assignation for v,
and conversely if degi(v, C) = 0, then we must have v /∈ C.

The internal and external degrees, can be seen as the “vertice’s point of
view” of indicators of the belonging to a cluster. For a “cluster’s point of
view”, we must take a look at the notion of graph density. The intra-cluster
density δi(C) and the inter-cluster density δe(C) are adapted versions of
the density of a subgraph defined by expression (6.4), the first one being
the quotient of the number of internal edges of C and the maximal possible
number of internal nodes:

δi(C) =
| {{u, v}|u, v ∈ C} |

|C|(|C| − 1)/2
(6.10)

and the second one being the result of the number of edges with one vertice
inside C, and the other outside of C, divided by the maximal possible number
of edges in this configuration:

δe(C) =
| {{u, v}|u ∈ C, v /∈ C} |

|C|(|G| − |C|) . (6.11)

Of course for a given cluster C we expect δi(C) and δe(C) to be substantially,
respectively, larger and smaller than the average density δ(G). And, in a
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“partition’s point of view”, the internal density of the partition, given by the
sum of densities over all the clusters, must be appreciably higher than the
density of the graph δ(G).

The comparison of the density of inner ties versus the average density
of the graph, leads to define a community in comparison to the rest of the
graph, but a community can be considered independently of the graph as a
whole. Local definitions of communities [6], focus only on the cohesion of the
studied subgraph, including possibly its direct neighborhood, but ignoring
the rest of the graph. In [2] Wasserman identify four criteria to define a
cohesive subgroup: complete mutuality, reachability, nodal degree, internal
versus external cohesion.

The concept of complete mutuality states that, in a very strict sense, in a
community, all member of a subgroup must be “friends” with all members of
the subgroup. In graph theory, it corresponds to a clique [14].

But the definition of a community as a clique is very too strict that is
why relaxed definitions of the notion of clique leads to the reachability. An n-
clique (or k-clique) [15] is a maximal subgraph such, for any pair of vertices,
there exists at least a geodesic no larger than n (or k). The classical clique
is then a 1-clique. But a geodesic path of an n-clique could run outside of
this latter, and then the diameter of the subgraph can exceed n. That is why
the notion of n-club and n-clan was suggested [16]. An n-clan is an n-clique
with diameter not larger than n, while an n-club is a maximal subgraph of
diameter n.

The use of the nodal degree to define a community imposes a constraint
on the number of adjacent vertices. A k-plex [17] is a maximal subgraph such
each vertice is adjacent to all other vertices of the subgraph except for k of
them. Conversely a k-core is a maximal subgraph such each vertice is adjacent
to, at least, k other vertices of the subgraph [18].

Finally, comparing internal versus external cohesion, an LS-set [19], or
strong community [20] is a subgraph C such for each node v ∈ C we have
degi(v, C) > dege(v, C).

Another point of view to define a community is to say that the number of
ties with the outside of the community must be low. That leads to use the
notion cut size to define a cluster, and to try to minimize it. Rather than
using directly the cut size, the conductance [21] Φ(C) of a community C is
defined to taking into account the order of the cluster and the outside of the
cluster:

Φ(C) =
c(C, V \ C)

min{deg(C), deg(V \ C)} (6.12)

where deg(C) and deg(V \ C) are the total degrees of C and of the rest of
the graph. The minimum of the conductance is obtained when a C commu-
nity have a low cut size and when the total degree of the cluster and its
complement are equal [22].

The cut size is sometime also called the external degree of a community C
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dege(C) = | {{u, v} ∈ E|u ∈ S, v ∈ V \ S} | (6.13)

while the internal degree is defined by

degi(C) = | {{u, v} ∈ E|u, v ∈ S} | (6.14)

and then deg(C) = degi(C)+dege(C). Internal and external degrees are used
to define the relative density [23]:

ρ(C) =
degi(C)
deg(C)

. (6.15)

A community with strong inner ties must have a higher ρ.
Another idea to define a community, is given using the possible flow of

information. In a group, given two nodes, at least one shortest path between
these nodes, passing through the edges of the group must exist. Conversely
if an edge is on many shortest path between several nodes, we can suppose
that it is a connection edge between two communities. Finding the connect-
ing edges permits to find the connected communities. It is the idea of the
betweenness, and more precisely the edge (or site) betweenness introduced
by [24]. The figure 6.2 gives an illustration of a node with a maximum edge
betweenness.

Finally, the notion of edge connectivity k is also used to define a com-
munity: an highly connected subgraph (HCS) [25] is a subgraph C ∈ G such

k(C) >
n

2
. (6.16)

6.4 Measure for Clusters

Most of the clustering algorithms are based on one or several measures, to
be optimized and/or to be used to compare different cluster affectations. We
are going to give here the most popular ones.

If we can embed the graph into a n-dimensional Euclidean space, then we
can use the classical distances like Euclidean distance, Manhattan distance
or cosine similarity, but this embedding into a n-dimensional space can be
seen as an artificial construction, and then a distance defined in such a space,
used on a graph, is subject to the same criticism. It can be more suitable to
work directly with informations included in the adjacency matrix, defining a
distance based on this latter [26],[2]:

di,j =
√ ∑

k �=i,j

(ai,k − aj,k)2. (6.17)

This dissimilarity measures the structural equivalence [27]: two vertices are
structurally equivalent if they have the same neighbors, which is the case
when di,j = 0.
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Fig. 6.2. An example of maximum edge betweenness (edge between nodes 2
and 6)

Another measure directly defined on the adjacency matrix is the Pearson
correlation matrix computed on rows or columns of A:

ci,j =
∑n

k=1(ai,k − μi)(aj,k − μj)
nσjσj

(6.18)

with μi =
∑

k ai,k/n and σi =
√∑

k(ai,k − μk)2/n.
Another popular seed to build (dis)similarity measure is the Jaccard index

which measures similarity between sets:

J(A, B) =
|A ∩ B|
|A ∪ B| . (6.19)

A first use of the Jaccard index in the graph theory context is to measure
the overlap of the neighborhoods of two nodes v and u:

ω(v, u) =
|Γ (v) ∩ Γ (u)|
|Γ (v) ∪ Γ (u)| (6.20)

which is equal to zero when there is no common neighbors, and one when v
and u are structurally equivalent.

6.5 Partitional Clustering

Partitional algorithms try to find a partition of a set of data, with a given
number of cluster equal to k. The “best” partition is searched using jointly,
most of the times, a distance or dissimilarity measure and a quality criterion
of the found partition.
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The most popular partitional algorithm (with several variants) is the k-
means clustering [28]. We give here its most general form. The algorithm try
to find a partition C = (C1, · · · , Ck) of a set of n objects denoted {x1, · · · , xn},
which minimize the sum-of-square (SSQ) criterion1:

gn(C) =
k∑

i=1

∑
x∈Ci

d(x, ci) (6.21)

where d(x, ci) measures the dissimilarity between the object x and the cen-
troid of the class Ci. Expression (6.21) is called SSQ, because initially d(x, ci)
was computed in the following way : ||x − ci||2.

The general algorithm is the following :

Starting step: Determine an initial vector (c(0)
1 · · · , c

(0)
k ),

Repeat until stationarity: t ← t + 1
Assignment step: Assign each observation to the cluster with the closest

centroid:

C
(t+1)
i =

{
x : d(x, c

(t)
i ) ≤ d(x, c

(t)
j ) for all j = 1, . . . , k

}
(6.22)

Update step: Compute the new centroids (c(t+1)
1 , · · · , c

(t+1)
k ) of the clus-

ters.

Originally centroids of the clusters were computed as the means of the clusters
but a more robust version can use the median of the cluster, and [29] have
proposed to use as “centroid” (then called prototypes) the most typical subset
(pair, triple,...) of objects from this class. Most of the times the starting
partition is chosen randomly.

Even if k-means algorithms are efficient, they have several drawbacks

• the choice of k: the number of clusters k is an important input parameter,
and an inappropriate choice may leads too non significant results,

• spherical clusters: the algorithm tends to output spherical data, and then
works well only when spherical clusters are naturally available in data,

• instability: the random starting partition can leads to a local optimum
for the criterion function, and this local optimum can change significantly
with another initial partition; to decrease the effect of this instability, a
solution it to execute the algorithm several times with different random
starting partitions and to retain the solution with the best criterion value.

The complexity of such partitional algorithms is given by O(m2 × n × k)
[4] where m is the number of attributes, n the number of objects to cluster
and k the number of clusters.
1 The SSQ is also termed inertia, squared error function, variance criterion, or

trace criterion.
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6.6 Hierarchical Algorithms

Hierarchical clustering algorithms are divided into two types, depending on
whether the partition is refined or coarsened during each iteration:

• agglomerative algorithms which start with a set of small initial clusters
and iteratively merging these clusters into larger ones,

• divisive algorithms which split the dataset iteratively or recursively into
smaller and smaller clusters.

At each step, the clustering algorithm musts select the clusters to merge or
split by optimizing a quality criterion.

6.6.1 Agglomerative Algorithms

The idea agglomerative algorithms is simple: at the starting point, the n
objects to cluster {x1, · · · , xn} are their own classes: {{x1}, · · · , {xn}}, then
at each stage we merged the two more similar clusters.

A dissimilarity measure D between two clusters A and B is mandatory,
and for a given dissimilarity measure d between objects, several D exist, we
give here the most popular:

• the single linkage: D(A, B) = min{d(x, y) : x ∈ A, y ∈ B},
• the complete linkage: D(A, B) = max{d(x, y) : x ∈ A, y ∈ B},
• the average linkage: D(A, B) = 1

|A|·|B|
∑

x∈A

∑
y∈B d(x, y).

In [30] the Lance formula was given to compute D(C, A ∪B) given D(C, A),
D(C, B) and D(A, B). The result of the clustering process is shown in a
dendrogram, like in figure 6.3. In this kind of graph, mergers of communi-
ties are drawn like horizontal lines, and the height of this line represents the
dissimilarity between the merged clusters (or objects). Thus, in figure 6.3,
individuals 24 and 25 are closest than individuals 23 and 27. For a given k
it is easy to find a partition of objects, because an horizontal cut of the den-
drogram gives one single partition, we have only to choose the corresponding
height. In figure 6.3 cuts A, B and C, give respectively 4, 7 and 10 clusters.
The dendrogram is a hierarchical structure because each community is fully
included in a community of higher level.

The drawbacks of agglomerative hierarchical methods are the following:
firstly, vertices of a community may be not correctly classified, and some
nodes could be missed even if they have a central role in their cluster [31];
secondly the computational complexity is O(n2) for the single linkage and
O(n2 log n) for complete and average linkages, then very big datasets are to
avoid. A solution to decrease this computing time is to apply a k-means with
a relatively high k, but with k << n, and apply the hierarchical clustering
on the previous results.
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6.6.2 Divisive Algorithms

Betweenness

Using the notion of betweenness [24], it is possible to use a divisive approach
to detect communities. The algorithm given in [12] and [5] splits the network
into clusters by removing, step after step, edges with the higher betweenness
value. In the algorithm, the two following steps are repeated:
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Fig. 6.3. A dendrogram for the Zachary Karate club network

1. compute the edge betweenness for all edges of the running graph,
2. remove the edge with the largest value (which gives the new running

graph).

Of course, the immediate question is: when to stop this iterative algorithm?
Having a criterion to improve at each step should permit to stop when no
improvement is gained with an iteration. Such a criterion is proposed in [31]:
the modularity. Modularity is normally defined for weighted graphs, but can
be applied on unweighted graph using ω(u, v) = 1 for all edges. There is
many formulation of the modularity, but we give the one found in [7]. The
modularity of a partition (C1, · · · , Ck) is defined by

M(C1, · · · , Ck) =
k∑

i=1

εi,i −
∑
i�=j

εi,j (6.23)

with
εi,j =

∑
v∈Ci,u∈Cj

ω(v, u) (6.24)

where each edge is included at most once in the computation.
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Let us remark that the modularity is directly linked to internal and exter-
nal degrees (cf. expressions (6.14) and (6.13)):

degi(Ci) = εi,i & dege(Ci) =
∑
i�=j

εi,j . (6.25)

The quickest algorithms can compute the edge betwneenness on a graph in
O(n · m) for unweighted graphs and in O(n · m + n2logn) for the weighted
version [32], using for each vertice a single source shortest path problem using
a modified version of Dijkstra’s solution or a breadth-first search.

Figure 6.4 gives an illustration of communities found using the edge be-
tweenness.

Fig. 6.4. A simple example of clustering based on betweenness

Cuts

Several community detection’s algorithms are based on the minimization of
the number of edges which link the clusters. These algorithms are, more or
less, based on the minimization for each cluster of the cut size between the
cluster and the outside of this latter. The Kernighan-Lin algorithm is one
the first algorithm [33] in this way. These authors worked on the problem
of partitioning electronic circuits onto boards, and the need of minimizing
the number of connections between the cards. The motivation comes from
the fact that there is a limit to the number of components on a card and,
connections between cards have an high cost. They use, as quality criterion
for the partition, the difference between the internal and the external degree
of a cluster:

Q(C) = degi(C) − dege(C) (6.26)

and they try to find the bi-partition of the graph which maximizes Q. To
find the best subdivision in two clusters, they start with an arbitrary subdi-
vision, compute Q, and then, subsets consisting of equal numbers of vertices
are swapped between the two clusters to find when Q increases. The time
execution is in O(n2 log n). If we want to find k clusters, the procedure is
repeated k − 1 times on the whole set.
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Rather than using directly the cut size, another popular criterion for hi-
erarchical divisive clustering on graph is the conductance (6.12), because it
take into account the order of the sets that are being cut apart [7].

The two main problems with these divisive algorithms, is firstly the fact
that find the bisection of the graph with the minimal cut size is an NP-
complete problem [34] and find a cut wit the minimal conductance is NP-hard
[35]. The second problem is shared by most hierarchical divisive algorithms:
when to stop splitting the graph? One can fix the number of clusters at the
beginning of the process, but other approaches exist like in [25], where authors
propose to use the edge connectivity and the notion of highly connected
subgraph (HCS) (see (6.16)): they do not split a subgraph which is also an
HCS.

6.7 Spectral Methods

Spectral algorithms constitute a very particular class of techniques. And this
particularity is to perform the classification based on eigenvectors of matrix
build upon the adjacency (or weight) matrix.

In this part of the document, we suppose that G is an undirected, weighted
graph, with positive symmetric weights matrix W (cf. expression (6.2)):
wi,j = wj,i ≥ 0. Moreover we need to define the degree matrix D:

D = W · I (6.27)

where I is the identity matrix. D is such that we found the degrees deg(vi) on
the diagonal. Now, we are able to define the spectral clustering: the Laplacian
matrix :

L = D − W. (6.28)

The more interesting property of L is directly linked to the notion of con-
nected component, which is a connected subgraph A without connection with
V \ A. Let us suppose that there is exactly k connected components in G,
which form a partition of G : C1, · · · , Ck, with ci = |Ci|. Without loss of
generality, we can assume that the vertices can be ordered according to their
connected component. Then, the adjacency matrix W has a block diagonal
form, and L too:

L =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

L1

L2

. . .
Lk

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ (6.29)

where each of the blocks Li is a square matrix, of order ci, which is the
Laplacian of the connected component Ci. As for all block diagonal matrix,
we know that the spectrum of L, e.g. the list of its eigenvalues denoted σ(L),
is equal to the union of the spectrum of the Lj . Moreover it can be shown [36]
that the smallest eigenvalue of L is 0 and its multiplicity is exactly equal to
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k, the number of connected components. Let us recall the classical similarity
relation L = QΛQ−1. And as L is a block diagonal matrix, Q and Λ too.

Now, let us suppose, that in each spectrum matrix Λi, eigenvalues are
sorted in the decreasing order: λi1 ≥ λi2 ≥ · · · ≥ λici

, where the last eigen-
value λici

is 0. Using expression (6.27) it is easy to show that the constant
one vector 1ci = (1, · · · , 1)t of dimension ci is an eigenvector of this last
eigenvalue:

Li · 1ci = Di · 1ci − Wi · 1ci =

⎛
⎜⎝

d1

...
dci

⎞
⎟⎠ −

⎛
⎜⎝

∑
ω1,j

...∑
ωci,j

⎞
⎟⎠ = 0 · 1ci . (6.30)

As a direct consequence of this, the last vector column of Qi is the constant
one vector 1ci , and then the corresponding column in Q has the following
form:

(0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸∑ i−1
j=1 cj

, 1, · · · , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
ci

, 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸∑
k
j=i+1 cj

)t. (6.31)

These last column vectors of each block of Q are indicator vectors of the
k connected components: there is a one only on the rows corresponding to
indices of the nodes of the concerned connected component. Then if we denote
u1 · · · ,uk these indicator vectors and build U ∈ Rn×k with these latter, and
denote Y = U t the transposition of U , for which columns vectors yi belong to
Rk, then yi contains only zeros except a one for the dimension corresponding
to its connected component, i.e. if vi ∈ Ck, then yj,i = 1 if j = k, and yj,i = 0
otherwise.

But define a community as a connected component is rather strict, and
the introduction of one edges between two connected components causes some
eigenvalues that were zero become slightly larger than zero but the underly-
ing structure can be seen using the eigenvectors of the Laplacian and easily
retrieved using a simple k-means on Y . In the general case, it remains to
know k, but it is a problem shared with almost all clustering algorithms.
Then, given a Laplacian L and a number of cluster k, the general algorithm
for spectral clustering is the following:

1. compute the eigenvalues and sort them such λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λn,
2. compute the last k eigenvectors un−k · · · ,un,
3. form matrix U ∈ Rn×k with un−k · · · ,un as columns, and matrix Y =

U t,
4. cluster the pointsyi using the k-means into clusters A1, · · · , Ak,
5. build the communities C1, · · · , Ck such Ci = {vj |yj ∈ Ai}.

For efficiency reasons it is preferable to use a normalized version of the
Laplacian.

Shi and Malik [37] propose to use the following normalization

Lrw = D−1L = I − D−1W. (6.32)
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The notation Lrw is due to the fact that it is closely related to random walk.
Ng, Jordan and Weiss [38] propose to use the following normalization

Lsym = D−1/2LD−1/2 = I − D−1/2WD−1/2 (6.33)

and furthermore impose to normalize U to have a norm equal to one. The
notation Lsym is used because it is a symmetric matrix (see [39] for a com-
plete review of the properties of the both normalizations). In practice it is
preferable to use Lrw = D−1L because its eigenvectors are directly the clus-
ter indicators 1Ci , while the eigenvectors of Lsym are additionally multiplied
by D1/2, which might leads to undesirable effects. And moreover using Lsym

also does not have any computational advantage [36].
Let us end on the complexity issue: spectral clustering requires the com-

putation of the k eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrix, and if the graph is
large, an exact computation require a time O(n3), which is penalizing for
large graphs.

6.8 Galois Lattices

All the previous clustering methods are conceived to build non overlapping
clusters, and are non exhaustive (i.e. one execution gives one solution), but
there exists more informative methods. One of these interesting methods, is
the Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) and the Galois Lattices [40] [41], which
can be used for the conceptual clustering [42] [43]. A Galois Lattice clus-
ters the data (called objects) in classes (called concepts) using their shared
properties. The concepts found using Galois Lattices can be communities of
people sharing connections, but also shared informations or opinions in an
online network.

We introduce these lattices with a classical example, let us suppose that
we have a description of some animal species (see table 6.1) : Lion, Finch,
Eagle, Hare and Ostrich. This description is based of a list of properties such
these species have or not: Ddo hey preying? Do they flying? Are they birds?
Are they mammals? It is easy to compute a matrix of similarity counting the
number of shared properties. As explained in Section 6.4 we can turn these
similarities in distances and then apply an ascendant hierarchical clustering.

Table 6.1. A very simple incidence table description for a few animal species

Preying Flying Bird Mammal

Lion x x

Finch x x

Eagle x x x

Hare x

Ostrich x

Bee x

Bat x x
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But in this case for each clustering one and only “point of view” will be
shown. Figure 6.5 show a “multi-point of view” representation of the same
informations, where species are labeled in red, while properties are labeled
in blue. In this graph we see that Lions are the only ones (in our table) to
be mammal and to prey, while Bats are the only ones to be mammal and
to fly. In the same way, we see that Eagles are the only birds which both
fly and prey, while it shares the two first properties with Finches. And these
two flying birds, share this only property with Ostriches. We see in the graph
that the concept “birds” is not the same that the concept “flying”, because
in the first one we have the “non-flying” Ostriches, and in the second one the
“non-birds” Bats, which are mammals.

The reading rule of this kind of graph is the following: there is a downward
path from a node vi with a property p to a node vj , only if vj has also the
property p. A consequence is the following: if there is two downward different
paths from a node vi with a property p to two different nodes vj and vk, then
vj and vk share this property p.

This kind of graph is called a Galois lattice. The first use of lattices for
observed structure data back to the attempt of formalize the logic of Quantum
mechanics in [44]

We give now the formal definition of Galois lattices. Let us suppose that
we have a set of objects O, and a set of possible attributes A for these objects.
The possession of a property a ∈ A by an object o ∈ O is fulfilled when there
is a relation I between them: aIo. Relations I between O and A are captured

Fig. 6.5. Species Galois Lattice
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in a binary incidence matrix. The triplet K = (O, A, I) is called a formal
context or simply a context.

A concept is any couple C = (X, Y ) ⊂ O × A, which can forms a closed
rectangle in the incidence matrix, i.e. we must have:

f(X) = {a ∈ A|∀o ∈ X, oIa} = Y (6.34)

g(Y ) = {o ∈ O|∀a ∈ Y, oIa} = X. (6.35)

Functions f and g defined in (6.34) and (6.35) are called respectively the
intension and the extension of the concept C. The intention is the set of the
defining properties of the concept, while the extension is the set of the objects
which forms the concept. The couple (f, g) is called a Galois connection.

For the sake of illustration, in the table 6.1 the set X = {Finch, Eagle}
gives a concept, because f(X) = {Flying, Bird} = Y and g(Y ) = X ,
and this concept is ({Finch, Eagle}, {Flying, Bird}). On the contraryX ′ =
{Lion, Hare} do not gives a concept because f(X ′) = {Mammal} =
Y ′ and g(Y ′) = {Lion, Hare, Bat}, but this latter set gives the concept
({Lion, Hare, Bat}, {Mammal}).

Finally the Galois lattice is the set of concepts L with the following partial
order ≤:

(X1, Y1) ≤ (X2, Y2) ⇔ X1 ⊆ X2( or Y1 ⊇ Y2). (6.36)

The Galois lattice is denoted T = (L,≤) and its representation, as in figure
6.5, is called its Hasse diagram. As seen in the above example find a concept
is not difficult:

1. pick a set of obects X ,
2. compute Y = f(X),
3. compute X ′ = g(Y ),
4. (X ′, Y ) is a formal concept .

The dual approach can be taken starting with a set of attributes.
A more difficult task is, given a formal context table, to generate all the

existing concepts and build the Hasse diagram of the Galois lattice. We de-
tail here one of the simplest methods to build a Galois lattice, the Bordat’s
algorithm [45], which build L and its Hasse diagram.

Let us, firstly, define the cover of a concept C = (X, Y ), denoted C

C = {C′|C′ ≤ C and ∃C′′ : C′ ≤ C′′ ≤ C} . (6.37)

The algorithm starts with the set of concept given by the single objects
(o, f(o)) and then find all their children nodes which are added to L and
linked to their parent. This child generation process is iteratively repeated
for every new pair:

• L < −{(o, f(o))|o ∈ O)},
• for each concept C ∈ L:
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– build C,
– for each C′ ∈ C:

· if C′ /∈ L, then L < −L ∪ {C′},
· add the edge between C and C′.

– end for.
• end for.

Several other algorithms were proposed and the reader can take a look at
[46] for a review and a comparison of performances.

The first use of Galois lattices in social network data analysis is owed
to Freeman in [47], where he use the belonging to a clique as attribute.
Another direct use of Galois lattices in the social network analysis is to use
the adjacency matrix as incidence matrix. In the figure 6.6 we give an simple

0
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2

3

4

5
6

7

Fig. 6.6. A simple graph example

Fig. 6.7. The Galois Lattice of Social Network shown in the figure 6.6
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example of a graph containing three maximal cliques : {3, 5, 6}, {0, 2, 7} and
{0, 5, 6, 7}. In figure 6.7 we give the Galois lattice of this network, and even
if it is look more complicated than the network, it is very easy to retrieve the
cliques : it suffice to find concepts where both objects and attributes sets are
equal. We surely could find concept like k-plex or k-core in the same way.

Now, let us take a look to the complexity issue. If we denote |O| the number
of objects, |A| the number of attributes and |L| the size of the lattices (i.e. the
number of concepts), then the different algorithms have a complexity time in
O(|O|2|A||L|) or O(|O||A|2|L|) (see [46] for details).

The Galois lattice based clustering is then costly, and moreover not sim-
ple to read but , but has several advantages in comparison with similarity
clustering (see [48] for a good comparison). First, the notion of similarity is
more strict in Galois lattices than in similarity based clustering: two objects
in a Galois lattice are similar if they share identical properties, while they
are alike to a degree quantified by a proximity measure in the other case.
Secondly, given a dataset the Galois lattice turns a context into a unique and
complete lattice of concepts, while classical clustering produces a result over
all possible classes, depending of several choices (methods, parameters,...).
Moreover, the resulting classes are, in most of the methods, disjoint whereas
concepts in the lattice may overlap.

6.9 Discussion

As already pointed out forward the essential starting point in community
detection, the definition of a community or cluster, is not an easy task [13].
Already in 1964, Bonner [49] argued that there could not be a universal
definition of a cluster. In fact, what is a cluster is in the eyes of the beholder,
and one person’s noise could be another person’s signal [3]. That is why we
can write that cluster analysis is structure seeking although its operation is
structure imposing [50].

Even with a given single and clear definition of a cluster, we expect from
an adapted clustering that it gives a good clustering, but, again, what is
a good clustering? Knowing that clustering algorithms transform clusters’s
research into optimization problem whose computational complexity is typi-
cally intractable and which are solved by approximation algorithms [13]. And
in data clustering many choices must be done before any analysis (cluster def-
inition , algorithms, measures, ...) which influence strongly the result. And
the crucial choice of the algorithm will be influenced by the sizes (number of
vertices and/or number of edges) of the network, which has a direct impact
on the time of execution.

But, in spite of all these warnings, clustering algorithms allow us to retrieve
valuable pieces of information in social networks, by finding communities. But
in the future, the community detection is not the only classification task in
social networks analysis.
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Summary. The Semantic Web is the next generation Web of data, which extends the 
current Web with means to provide well-defined meaning of information and easily find, 
integrate and analyze relevant information from different sources. Semantic Databases, or 
triplestores, play a very important role in the realization of the Semantic Web vision, since 
they provide the means to integrate, store and query the vast amounts of metadata generated 
on the Semantic Web every day. This paper presents a brief overview of the Semantic Web 
goals and related standards, with a special focus on the advantages, design and performance 
factors for triplestores. Finally, the paper provides an overview of Business Intelligence 
related scenarios where Semantic Technologies and triplestores in particular provide 
valuable advantage and differentiation. 

Keywords: semantic web, RDF, data management, business intelligence. 

7.1    Introduction 

The Semantic Web is the next generation Web of data, which extends the current 
Web with means to provide well-defined meaning of information and easily find, 
integrate and analyze relevant information from different sources. 

The goal of this paper is to provide a brief summary of the most prominent 
Semantic Web related standards and technologies (section 7.2) with particular 
focus on the Resource Description Framework (RDF), Web Ontology Language 
(OWL), SPARQL query language and Linked Data. 

Section 7.3 provides an overview of RDF databases (also called triplestores), 
the specific advantages over other traditional data management systems, design 
issues and performance factors, overview of current commercial and open source 
triplestores, as well as the current approaches to benchmarking the performance of 
such systems. 

Finally, section 7.4 outlines some Business Intelligence related scenarios where 
using Semantic Technologies and triplestores can provide valuable advantage and 
differentiation. 
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7.2    Semantic Technologies 

This section provides a summary of the vision of the Semantic Web, the benefits 
of applying Semantic Technologies and a brief overview of the current Semantic 
Web related standards. 

7.2.1   The Vision of the Semantic Web 

The Semantic Web is the next generation Web of data, which – as envisioned by 
Tim Berners Lee a decade ago [1] – will become “an extension of the current web 
in which information is given a well-defined meaning, better enabling computers 
and people to work in cooperation.”  

The goals of the Semantic Web can be summarized as: 

• Extend the principles of the Web from documents to data  

• Data should be accessed using the general Web architecture and protocols 

• Data should be related to one another just as documents are already  

• Provide a common framework that allows data to be shared and reused 
across applications, data to be processed automatically and new 
relationships between pieces of data to be automatically inferred  

 
Semantic Technologies are already being adopted by enterprises in various 

domains such as Enterprise Data Integration, Life Sciences, intelligent search, 
cultural heritage, content discovery and recommendation. An extensive list of case 
studies and use cases of applying Semantic Technologies within various 
enterprises is provided in [2]. 

7.2.2    Semantic Web Timeline 

Since 1999 W3C has provided a rich family of Semantic Web related standards 
for modeling knowledge and rules, querying of knowledge bases, embedding 
semantic annotations in web pages and web service component descriptions, 
mapping relational data to RDF and providing provenance information for data on 
the Semantic Web. This section provides a brief summary of the timeline of the 
most prominent Semantic Web related standards (Fig. 7.1): Resource Description 
Framework (RDF), Web Ontology Language (OWL), the SPARQL query 
language, Rule Interchange Format (RIF), RDFa annotations for web documents, 
semantic annotations for Web Services (SAWSDL), Simple Knowledge 
Organization Schema (SKOS), approaches for mapping relational data to RDF, 
and finally the Provenance Interchange Language (PIL). 
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Fig. 7.1. Semantic Web Timeline, 1999-2011 

Resource Description Framework (RDF). RDF [3] is a W3C standard providing 
a data model for the Semantic Web. Resources on the Semantic Web are described 
in terms of statements, also called triples, composed of a subject, predicate and an 
object. The subject and the object of a triple denote things (or entities) in some 
domain, and the predicate represents the relationship that holds between the 
subject and the object. The subject and the object can be represented as nodes in a 
graph, while the predicate is a directed arc connecting the two nodes. Several 
triples can be connected together into a bigger RDF graph. More details on RDF 
are available in section 7.2.3. 

Web Ontology Language (OWL). OWL is a W3C standard [4][5] defining a 
family of ontology representation languages with different levels of expressivity. 
There are three sublanguages defined: 

• OWL Lite, with limited expressivity but logical decidability and low 
formal complexity; 

• OWL DL, which provides maximum expressivity while retaining 
completeness and decidability and is suitable for efficient reasoning 
based on Description Logics; 

• OWL Full, which provides maximum expressiveness but provides no 
computational guarantees and is not suitable for efficient reasoning 
algorithms. 
 

Additionally, the OWL 2 version of the standard defines three profiles: OWL 2 
EL which has polynomial time reasoning complexity and is suitable for 
application scenarios with very large ontologies; OWL 2 QL which is designed for 
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very efficient query answering over large volumes of instance data; and OWL 2 
RL which provides a balance between expressivity and scalable reasoning and is 
suitable for rule-based reasoning algorithms. 

More details on OWL are available in section 7.2.3. 

SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL). SPARQL [6] is the 
W3C standardized language for querying over RDF data. A SPARQL query is 
comprised of triple patterns, conjunctions, disjunctions and optional patterns. 

Rule Interchange Format (RIF). RIF is W3C standard for exchanging rules 
between rule systems [7]. RIF defines a family or languages (also called dialects), 
with different expressivity and complexity. 

RDF in Attributes (RDFa). RDFa [8] is a W3C standard extension to XHTML 
that makes it possible to embed RDF metadata into web documents. As a result, 
web content authors can easily augment their content with interoperable machine 
readable data that can be utilized by intelligent agents and applications.    

Semantic Annotations for WSDL (SAWSDL). SAWSDL [9] is a W3C standard 
that defines extension attributes to the Web Services Description Language 
(WSDL) that allows semantic annotations and references to ontologies to be 
embedded within WSDL component descriptions of Web Services.  

Simple Knowledge Organization Schema (SKOS). SKOS [10] is W3C standard 
that provides a lightweight formal language and data model for thesauri, 
taxonomies and classification schemes. SKOS is based on RDF and its main goal 
is to provide means for easy and low-cost migration of legacy knowledge 
organization systems to the Semantic Web. 

RDB2RDF. RDB2RDF is a set of W3C recommendations (in progress) that will 
standardize a language for mapping relational data and relational schemata to RDF 
and OWL. The latest working draft of the R2RML mapping language is available 
at [11], while the latest working draft of the mapping from relational to RDF data 
is available at [12]. 

Provenance Interchange Language (PIL). PIL [13] is a work in progress at 
W3C, aiming to provide a standard language for exchanging provenance 
information across applications. The design goals of PIL, according to the W3C, 
are: to be applicable not only to Semantic Web objects, but to any kind of web 
resource; to have a low entry point; to have a small core model which is easily 
extensible.   

7.2.3    RDF, OWL and SPARQL 

RDF provides a simple data model that makes it possible to formally describe the 
semantics of information in a machine accessible way. RDF forms the basis of the 
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Semantic Web and other related standards are built on top of it. Entities, or things 
on the Semantic Web are called resources, and RDF provides a simple way to 
make statements (also called triples) about such resources.  

A triple is comprised of a subject, which is a resource with a globally unique 
identifier (URI), an object, which can be another resource or a literal value, and a 
predicate, which is a named relation that holds between the subject and the object. 
The predicate also has its own a globally unique identifier (URI). The subject and 
the object can be represented as nodes in a graph, while the predicate is the 
directed arc connecting the two nodes. Several triples can be connected together 
into a bigger RDF graph. 

The Subject-Predicate-Object model of RDF is very similar to classic data 
modeling approaches such as the Entity-Attribute-Value (EAV) model or Entity-
Relationship Model (ERM). 

There are several formats in which RDF data can be published and 
interchanged on the Semantic Web, including N-Triples [14], N3 [15], and 
RDF/XML [16]. 

The RDF data model itself is very simple and creates graph-like structures but 
without any notion of classes, properties or inheritance, which are essential for 
modeling of ontologies and taxonomies. RDF Schema (RDFS) is a schema 
language which extends the generic RDF model with means for defining classes 
(rdf:type and rdfs:Class), properties (rdfs:Property), domain/range relations 
between the subjects and the objects in a triple (rdfs:domain/rdfs:range), and 
hierarchies of classes and properties (rdfs:subClassOf and rdfs:subPropertyOf). 
RDFS also defines a set of logical entailment rules (Fig. 7.2), which make it 
possible for new, implicit triples to be inferred by the explicit (asserted) triples in 
an RDF database. 

 

 

Fig. 7.2. RDFS entailment rules 

The following short example illustrates how the RDFS entailment rules work. 
In this example we define three classes (mammal, human, man) and one individual 
(John) as follows: 
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:human rdfs:subClassOf :mammal . 

:man rdfs:subClassOf :human . 

:John a :man . 

When the triplestore applies the RDFS entailment rules (Fig. 7.2) to the set of 
explicit statements above, the following new statements will be derived and added 
to the knowledge base: 

:man rdfs:subClassOf :mammal . (from Rule 11) 

:John a :human . (from Rule 9) 

:John a :mammal . (from Rule 9) 
 
OWL additionally extends RDF and RDFS and provides more expressive 

modeling constructs that make it possible to build very complex ontological 
models and knowledge organization schemata. In particular, OWL provides 
powerful modeling constructs such as: 

• Complex class expressions – intersection, union and complement of 
classes 

• Equivalence / disjointness of classes 
• Identity between resources (owl:sameAs) 
• Object / Datatype properties 
• Cardinality restrictions 
• Transitive, symmetric, inverse, functional and reflexive properties 
• Annotations 

As already mentioned in section 7.2.2, OWL defines three layered 
sublanguages (also called dialects) with different expressivity and logical 
complexity: OWL Lite, OWL DL and OWL Full, as well as three profiles, which 
are designed to provide maximum performance for specific application scenarios: 
OWL 2 EL, OWL 2 QL and OWL 2 RL. 

SPARQL is the query language for RDF and OWL data. Unlike SQL, the 
SPARQL standard defines not only the query language syntax and semantics, but 
also a simple protocol for querying remote SPARQL endpoint (RDF databases) 
over HTTP. Additional advantages of SPARQL over traditional SQL include: 
query entities even when the relationships between them are unknown; query any 
combination of local and disparate RDF databases in a single query; transform 
data between vocabularies or schemata (similar to XSLT). 

There are four types of SPARQL queries: 

• Select – query data with complex graph patterns 
• Ask – similar to a Select query, but instead of returning any data, this 

query will only return a boolean answer that indicates whether any 
data would be returned 

• Describe – returns all triples about a particular resource 
• Construct – constructs new triples based on the query resultset 

bindings 
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A SPARQL query has the following components: 

• Prefix shortcuts (optional), which make it possible to refer to RDF 
resources with shorter identifiers, as opposed to the full URIs 

•  Query result clause, which defines the variable bindings that will be 
returned in the resultset 

• Datasets (optional), which refer to the RDF graphs or data sources that 
will be queries 

• Arbitrary complex triple patterns and filters that will be matched over the 
RDF graph 

• Query modifiers (optional), which specify the resultset ordering, cursors 
(offset/limit), filtering of duplicates, etc. 

7.2.4    Linked Data 

The principles of “linked data” were first introduced by Tim Berners-Lee [17]. A 
more detailed overview of Linked Data is available in [18]. In summary, Linked 
Data provides means for publishing, interlinking and consuming RDF datasets on 
the Web by adhering to four basic principles, also known as the Linked Data 
Principles: 

 
1. Use URIs as names for things. 
2. Use HTTP URIs, so that people can look up those names. 
3. When someone looks up a URI, provide useful information, using the 

standards (RDF, SPARQL). 
4. Include links to other URIs, so that they can discover more things. 

 
The basic idea is to apply the design principles of the World Wide Web, but 

instead of providing a framework for publishing, interlinking and consuming of 
documents, to provide a framework for sharing structured datasets (usually, but 
not necessarily represented in RDF). 

In a nutshell, the idea behind the 1st principle is to make it possible to identify 
“things” (such as resources or collections of resources) on the data web.  

The 2nd principle recommends that only HTTP URIs are used for identifying 
Linked Data resources (as opposed to alternative URI schemes such as DOI [19] 
or URN [20]). The rationale behind this principle is to provide a simple, yet 
decentralized way to create globally unique identifiers for resources on the data 
web. Additionally, an HTTP URI makes it easy to access the particular resource 
with existing widely adopted tools.  

The 3rd principle mandates that HTTP URIs are dereferenceable, i.e. HTTP 
clients can access the description of a resource on the data web by looking up the 
resource URI over the HTTP protocol.  

Finally, the 4th principle recommends that resource descriptions on the data web 
link to other resources (or collection of resources) so that applications can 
discover and access additional data about some resource. 
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Fig. 7.3. Linking Open Data cloud diagram, by R. Cyganiak and A. Jentzsch, Sep 2011 

As of September 2011, the Linked Open Data cloud [38] includes more than 
300 datasets in various domains (general purpose, geographic, government, media, 
libraries, life sciences, etc.), comprised of more than 30 billion triples (Fig. 7.3). 

7.3    Triplestores 

This section provides mode details about triplestores, and in particular: 
comparison to traditional data management systems, design factors, performance 
factors and benchmarks, and a summary of the most popular commercial and open 
source triplestores.  

7.3.1    Comparison to Traditional DBMS 

Triplestores as a data management technology bear many similarities to traditional 
database management systems like OLTP / OLAP databases and also relatively 
new NoSQL based systems. At the same time, triplestores have many 
differentiating features, which make them very suitable for specific application 
scenarios. The following sections provide a brief comparison of the similarities 
and differences between triplestores and other data management systems like 
RDBMS, multi-dimensional databases and NoSQL databases. 
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RDBMS. Traditional OLTP databases are optimized for high-volume of 
transactional data updates, static schema and relatively simple queries. 
Triplestores can rarely match the performance and scalability provided by 
RDBMS in application scenarios with well structured data and static schema. On 
the other hand, triplestores provide certain advantage when the data stored is 
mostly unstructured or semi-structured, sparse and graph-based data with evolving 
or dynamic schema. Additionally, a triplestore can infer new, implicit data based 
on sound logical rules. 

Multidimensional Databases. OLAP databases are optimized for complex 
queries over terabytes of static data. The query performance and volume of data 
handled by an OLAP database can rarely be matched by a triplestore in such 
application scenarios with static schema and well structured and static data. On the 
other hand, a triplestore is very suitable for complex graph-based queries over 
sparse, unstructured/semi-structured data with dynamic schema. Even though 
some materialization for the dimensions is provided within the OLAP database, a 
triplestore can infer more implicit data based on sound logical rules. 

NoSQL Databases. NoSQL databases are optimized for high-volume data 
updates and thousands of concurrent but very simple queries. Similar to 
triplestores, NoSQL databases also provide a relatively dynamic data model, 
suitable for storing semi-structured and sparse data, but the very limited 
expressivity of the NoSQL query languages, the lack of standard logical inference 
of implicit data, and the lack of standards may be a drawback in certain 
application scenarios. 

Graph Databases. Graph databases are a subset of NoSQL databases, which bear 
many similarities to triplestores, in particular: dynamic data model, ability to 
efficiently store and query unstructured and semi-structured sparse data, 
expressive graph-based queries. At the same time, triplestores provide the 
advantage of a standard data model, a standard and more expressive query 
language; a standard data interchange format and logical inference of implicit 
data.  

7.3.2    Triplestore Advantages 

As already outlined in the previous section, triplestores provide specific 
differentiation and advantages over traditional data management approaches in 
many application scenarios.  

The most significant differentiating features of triplestores can be summarized 
as (not in any particular order of importance): 

1. Globally unique identifiers of entities in the RDF data model. As 
already described in section 7.2.3, resources (or entities) in RDF are 
identified by URIs, which lowers the cost of incremental data 
integration from disparate data sources and databases.  
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2. Inference of implicit facts. Triplestores provide means to infer new 
knowledge, based on the sound logical entailment rules of RDF and 
the various OWL sublanguages and dialects. 

3. Graph data model, which is very suitable for unstructured, semi-
structured and sparse data and additionally lowers the cost of 
incremental data integration. 

4. Agile schema, which makes it easy for the schema and the instance 
data to evolve and adapt to changes in the application requirements. 
When a new relation (predicate/property) between entities is added 
on-the-fly to the RDF data model, no changes are required to existing 
instance data and the triplestore will infer new implicit data if 
necessary and make it immediately available for querying. 

5. Exploratory queries against unknown schema. Query patterns can 
match data in the triplestore even when the entity types or the exact 
relationships between them are not known in advance, i.e. the syntax 
of the query does not need to exactly match the syntax of the data 
assertions in the triplestore. 

6. Compliance to standards. RDF, OWL and SPARQL are well 
established and adopted standards which lowers the cost of 
interoperability, data integration and application integration. This is 
not the case with some database technologies like graph databases or 
NoSQL databases. 

7.3.3    Design and Advanced Features 

There are many design and implementation decisions that determine the 
functionality, performance and scalability, deployment requirements and long 
term TCO of a triplestore.  

Storage Engine. There are several implementation approaches: from native 
triplestores, to triplestore which are built on top of a relational database, to 
triplestores built on top of a NoSQL engine. 

Reasoning Strategy. Triplestores employ different strategies for the rule-based 
reasoning. Some perform forward-chaining, where the triplesore performs the 
entailment rules (Fig. 7.2) starring with the explicit statements and derives new 
valid implications. The process continues until the full inferred closure is 
computed and no new facts can be derived. An alternative strategy is backward-
chaining, where at runtime the reasoner starts from a query and decomposes it into 
simpler requests or statements that can either be matched directly to known 
(explicit) statements, or further decomposed recursively into simpler requests or 
statements. A third alternative is the hybrid strategy, where partial materialization 
is performed at data loading time through forward-chaining, and part of the query 
patterns are matched through backward-chaining at run time. 
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Invalidation Strategy. Triplestores that employ forward-chaining based 
materialization need a specific strategy for truth maintenance, i.e. when a set of 
explicit statements is deleted from the repository, the implicit statements which 
are no longer inferable need to be deleted as well, since they are no longer logical 
consequences of the facts in the knowledge base. The overhead of keeping 
detailed meta-information about the inference dependencies is usually too high to 
be practically feasible. Different triplestores employ different strategies for truth 
maintenance: from the most simple and inefficient ones where the complete 
inferred closure needs to be recomputed even after a single deletion, to very 
advanced techniques which detect which part of the inferred closure is no longer 
valid and thus needs to be deleted as well. 

owl:sameAs Optimization. The sameAs predicate in OWL provides means for 
declaring that two different URIs denote the very same resource. The practical use 
for it is to align URIs that are used in different databases or data sources for the 
same real-world entity (e.g. fbase:guid.9202a8c04000641f8000000000028aa7, 
dbpedia:Montreal and geonames:6077244 are the identifiers from Freebase, 
DBpedia and GeoNames respectively, which denote the resource describing the 
city of Montreal). Since owl:sameAs is a transitive, reflexive and symmetric 
relation, a lot of additional entailment rules will be activated and derive new 
implicit statements. As a result, owl:sameAs can significantly “inflate” the number 
of statements in the database and deteriorate the inference and query performance. 
Some triplestores employ specific optimizations, so that equivalent URIs are 
treated in a specific way that does not inflate the database indices, but can still be 
inferred when needed at run time. 

7.3.4   Popular Triplestores 

This section provides details of the most popular commercial and open source 
triplestores available on the market. 

4store. 4store [21] is an open source triplestore developed by Garlik. 4store can 
run in a distributed cluster of up to 32 nodes. The data is fully partitioned across 
the cluster nodes (more details on the design & architecture are available in [22]). 
4store itself does not provide any inferencing capabilities, though there is an 
external reasoner, 4s-reasoner [23], which provides backward-chaining based RDF 
reasoning on top of 4store. 

AllegroGraph. AllegroGraph [24] is a commercial triplestore developed by Franz 
Inc., which supports SPARQL, RDFS+, and Prolog reasoning. Its features include: 
ACID transactions, online backups, text indexing, user-defined indices, 
compression, replication & standby cluster. AllegroGraph does not perform 
reasoning and materialization during the data load phase, but reasoning can be 
performed at runtime during query processing. 
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Bigdata. Bigdata [25] is an open source triplestore developed by SYSTAP. It 
provides a horizontally partitioned storage engine with RDF and limited OWL 
reasoning capabilities. The materialization itself is hybrid, with some entailments 
materialized at load time (forward chaining) and others at query time (backward 
chaining). Advanced features of Bigdata include full-text indexing and statement-
level provenance. 

Dydra. Dydra [26] is an RDF cloud service, i.e. a triplestore available as a 
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), developed by Datagraph. It provides multi-tenant 
data store and a standard SPARQL endpoint on top of it. The triplestore operations 
(uploading, deleting and managing data) are performed through a REST API. The 
Dydra storage engine does not provide RDF reasoning and materialization 
capabilities at present. 

Jena TDB. TDB [27] is an open source RDF storage engine for the Jena Semantic 
Web framework. TDB is non-transactional and provides a standard SPARQL 
endpoint. TDB relies on the Jena framework for RDF and limited OWL reasoning 
capabilities, but custom and user-defined rules are also supported.  

Oracle. Oracle offers an RDF engine [28] as part of its Spatial offering since 
release 10g. The triplestore supports RDF and limited OWL inferencing and 
materialization. Inference itself is not performed at data load time, but only if 
initiated by the database administrator. Deletions of statements require a new full 
materialization. Advanced features include: data partitioning and compression for 
Real Applications Cluster (RAC), owl:sameAs optimization, fine-grained security, 
data versioning. RDF data can be queried with SPARQL or SQL. 

OWLIM. OWLIM [29] is a commercial triplestore developed by Ontotext. It 
performs forward chaining based materialization and reasoning with respect to the 
semantics of RDF, OWL 2 RL, OWL 2 QL and a subset of OWL Lite / OWL DL. 
Additionally, user-defined rulesets are supported for optimal performance and 
expressiveness. Advanced features include: replication cluster, automated fail-
over and load-balancing, owl:sameAs optimizations, full-text indexing & search 
within SPARQL, geo-spatial extensions, scalable RDF Rank, spreading activation 
based RDF Priming (that allows for the "priming" of large datasets with respect to 
concepts relevant to the context and to the query), scalable remote notifications.  

Sesame. Sesame [30] is an open source semantic repository developed by Aduna. 
It provides a plugable storage and inference layer (SAIL) which makes it possible 
for different storage engines and reasoners to be plugged-in and used with the 
Sesame framework (several triplestores described in this chapter are compatible 
with the SAIL APIs). Sesame also provides a native storage engine and can be 
used without any 3rd party triplestore components. 
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StarDog. StarDog [31] is a commercial triplestore developed by Clark & Parsia 
LLC. StarDog provides backward-chaining based reasoning at query time, with 
respect to OWL 2 DL and all OWL 2 profiles (QL, EL and RL). Advanced 
features include full-text indexing and search, stored procedures, embedded 
machine learning functionality, compression.  

Virtuoso. Virtuoso [32] is a commercial triplestore developed by OpenLink. 
There is also an open source community edition without some of the advanced 
features. Virtuoso itself is a “universal server” for data management not only of 
RDF but also of XML and relational data. By default Virtuoso performs 
backward-chaining at run time, though forward-chaining based materialization is 
also possible with SPARQL Update statements that generate the inferred triples.  

7.3.5    Performance Factors 

Measuring the performance of triplestores is a complex task that should consider 
various performance aspects and usage scenarios. In [33] a conceptual framework 
for benchmarking of triplestores is provided, which takes into consideration the 
main tasks performed by a triplestore and the various factors that affect its 
performance. The conceptual framework provides a detailed description of the 
tasks and performance factors for triplestore benchmarking, which we will briefly 
summarize.  

Tasks. The typical tasks performed by a triplestore which need benchmarking, are 
identified in [33] as follows: 

• Data loading, including storing and indexing new RDF data into the 
triplestore; 

• Query evaluation, including the query evaluation, planning, optimization 
and data fetching; 

• Data modification, including updates or deletions of instance data or the 
ontologies and schemata describing the data. 

Performance Factors. Various factors have impact on the performance of the 
triplestore during the data loading task: 

• Materialization, forward-chaining – if performed at data loading time – 
has significant impact on the performance of the data loading task;   

• Data model complexity, the computational cost of using different logical 
models varies significantly, e.g. the complexity of working with RDFS 
models is much lower than the complexity of OWL 2 RL, which in turn 
is lower than the complexity of OWL DL; 

• Indexing specifics, various indices can be created in order to optimize the 
query performance, and this will have an impact on the data loading time. 
 

Several factors affect the performance of the query evaluation task: 
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• Deduction, whether backward-chaining is performed at query time to 
infer implicit triples; 

• Query complexity, some RDF graph patterns and operators are more 
resource consuming and will result in reduced query performance; 

• Result-set size, accessing and fetching large amounts of data will impact 
the query performance; 

• Number of concurrent clients will also affect the query performance of 
the triplestore. 

7.3.6    Benchmarks for Triplestores 

There exist several popular benchmarks which measure the performance of 
triplestores. The benchmarks provide pre-defined test datasets of various sizes as 
well as pre-defined queries of different complexity. The following sections 
provide more details about the LUBM, BSBM and the SP2Bench benchmarks for 
triplestores and SPARQL engines. 

LUBM. The Lehigh University Benchmark (LUBM, [34]) provides ways to 
benchmark the storing and querying performance of triplestores on large datasets. 
There are 14 pre-defined queries and a data generator tool that can generate test 
datasets of various size and complexity. 

BSBM. The Berlin SPARQL Benchmark (BSBM, [35][36]) provides a benchmark 
suite for measuring the querying performance of triplestores. The benchmark defines 
three use cases: Explore (12 distinct SPARQL queries), Explore & Update (17 
distinct SPARQL queries) and Business Intelligence (8 distinct SPARQL queries).  

SP2Bench. The SPARQL Performance Benchmark (SP2Bench, [37]) provides a 
benchmark specifically designed for testing of the most common SPARQL 
constructs, operators and RDF access patterns. It defines 12 SPARQL queries 
which have been designed to be application-agnostic and to cover the most 
common performance challenges for SPARQL engines. 

7.4    Triplestores and Business Intelligence 

A summary of the differentiating features and advantages of triplestores over 
traditional data management systems was provided in section 7.3.2. Here we will 
outline similar advantages and differentiating features, but in the context of typical 
Business Intelligence related tasks and challenges. 

There are several areas related to Business Intelligence where Semantic 
Technologies and triplestores in particular can provide a significant impact and 
improvement: 

 

• Speed up data integration – data integration and ETL based on RDF is 
more agile than traditional approaches, since adding new data sources 
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does not require complex re-design of the existing schemata, which 
makes triplestores particularly efficient for incremental data 
integration from disparate data sources. 

• Lower the cost of data integration – even though the initial cost of using 
ontologies as enterprise data models is higher, in the long term that 
cost doesn’t increase significantly. On the other opposite side, while 
traditional ETL has lower cost when the number of operational data 
sources to be integrated into the enterprise data warehouse is lower, 
the cost of the process grows with each new data source and is less 
feasible in the long term.  

• Align and integrate legacy data silos – querying and consuming disparate 
RDF data sources is easier with SPARQL as compared to traditional 
approaches, which makes it possible for applications to deliver timely 
data to business users even without complex, costly and time 
consuming ETL processes. 

• Infer implicit and hidden knowledge – a differentiating feature of the 
RDF data model, and triplestore respectively, is the ability to derive 
implicit facts and knowledge from existing data. Many triplestores 
provide the option for custom, user defined inference rules, which can 
further enhance the standard logical entailment rules or RDF and 
OWL. 

• Merging unstructured and semi-structured data – traditional data 
warehouses are not particularly suitable for handling large volumes of 
unstructured or semi-structured data. The simplicity or the RDF graph-
based data model makes triplestores good candidates for such 
application scenarios. 

• Improve the quality of query results – due to the ability of triplestores to 
derive new implicit data, and the ability of the SPARQL query 
language to match data patterns even when the schema of the query 
terms does not match exactly the schema of the asserted statements, 
triplestores make it easier to provide better and more up-to-date results 
when new data is added to the data warehouse.   

7.5    Conclusion 

Semantic Technologies provide many advantages over traditional data 
management approaches, which makes them particularly suitable for faster and 
lower cost data integration and business intelligence within the enterprise. 
Triplestores in particular provide the means to efficiently integrate, manage and 
query data in application scenarios where schema agility, low-cost data integration 
across many data sources and derivation of new implicit information are 
important. 
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Summary. The traditional way to manage Information Technologies (IT) in the
companies is having a data center, and licensing monolithic applications based on
the number of CPUs, allowed connections, etc. This also holds for Business In-
telligence environments. Nevertheless, technologies have evolved and today other
approaches are possible. Specifically, the service paradigm allows to outsource hard-
ware as well as software in a pay-as-you-go model. In this work, we will introduce
the concepts related to this paradigm and analyze how they affect Business Intelli-
gence (BI). We will analyze the specificity of services and present specific techniques
to engineering service systems (e.g., Cloud Computing, Service-Oriented Architec-
tures -SOA- and Business Process Modeling -BPM-). Then, we will also analyze
to which extent it is possible to consider Business Intelligence just a service and
use these same techniques on it. Finally, we store the other way round. Since ser-
vice companies represent around 70% of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in the
world, special attention must be paid to their characteristics and how to adapt BI
techniques to enhance services.

Keywords: Services, Business Intelligence, Service-Oriented Architectures, Busi-
ness Process Modeling.

8.1 Introduction

As defined in [26], “services are economic activities offered by one party to
another, most commonly employing time-based performances to bring about
desired results in recipients themselves or in objects or other assets for which
purchasers have responsibility. In exchange for their money, time and effort,
service customers expect to obtain value from access to goods, labor, profes-
sional skills, facilities, networks, and systems; but they do not normally take
ownership of any of the physical elements involved.” In [40], we find a much
simpler way to identify what a service is: The “Unified Services Theory” states
that all managerial themes unique to services are founded in customers pro-
viding significant inputs into the production process. In [44], it is explained
that emerging services emphasize economies of knowledge and adaptiveness,
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shifting the focus from mass production to mass customization. This shift-
ing is intended to provide superior value by meeting their unique needs for
services. Thus, in this work we will analyze the specificity of this sector and
present specific techniques to manage and engineer their systems (e.g., Cloud
Computing, Service Oriented Architectures and Business Process Modeling).
Then, we will analyze to which extent Business Intelligence (BI) can be re-
garded or even managed as a service and use these same techniques in its
engineering methods.

Fig. 8.1. Kinds of services

Services can be provided, mainly, at four different levels. As depicted in
Figure 8.1, these are different layers built one on top of the other. Firstly,
we can virtualize hardware and provide memory, CPU, disks, etc. This is
known as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS, Section 8.2) and, for example,
Amazon’s EC2 is a first-class IaaS citizen. Specific benefits of IaaS are fast
provisioning and scaling, while the customer still controls the software. As a
disadvantage, development and maintenance of applications remains at the
customer side. Above this, we find Platform as a Service (PaaS, Section 8.3),
where basic software (like Database Management Systems -DBMS- or pro-
gramming platform) is provided (such as, for example, Google Application
Engine). The benefit obtained at this level is that the environment is already
installed and periodically maintained, while customer still keeps control of
the application. On the other hand, some constrains may appear on what
can be installed and porting the application to another service provider may
not be easy. At the third level, we can also consume Software as a Service
(SaaS, Section 8.4). Now, not only the platform, but also the whole applica-
tion is installed and maintained by the provider (e.g., Google Apps). On the
contrary, now we are tightly tied to the provider and it will be even harder to
move to another provider. At the top, we could contract the implementation
of parts of our business processes, i.e., Business Process as a Service (BaaS,
Section 8.5). In this case, we are externalizing part of the business (not just
the software). Well known examples are PayPal, iPhone App store, Chrome
web store, etc. Some advantages come now in the form of flexibility, scala-
bility and scale economy, but the relationship with the service provider is of
complete dependency.
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Fig. 8.2. Business Intelligence data flow

Business Intelligence (BI) is the process of making informed decisions in the
company. As depicted in Figure 8.2, the central component of a traditional
BI system is the Data Warehouse (DW) that stores all relevant historical
data in an integrated way. Extraction, Transformation and Load (ETL) tools
are in charge of feeding the DW mainly from operational systems or external
sources (e.g., through the Internet). On the other side, we find analytical
tools that allow users to retrieve data in different ways. The main families
of tools are On-Line Analytical Processin (OLAP), Data Mining, and Query
and Reporting.

BI systems can benefit from services at any of those four levels in Figure
8.2. In this work, we focus on how to exploit it. In principle, service engineer-
ing could not seem feasible for analytical, on-the-fly queries and tasks (e.g.,
given the amount of data handled by these systems, the highly customiz-
able degree required and the difficulty to outsource processes such as ETL).
Furthermore, from the provider point of view, offering BI as a service might
be wrongly understood as lowering the barriers to enter the software busi-
ness (which use to be lower than those in manufacturing, as pointed out in
[40]). However, this is not the case. Economies of scale (by easily offering the
same service to many consumers through the Internet), capital requirements
(for the IT infrastructure needed underneath), and proprietary technology
(that can easily evolve) yet fortify those barriers in this case. Indeed, ser-
vice science happens to be an interesting shot for BI given some of its main
characteristics. Interestingly, service oriented systems are described as highly
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customizable and user-centered, which suits BI. However, the core difficulties
regarding BI service oriented approaches lay on automating the process logic
units that would conform the resulting BI system. In section 8.6, you will
find a discussion of pros and cons of BI as a Service.

Furthermore, given that service companies represent around 70% of the
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in the world, it is definitely valuable to
study and analyze those major drawbacks service oriented systems should
face. Thus, we also propose to have a look the other way round and pay
special attention to how BI characteristics and techniques can be applied to
improve service oriented systems, which is discussed in Section 8.7.

8.2 Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)

One problem in data analysis tasks is the vast amount of resources they
consume. Nevertheless, we do not launch analytical processes day after day
or, at least, not of the same size. Thus, a company should provision computer
force for the peaks of critical load or for urgent tasks that some day may need.
Besides the difficulty to predict when such tasks may arrive and how many
resources they would demand, most of the time those provisioned resources
will be wasted, because of lack of analytical tasks, or because they just do
not need the maximum computer capacity. This waste is directly translated
into a loss of money for the company.

A well known e-business, pointed out in [18], is shared IT infrastructure.
As defined by NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) in
[29], IaaS allows for the provisioning of fundamental computing resources
(like processing, storage, network, etc.) to deploy and run arbitrary software,
which can include operating systems and applications. These services allow a
consumer to request and receive a new computer instance without needing to
focus on IT concerns such as network placement and hardware availability.

A promising technology for reaching IaaS is Cloud Computing, which is
defined in [29] as “a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network ac-
cess to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks,
servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned
and released with minimal management effort or service provider interac-
tion”. Nowadays, two kinds of clouds are distinguished: private and public
ones. Private clouds are those data centers that belong to a company and
are just used by its departments. On the contrary, public clouds are those
providers of utility computing to the public in a pay-as-you-go manner. In
this sense, utility computing must be understood as the service sold by public
clouds. This perfectly suits the characteristics and needs related to analytical
tasks. Instead of buying an expensive machine or data center, we can just
pay-as-we-go. Thus, throughout this paper, we will use the term “cloud” to
refer to public clouds providing utility computing.
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Also in [29], we find the essential characteristics of Cloud Computing:

On-demand self-service: Customers being able to provision computing capa-
bilities without requiring human interaction.

Broad network access: Utility computing can be consumed from heteroge-
neous client platforms (e.g., laptops, PDAs, etc.) anytime and anywhere.

Resource pooling: Computing resources are pooled to serve multiple con-
sumers.

Rapid elasticity: Capabilities can be rapidly and elastically provisioned (they
appear to be unlimited from the consumer’s point of view).

Measured service: Resource usage can be monitored, controlled and reported
(allowing a pay-per-use business model).

Some of these characteristics are emphasized in [48], which, from a hard-
ware point of view, considers that there are three new aspects in Cloud Com-
puting:

1. The illusion of infinite computing resources available on demand (i.e.,
characteristics “On-demand self-service” and “Rapid elasticity”). In other
words, there is not maximum limit.

2. The elimination of an up-front commitment by cloud users (i.e., “Rapid
elasticity”). In other words, there is no minimum commitment.

3. The ability to pay per use of computing resources on a short-term basis
(i.e., “Measured service”).

Specially “Rapid elasticity” and “Measured service” characteristics look
like specially interesting for BI, where the load of analytical tasks is not
constant or even predictable at mid term. In [40], the authors outline the
importance of JIT (Just In Time) information, for which “Broad network
access” is a desirable property. Furthermore, it can be better achieved by the
elastic power of parallel computing in the cloud (for example, see [50]). Since
you are charged by processor cycles being used, you can parallelize tasks as
much as possible (you have “infinite” available machines), to finish your pro-
cessing as soon as possible. Provisioning physical machines for the maximum
level of parallelism you may ever want to enjoy is clearly unaffordable.

From the economic point of view, Cloud Computing could offer services
below the cost of data centers and still make profit thanks, for example,
to the difference in the price of energy. A data center can be billed one
million euros per year in electricity, whose cost highly varies from country
to country depending on the natural resources each has. This cost is mainly
due to refrigerating processors, which clearly depends on the latitude of the
location. As pointed out in [5], it is cheaper to ship data over fiber optic that
to ship electricity over high-voltage transmission lines.

On the other hand, [40] underlines the problem of delaying the delivery
of the service, i.e., customers expect to be served shortly after they demand
the service. This can be solved by increasing service capacity, which leads
to private data centers being clearly underused (studies indicate that they
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Fig. 8.3. Capacity usage in private data centers and public clouds

remain idle more than 80% of the time), while the usage of a cloud is esti-
mated between 60% and 80% (see Figure 8.3 for a sketch and [5] for details),
thanks to multiplexing many tasks. Well known generic strategies for ca-
pacity management, as explained in [18], can be used, namely level capacity
(i.e, customer-induced variability, segmenting demand, offering price incen-
tives, promoting off-peak demand, and reservation and overbooking) and chase
demand (i.e., creating adjustable capacity, and sharing capacity).

In [1], the authors also find Cloud Computing specially appropriate for data
intensive applications. Relevantly, it remarks that we only benefit from elas-
ticity if (i) the workload is parallelizable, (ii) data are stored in an untrusted
host, and (iii) data are replicated (often across large geographic distances).
Going into more detail, ten obstacles (and also research opportunities) for
IaaS are detected in [5]. Let us briefly analyze them from the point of view
of BI:

Availability of Service: This issue is really important for transactional pro-
cessing, since a service not available directly affects the number of clients
of our company. Nevertheless, for analytical activities this may not be so
critical.

Data Lock-In: A problem related to the usage of IaaS is that data must be
moved in and outside the provider infrastructure, which usually forces
the usage of a proprietary API. If our data sources are not already inside
the cloud, we will probably need specific programs to move data in.

Data Confidentiality and Auditability: There should not be any problem to
make a cloud as secure and reliable as possible (e.g., anonimization func-
tions and encrypting). Nevertheless, some companies may feel reluctant
to give their sensitive data, which, in turn, happens to be the most valu-
able source of knowledge in most cases. Moreover, some legal issues also
have to be taken into account. For example, contracts can explicitly limit
the movement of data within national boundaries.

Data Transfer Bottlenecks: Internet transfers are slow. Given that cloud
providers charge per data movement (they count bytes transferred) and
also the large amounts of data in analytical tasks, this may be a problem
(generating extra costs that have to be considered).

Performance Unpredictability: Cloud providers schedule the tasks in their
machines, as explained above, in order to level capacity (either memory,
disk or any other resources). Thus, if we want our analytical job to be
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prioritized it should be so stated in the contract, taking into account
variations in the average performance of memory access are smaller than
those in the average performance of disc access, for example.

Bugs in Large-Scale Distributed Systems: Debugging is not easy in cloud ap-
plications. This may be a problem if we are developing an ad-hoc analyt-
ical application, given its complexity and high execution cost.

Scaling Quickly: Given that analytical tasks are data as well as computation
intensive, they can present special problems to the provider to absorb
their load without violating the service contract.

Scalable Storage: The illusion of infinite resources is easier to be obtained
for processors than for storage. In data warehousing, we do not need to
scale down, but only to scale up, which simplifies the management and
provisioning problem, from the provider point of view.

Reputation Fate Sharing: Laws exist in each country to restrict data man-
agement. It should be clearly stated who is responsible (either cloud
providers or consumers) for analytical tasks breaking these laws.

Software Licensing: Not only hardware, but also software costs have to be
taken into account (charging an annual license does not make sense any
more). The provider transfers the cost of the service to the consumer,
but it has to be done based on the usage. This problem does not look
like having special consequences in the case of BI, beyond those in other
kinds of applications.

Finally, according to [2], several challenges appear on having database
applications in the infrastructure of a cloud, which are relevant to us, since
BI tasks are data intensive:

• Deployment
– Localization (i.e., generate IP addresses for the virtual machine of

each DBMS instance).
– Routing (i.e., route application requests to the appropriate DBMS

instance).
– Authentication (i.e., be aware of the credentials of all clients inde-

pendently of where it is run in the cloud).
• Tuning

– Placement (i.e., mapping virtual machines to physical machines).
– Resource partitioning (i.e., distribute the resources of the physical

machine among the virtual machines running on it).
– Service level objectives (i.e., be able to minimize resources usage,

while maintaining adequate performance).
– Dynamically varying workloads (i.e., deal with changes in the work-

load, potentially defining classes and moves from one class to an-
other).

Summing up, the main benefit of IaaS for BI is the rapid elasticity of
resources, which is relevant in this kind of applications given the amount of
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data and unpredictability of queries. On the other hand, the main problem
is that the customer has to trust the provider with his/her data.

8.3 Platform as a Service (PaaS)

As defined in [29], PaaS allows to deploy consumer-created or acquired ap-
plications created using programming languages and tools supported by the
provider. The consumer does not manage or control the underlying infras-
tructure including network, servers, operating systems, or storage (like in
IaaS) but platform service offerings include workflow facilities for design,
development, testing, deployment, and hosting, as well as services that en-
able team collaboration, web service integration and marshalling, database
integration, security, scalability, storage, persistence, state management, ap-
plication versioning, application instrumentation, and developer community
facilitation. The consumer, in turn, has control over the deployed applications
and possibly application hosting environment configurations. These services
are provisioned as an integrated solution over the Web.

Cloud Computing does not necessarily lay under PaaS, but it clearly fits.
In general, any application or platform can run in a cloud. For example, the
authors of [36] contend that we have to start thinking about data manage-
ment as a service. In the case of DBMSs, it is well known (see [12] and [32])
that the shared-nothing architecture of a cloud easily fits. Nevertheless, some
modifications must be introduced to benefit from scalability ([43] notes that
differences come from implementation choices and not from fundamental dif-
ferences in the model). Thus, let us divide the kind of platforms we may find
to support BI in two main groups: those made available in a cloud using a spe-
cial version (normally better exploiting parallelism) or license (i.e., software
to use in a cloud, which were born outside the clouds and then ported) and
those implying cloud and parallel computing underneath (i.e., cloud software,
which were born to be used in a cloud).

8.3.1 Software in a Cloud

Cloud Computing offers new markets and software vendors are well aware of
this. Some examples (not intended to be exhaustive) of tools offering a BI
product or version to be executed in Massively Parallel Processing (MPP)
systems (i.e., clouds) or just a platform to run or BI development applications
are:

• Vertica: A column store, descendant of the open source project C-Store
in [42].

• Infobright: An analytic column-oriented database designed to handle
business-driven queries on large volumes of data (stored in a grid) - with-
out IT intervention.

• nCluster: Hybrid row and column DBMS.
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• K2Analytics: A Managed Service Provider (MSP), which houses the cus-
tomers licensed software.

• LogiXML: A code-free application development environment including
hundreds of pre-built elements, that reduce the amount of work needed
to create and maintain more complex BI applications.

8.3.2 Cloud Software

Despite any application can run in a cloud, some projects appeared lately
that propose new architectures and algorithms to exploit its specific char-
acteristics and possibilities. Systems in this category use to be tagged with
the “NOSQL” buzzword (standing for Not Only SQL). Nevertheless the dif-
ference is not whether they provide an SQL interface or not, but the data
model they follow, which is not relational. Thus, the temptation might be
to name them “NORelational”. Nevertheless, as explained in [28], “CoRela-
tional” would be more appropriate, as they could be better understood as
complementary.

These systems are based on the storage and retrieval of key/value pairs
(as opposed to the relational model based on foreign-key/primary-key rela-
tionships). Relational referential integrity assumes a closed world (where all
data are known, as opposed to an open world), which is hard to be assumed
in a cloud or the Internet. While in the Relational model child nodes point
to the well known parent (by means of a foreign-key), in the CoRelational
model are parents who point to their children (whose information may not
exist beyond the parent limits). Thus, instead of having each sale pointing to
the corresponding product, date, customer, etc., we keep a lists of pointers
indexed by the product, date and customer key (i.e., we reverse the pointers).
It is in this sense that [28] compares both models under the prism of category
theory to conclude that they are actually dual.

In the following subsections we just summarize the main concepts of
BigTable and MapReduce as they were presented by Google in [9] (open
source implementation [4]) and [11] (open source implementation [3]), re-
spectively (another interesting Google product, we are not going to analyze,
is Dremel, for details of the latter see [30]).

BigTable

is a distributed storage system designed to scale to very large size (petabytes).
Figure 8.4 sketches data organization inside it, whose main structure is
[key,value] pairs. The main characteristics we would like to outline here are:

• Data are indexed by row and column values (which are arbitrary strings).
• Columns can be grouped into families to be physically stored together.
• Versions are automatically generated for each value (which are times-

tamped).
• Data are treated also as uninterpreted strings.
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Fig. 8.4. BigTable organization

• Only single-row transactions are supported.
• Data are clustered (i.e., physically sorted) by key.

Note that only families of columns are part of the schema and have to be
stated on creating a table. Oppositely, the columns are dynamically defined on
inserting data. A family actually corresponds to a separate storage. Regarding
data retrieval, it provides random access to one key, as well as parallel scan
of the whole table or a range of keys.

Fig. 8.5. MapReduce overview

MapReduce

Is a programming framework that allows to execute user code in a large
cluster. It hides parallelization, data distribution, load balancing and fault
tolerance from the user. All the user has to do is writing two functions: Map
and Reduce. As sketched in Figure 8.5, those functions are injected in the
framework.

Thus, the signature of those two functions is as follows:

map(keyin, valin) → {[key1
tmp, val1tmp], ..., [keyn

tmp, valntmp]}
reduce(keytmp, {val1tmp, ..., valmtmp}) → {[key1

out, val1out], ..., [keyp
out, valpout]}

The execution would be:
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1. Map function is automatically invoked for each pair [key,value] in the
source table (it also works for plain files, in which case, one pair is gen-
erated per line, having as key the position inside the file). Notice that
the source table is distributed in a cloud. Therefore, the framework takes
advantage of this and tries to execute each map call locally to the data.
Each call can generate either one new pair (potentially different from that
in the input), many pairs or none at all.

2. The intermediate pairs [key,value] generated by the different executions
of the Map function, which are temporally stored in the distributed file
system, are then ordered using a distributed merge-sort algorithm.

3. For each different intermediate key, the Reduce function is invoked once
receiving together all values associated to it. Each call can generate again
either one new pair (also potentially different from that in its input),
many pairs or none at all.

In [35], the authors compare and analyze the performance of Hadoop
(which is an open source MapReduce implementation) against that of two
parallel DBMSs. They conclude that DBMSs outperform Hadoop, while
Hadoop is more tolerant to software/hardware failures. Reasons for these
differences are carefully analyzed and justified to conclude, as in [43], that
both technologies are rather complementary. [23] identifies five design factors
that affect the performance of Hadoop and shows how by tuning these factors
its performance improves to be almost comparable to that of the DBMSs. An-
other problem of working in a distributed environment (already pointed out
in previous section) is that of debugging. KarmaSphere offers a development
environment for Hadoop that allows to monitor the execution and debug your
code.

Generalizations of MapReduce are presented in [46] and [6]. The latter
extends the framework to allow other kinds of operations (i.e., Map and
Reduce are just special cases of the operations that can be injected by users).
Special attention is devoted to operations with more than one data input
stream (e.g., join, which results to be really hard and artificial to be obtained
in MapReduce).

Both technologies fit naturally to advanced BI tasks. For example, [21]
argues that next data warehouse generation must consider all kind of data
available, which includes textual data (not only plain text files but others
such as mails) and unstructured sources (generally coming from the Web).
The immediate consequence is that the amount of data to be stored grows
exponentially and accordingly do so the size of the analytical tasks to be per-
formed. BigTable and MapReduce are two promising paradigms to tackle,
respectively, both consequences. Whereas BigTable scales to petabytes, the
MapReduce paradigm transparently (i.e., the framework is responsible) pro-
vides grouping and ordering (essential for analytical tasks) regarding the key
values produced.
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All in all, the benefit of PaaS is that it hides the complexity of managing
parallelism, which is mandatory for “right-time” BI. Indeed, systems like
MapReduce were specifically conceived for analytical tasks.

8.4 Software as a Service (SaaS)

As defined in [29], SaaS allows to run the providers application. The con-
sumer does not manage or control the underlying infrastructure including
network, servers, operating systems, storage, or even individual application
capabilities, with the possible exception of limited user-specific application
configuration settings. Software services allow a consumer to select a specific
software instance without the need to be aware of where and how it is hosted.
For example, a developer can request a word processor instance (i.e., Google
apps) without having to be aware of which OS or hardware the application
will run on. This allows the consumer to focus on the characteristics of the
application and gives to the provider the freedom to fulfill the request with
any resources that meet the need.

These are services that provide remote (e.g., Web-based) access to software
that is actually running in provider’s machines. As pointed out in [5], both
(i.e., consumers as well as providers) benefit from this architecture. On the
one hand, consumers gain access anytime and anywhere, and can easily share
data and collaborate. This can bring huge benefits from the BI perspective,
as data analysis could be carried out or studied on-the-fly with portable
devices such as smart phones. Moreover, the pay-as-you-go model is also
more beneficial than licensing where you pay per number of CPUs or users,
for example. You only pay for the software if you really need to analyze
your data. On the other hand, providers simplify software installation and
maintenance, and centralized version control.

As explained in [20], the percentage of today revenue from BI as a ser-
vice offerings is insignificant compared to the overall BI platforms market
(less than 5%). [20] only mentions SAP/Business Objects “On Demand” as a
product with a significant presence. Nevertheless, the penetration in the mar-
ket depends on the specific kind of applications, and some are more mature
than others. Gartner’s report shows that SaaS versions of ERP (Enterprise
Resource Management) are much less popular (below 1% of all ERP) than
those of CRM (Customer Relationship Management, e.g., Salesforce.com or
Cloud9 Analytics) or SCM (Supply Chain Management, e.g., Oco) systems
(around 12% and 18% respectively). Examples of other BI software offered
as a service are reporting, dashboarding, etc. (e.g., Microstrategy, Quantivo,
Panorama or ColdLight Neuron). Let us analyze the former in the following
sections.
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8.4.1 Supply Chain Management (SCM)

As explained in [25], SCM systems enable the firm to model its existing supply
chain, generate demand forecast for products, and develop optimal sourcing
and manufacturing plans. They allow to exchange and share information
between partners (i.e., producers and consumers) in the supply chain. SCM
allows to minimize the Bullwhip effect, which is the distortion of information
about the demand for a product as it passes from one entity to the next across
the supply chain (i.e., little changes in the demand of the final consumer
generate huge variations in the raw materials).

In the beginning, these systems where developed for each company. Af-
terwards, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) appeared and allowed to effi-
ciently exchange documents like orders or bills. However they yet did not
help to manage the process. Nowadays, SCM systems allow a pull-based (i.e.
build-to-order) model, where the customer order triggers events in the sup-
ply chain, so that production, inventory and shipping can be easily adjusted
to real demand. In the future, the Internet could allow that all companies
in the supply chain can see what others (not only immediate providers and
consumers in the chain) need and generate at any time. This would facilitate
not only fast response but also more precisely forecasting consumption.

However, this is not easy to achieve, because requires several organiza-
tions to share information which is an organizational, as well as a techno-
logical challenge. From the technological point of view, services (and service
architectures) can be really helpful at this point.

8.4.2 Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

The concept of CRM appeared with this century. It can be defined as hav-
ing an integral view of each and every client in real time. The goal is to be
able to make fast, informed decisions regarding marketing strategies or com-
petitive positioning (i.e., differentiate your offering and create value for your
customers). This is achieved by tightening seller-buyer relationships.

Despite CRM has a big technological component, it is usually seen as a way
of doing things in the company. As explained in [25], a CRM system captures
and integrates customer data from all over the organization, consolidates
and analyzes it, and distributes the results to various systems and customer
touch points across the enterprise. Nevertheless, hardware and software must
be accompanied by the definition of the corresponding processes or workflows,
objectives and indicators.

To achieve these goals, the whole company must be involved in the deploy-
ment of the CRM. If such change generates more costs than benefits (specially
to the marketing department), it will hardly succeed. Some web-based CRM
software systems exist that can be licensed for a few hundred euros per user
per month. In front of this, buying, installing and personalizing the technol-
ogy can cost millions of euros to the company. Thus, Cloud Computing and
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a service approach makes feasible for small companies to implement a CRM,
or at least try to do it reducing the risk in case of failure of the project.

Fig. 8.6. Typical ERP modules

8.4.3 Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

Historically, enterprises have deployed independent systems to manage differ-
ent processes in the company, which leads to, not only separate software and
hardware, but also separate data that eventually have to be merged and in-
tegrated to make decisions. ERP systems try to solve this by providing one
common repository where data are collected from all business processes. As
depicted in Figure 8.6, different modules are available implementing common
processes in the enterprises (e.g., Finances and accounting, Material manage-
ment, Human resources, Manufacturing, Sales and marketing, etc.), and they
just have to be properly configured and tuned up to behave as close as possible
to the way a specific company runs the business. This helps not only the busi-
ness processes themselves, since they share the information, but also facilitates
decision making (most ERP systems have SCM and CRM modules).

Acquiring a software package always makes your company dependant on
the software provider (obviously for installation, but also for upgrading and
maintenance), and switching from one provider to another may not be easy.
This is specially true in the case of ERP, because such systems drive all
the operation of the company. Indeed, things are even worse if the ERP is
contracted as a service, because the provider also hosts the data (special care
must be taken at this point to guarantee that we may move our data out
of the system if so desired). Upgrading and maintenance are much easier
(and probably cheaper), but security issues pop up. SAP Business Suite,
Oracle’s e-Business Suite, Microsoft’s Dynamics suite, and IBM’s WebSphere
are examples (and use Web services and SOA inside).

8.5 Business Process as a Service (BaaS)

Nowadays, the rapid changes in society, in general, and business in particular
make enterprises an ever-evolving entity. Accordingly, applications and infor-
mation systems are required to evolve quicker than ever and match the orga-
nizations needs. Special techniques are necessary to support this, allowing IT
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to evolve at the same pace as business requires. One promising approach is to
divide the processes in our business into units of processing logic. These units
are collections of units of work that can be provided as a service (either from
inside or outside the company). A service hence provides a specific capacity
for the user and ideally, these units should be highly both customizable and
reusable in such a way that complex systems could be seen as a myriad of
them interacting as a whole.

A promising paradigm to tackle this scenario are Service-Based Appli-
cations (SBAs), see [34]. Software services constitute self-contained com-
putational elements that support flexible composition of loosely coupled
distributed software systems. This implies fundamental changes to how soft-
ware is developed, deployed and maintained. The relevance of software ser-
vices is increasing given the crucial role played by the Internet: on the one
hand data distribution is a fact for most real organizations (either naturally
distributed by geographic criteria or artificially like in a cloud to exploit par-
allelism). On the other hand, global connectivity brings services to another
level, as they can be thought as pervasive, ubiquitous and highly dynamic
units which could be searched, browsed and listed. Indeed, a clear example
of SBAs can be found in the current App stores available for smart phones
and tablets, which are nowadays already available for browsers and, in turn,
for laptops and desktop computers.

Indeed, nothing prevents us to generalize the concept of SBAs not only to
applications but to whole information systems inter and intra-organizations.
According to the NIST Working Group, BaaS focuses on providing existing
business processes through a cloud. If there is an existing process whose spec-
ifications are known, it can be provided as a service within the catalog. This
allows the service provider to automate any steps within the process while leav-
ing the changes transparent to the service consumer. There already are some
examples in this direction, and it is rather usual to find outsourced paying
methods in the Web (e.g., PayPal or Moneybookers) or geolocation stuff (e.g.,
by combining the smart phones built-in GPS features plus Google Maps).

BaaS, however, introduces new challenges and specific techniques to engi-
neer service-based systems (e.g., Service Oriented Architectures and Business
Process Modeling) have emerged lately. According to [34], we can distinguish
between challenges related to service technologies (i.e., the means) and ser-
vice principles, techniques and methods to develop service-based systems.
The main challenges regarding service technologies are the following:

Service Infrastructure: It refers to basic infrastructure on top of which the
service-based systems are built. It refers to the most basic service layer
responsible for communication primitives and patterns, architectural con-
structs to connect heterogeneous systems, service access and a runtime en-
vironment for services execution. It is also responsible for service search,
identification and publication. In the context of this paper, the first two
previously discussed service layers (i.e., IaaS and PaaS) could sit below
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BaaS and provide the needed service infrastructure to built on its top
service-based systems.

Service Composition and Coordination: Service oriented systems loosely cou-
ple logic units (i.e., services) to aggregate them in an interoperable way
and produce a single, complex service. SBAs are built on Service Oriented
Architectures (SOA). An important property of services taking part in an
SOA is their composability (see [10]). There are several options to service
composition such as service orchestration, or service choreography among
others (see Section 8.5.1).

Business Process Management (BPM): BPM can be defined as mechanisms
to understand, capture, represent and manage organizations, and is aimed
at developing end-to-end business processes. Its main objective is to fill
the gap between business processes and IT applications, to better under-
stand an application’s requirements. It can be understood as a manage-
ment principle, but also represents suites of software aimed at bridging IT
systems and people (see [17]). Current SBAs typically involve well-defined
processes (such as payment processing, shipping, tracking, etc.) which
must be understood as a whole. However, managing a finer-granularity
(e.g., business data, events, Quality of Service -QoS- agreement, Key Per-
formance Indicators -KPIs-, etc.) is needed to guarantee a cohesive and
continuous information flow, at the level of business design and not merely
at technical level. Business Rules Management Systems (e.g., Drools or
IBM WebSphere ILOG JRules) are a natural partner for BPM systems
(like IBM BPM tool), as they allow to store the business decision logic
in a centralized repository.

On the other hand, on top of service technologies, service principles, tech-
niques and methods focus on developing service-based systems. Basically, [34]
highlights the relevance to come up with a specific lifecycle for service oriented
systems. Indeed, it cannot be assumed that existing applications can be im-
ported into an SOA by merely creating wrappers and leaving the underlying
component untouched. A service-based development method is required to
specify, construct refine and customize highly flexible service-based systems.
For example, the adapting and evolution of services based on monitoring
performance indicators and an automatic Quality of Service (QoS) negotia-
tion between services are reasons why the life-cycle must be extended. Thus,
service-based systems are not just a thin SOAP/WSDL/UDDI layer on top
of existing systems or components. In short, new challenges (regarding tradi-
tional systems) about developing service-based systems can be summarized
as follows:

Service Engineering and Design: This should provide specifications for com-
position and coordination of the services forming the deployed system,
which guarantee it does not produce spurious results. The process should
lead to high-quality service-based systems. The BPM layer would also be
included in this item.
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Service Quality: Service quality definition, negotiation and assurance (ideally
in an automatic way) is a key aspect for service-based systems at all levels.
This includes assessing a service quality level both for controlling the
agreed communication quality level between services forming the system
and for agreeing on the quality of the output generated. Relevantly, end-
to-end quality provision implies to propagate quality control on attributes
from the service infrastructure, service composition and business process
management. Therefore, it is transversal to the whole system.

Service Adaptation and Monitoring: Tightly related to the previous item,
service-based systems should adapt and evolve to answer contextual
changes and even predict upcoming problems. In this sense, monitor-
ing, predicting and governing the activities of the service-based system
emerge as key aspects.

For these reasons, as discussed, an entire specific service lifecycle (identify-
ing, finding, designing, developing, deploying, evolving, quality assuring and
maintaining services) must be considered. In the remainder of this section,
we will focus on two specific concepts related to BaaS from which BI can
vastly benefit. Firstly, we analyze how SOA can be used as an architecture
for providing BI, and then how to define, negotiate and assure the quality of
the BI services.

Fig. 8.7. Service Oriented Architecture

8.5.1 Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)

As defined in [15], SOA is a term that represents a model in which automa-
tion logic is decomposed into smaller, distinct units of logic. Collectively, these
units comprise a larger piece of business automation logic, namely processes
or activities (see Figure 8.7). Individually, these units can be distributed.
Web services, including standards such as WSDL (Web Services Description
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Language), SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) and WS-BPEL (Web
Services - Business Process Execution Language) are the most popular real-
ization of SOA (see [10]).

Three overlapping kinds of services exist:

Business service: It represents the most fundamental business block and en-
capsulates a distinct set of business logic. At this level, Business Process
Modelling (BPM) is a natural complement to SOA towards the objective
of aligning technical initiatives with strategic goals of the business (see
[33]).

Utility service: This provides generic services designed for potential reuse
(black circles in Figure 8.7).

Controller service: It is responsible to coordinate service-to-service composi-
tion members (white circles in Figure 8.7).

Compared to two-tier client-server architecture, SOA offers more than one
decomposition layer (i.e., a service can be successively decomposed into other
smaller services). Moreover, processing units are much smaller than typical
monolithic client or server applications. Multi-tiered client-server applications
do not necessarily follow SOA, even if they are distributed and incorporate
Internet technology, among other reasons, because the components are still
tightly coupled. Even using Web Services in these applications does not entail
SOA, because they do not guarantee the independence between components.

Thus, eight common principles to SOA are stated in [15]:

Reusability: Services are designed to support potential reuse.
Loose coupling: Services must be designed to interact without the need for

tight, cross-service dependencies.
Contract: They need not to share anything but a formal contract that de-

scribes each service and defines the terms of information exchange.
Abstraction: The only part of a service that is visible to the outside world is

what is exposed via service contract.
Composability: Services may compose other services.
Autonomy: The service does not depend on other services for it to execute

its governance.
Statelessness: Services should be designed to maximize statelessness even if

that means deferring state management elsewhere.
Discoverability: Services should allow their descriptions to be discovered and

understood by human as well as service requestors that may be able to
make use of their logic.

Each one of these characteristics emphasizes one different aspect of services.
However, all of them pivot around the concept of reusing software as much as
possible. Thus, in order to reuse, we must also be able to compose different
services. The interaction of a group of services working together to complete
a task can be referred to as a service activity. This, as explained in [15], can
also be achieved in some different ways:
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Primitive activity implements synchronous communication between two ser-
vices. It is short-lived, and typically involves only one message exchange
between them.

Complex activity involves many services and messages exchanged among
them, that allow to carry out complex tasks. It usually spans a longer
period of time and requires some coordination framework.
Atomic Transaction wraps a series of changes into a single action (usually

ACID-compliant). Its internals provide some protocols to guarantee it
(e.g., two-phase commit). Atomic transactions play an important role
in ensuring service quality and lead to a robust execution environment.

Business Activity participants are required to follow specific rules defined
by protocols. Oppositely to an atomic transaction, it spans hours,
days or even weeks. Moreover, business activities provide an optional
compensation process that can be invoked when exception conditions
are encountered (i.e., they are not expected to rollback any changes).
An added difficulty for this kind of activities is that they cannot
expect to retain the participants for the duration of the activity, since
the coordinator does not have any control over them.
Orchestration participants interact with a central engine, which pro-

vides the workflow logic. This logic can be expressed, for exam-
ple, in BPMN (Business Process Modeling Notation) and BPEL
(Business Process Execution Language),see [49].

Choreography is intended for public message exchanges, so that col-
laboration between services can be implemented without needing
the central coordinator of the workflow logic. This is achieved by
assigning roles to the participants. Choreographies are conceived
to achieve collaboration among services from different, indepen-
dent providers.

Using BPM to model the whole BI process definitely makes sense, since BI
processes are completely business-oriented and can be modeled as workflows
(specifically, as data transformation workflows). However, it seems reason-
able to only outsource (i.e., contracting external services to carry out the
task) certain BI tasks within BI processes. For example, contracting addi-
tional services providing input data for the BI process (e.g., stock markets
data or news feeders) or for providing external rules used in the process to
transform data (e.g., spam detecting and mail filters for data cleansing or
external dictionaries / ontologies to support data integration) fully make
sense, but it would not be reasonable to outsource intermediate tasks within
a business process, as it would provoke massive data shipping between ser-
vices (as discussed, Cloud Computing entails that we are charged according
to the amount of data shipped). For example, we may contract input data
(such as the stock market daily data), load it into a service-based system and
carry out as many transformations as needed to match up the BI process
goals. However, shipping data to external (outsourced) intermediate services
in the middle of the process and send it back after some transformations is
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not reasonable cost-wise. Following this idea, any BI process can be seen as
data transformation from the data sources to the Key Performance Indicators
(KPI) exploited by the managers. Data manipulated all over the process is
transformed in two different ways: (i) dynamic on-line transformations (e.g.,
OLAP engines), which allow the users to query sources (such as decisional
databases) and produce data analysis on-the-fly, and (ii) static off-line trans-
formations, which would match the traditional ETL process to produce the
sources queried dynamically and on-line by the user (i.e., to populate the de-
cisional database). Given this classification, SOA seems more promising for
the latter, as discussed below.

In [47], the framework offers an extensible palette of template activities
for ETL processing. These activities are defined there as an amount of work
which is processed by a combination of resource and computer applications.
Moreover, this activity can be performed in a black-box manner. Note that
the same word “activity” is also used in [15] to refer to sets of coordinated ser-
vices. Thus, each ETL flow can be considered as a separate business process.
Then, each business process would be implemented as a complex activity.
Some would be atomic transactions able to rollback to a safe state. How-
ever, most of them would be business activities, demanding the definition of
a compensation process to leave data consistent in case of a not completely
successful execution. These activities would be defined in the form of orches-
trations. There are works (for example, [13]) that already propose the usage
of an SOA architecture, where different data mining elements interact to com-
plete the analysis of data (financial market in this case). The characteristics
of services would allow to reuse components or just change the provider (if
we find another one improving the quality of the BI process).

As explained in [8], we can model the ETL workflow as a business process.
This would allow to have a conceptual view that can be mapped later to
the implementation. It would hide low-level IT events resulting to be more
comprehensible to analysts. In some cases this would result really helpful for
business managers to, not only understand, but also define how data have to
be transformed.

We find in [34] a list of major challenges for the near future of services.
Among them, we find some that would clearly be useful to BI, like “Infras-
tructure support for data integration” and “Semantically enhanced service
discovery”. On the other hand, it also outlines the current lack of tools for
supporting the evolution and adaptation of [business] processes, so that it
is hard to define compositions of distributed [business] processes that work
properly under all circumstances.

8.5.2 Quality of Service (QoS): Definition, Negotiation and
Assurance

With services, quality “specifications” come from multiple simultaneous
sources, including the company and the individual customers. The com-
pany presents specifications as standard operating procedures. The customer
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presents specifications based on their need-driven expectations for changes
to their process-inputs. Misalignment between company- and customer-
specifications for the service process leads to dissatisfaction, even when the
process goes exactly as it was designed. The misalignment of specifications
can be avoided through communication. However, if the service performance
does not address individual customer needs, the customer will not require
the service. With services, expectations are often subjectively acquired and
subjectively defined. Therefore service providers need to be careful when at-
tempting to define expectations for customers. Too low expectations can lead
to loss of sales. Too high expectations can lead to disappointment and lost
future sales [40].

With this spirit, service-based systems must negotiate and agree quality
aspects regarding the system. Service providers need to characterize their ser-
vices to define both the offered functionalities and the offered quality. For ex-
ample, according to [37], these quality aspects may embrace quality attributes
regarding runtime, transaction, configuration management and security fea-
tures. Furthermore, not only the need to define, negotiate and agree the QoS
is growing, but also its eventual validation and verification at run-time.

As stated in [34], QoS is measured by the degree to which applications,
systems, networks, and all other elements of the IT infrastructure support
availability of services at a required level of quality under all access and
load conditions. As discussed in [44], measuring and evaluating performance
remains a difficult problem. A service should be developed and delivered to
achieve maximum customer satisfaction at minimum cost. To facilitate this
task, they provide a tentative list of measures partitioned in four categories
to evaluate the service:

Categories Example Evaluation Measures
Demand

Input Supply
Cost
Performance (Quality, Reliability, Speed, Throughput)

Process Satisfaction (Efficiency, Effectiveness)
Safeguards (Privacy, Security, Safety)

Outcome

Customization
Satisfaction
Convenience (Availability, Accessibility)
Robustness (Comprehensiveness, Adaptability, Flexibility)

Systemic

Consistency
Equity
Reproducibility
Sustainability

The input and process measures serve to explain the resultant outcome.
Input measures indicate the potential of our system and what it needs to
run (i.e., they measure how the input looks like; e.g., demanded input or
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cost), whereas process measures (e.g., speed, efficiency, privacy, etc.) consider
how the activity is performed but not the impact it has. This is the main
reason for the third set of measures, which focuses on measuring the ultimate
results (e.g., its degree of customization or the user satisfaction). Finally, the
systemic measures are regarded as impact measures over other systems or
services (e.g., sustainability or consistency).

As shown in [14], data intensive applications can benefit from an agree-
ment in the QoS in advance to the actual data retrieval. A Service Level
Agreement (SLA) is based on a set of measurable characteristics of a service
known as Service Level Objectives (SLO) (e.g., price, availability, response
time, number of available tuples, number of retrieved tuples, query cost, lo-
cality and legal issues, etc.). Note that SLOs of complex activities must be
decomposed for the participants in the activities. The other way round, esti-
mation of each characteristic must be aggregated for the services composing
such activities.

As pointed out in [8], implementing the ETL workflow as a business pro-
cess would also help to manage its monitoring and reporting. In this sense,
another important challenge is the implementation of “QoS-aware service
compositions” that takes into account the performed data transformations
(see [27]).

8.6 Discussion

This section contains an overall discussion of advantages and disadvantages
of using services (at any of the four above mentioned levels) for BI. First
of all, one key aspect regarding a service is that it entails outsourcing
(in general, from the company, but also just from the department or business
unit). Roughly speaking, it allows the company to spend the efforts in making
decisions instead of building decisional systems. Before other considerations,
thus, we must take into account that, as pointed out in [18], outsourcing has
benefits and risks from the customer point of view. The list of these benefits
can be summarized as follows:

• Allows the firm to focus on its core competence.
• Decreases cost by purchasing from an outside source rather than per-

forming in-house.
• Provides access to latest technology without investment.
• Leverages benefits from a supplier who has economies of scale.

Oppositely, main risks to consider are:

• Loss of direct control over quality.
• Exposure to data security issues.
• Dependence on one supplier compromises future negotiation leverage.
• Additional coordination expense and delays.
• Atrophy of in-house capacity to perform outsourced services.
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Thus, the key question is how to guarantee that the selected service does
really match our needs. In other words, how to minimize the outsourcing
risks and maximize its benefits. In [18], the authors highlight some criteria
that might be used to select a service provider:

Convenience: Some locality issues may be considered due to legal conditions
or connectivity.

Dependability: Is the provider reliable?
Personalization: Customization is an important, not to say crucial, charac-

teristic in any service, as it must adapt to our needs.
Price: Obviously, the cheaper (provided a given set of features), the better.
Quality: Defined as a function of previous expectations and perception of the

experience.
Reputation: Previous customers’ experiences are important.
Speed: How long it will take to complete the process.
Security: In the broad sense of CIA (i.e., Confidentiality, Integrity and Avail-

ability), as pointed out in ISO/IEC 17799, is a must.

All these criteria happen to be yet relevant for BI but, specifically, security,
quality, and personalization shall draw the attention of BI customers. Indeed,
regarding BI, security is a major concern for them, since the (potentially sen-
sible) data of the company has to be transferred, managed and even stored by
service providers, raising, consequently some inherent questions such as: Are
my data safe? Will data be available when needed? Moreover, the provider
must guarantee that data are not only geographically distributed, but also
replicated to reduce their vulnerability to catastrophes and network parti-
tions. Regarding quality, BI processes should guarantee a minimum threshold
of quality previously negotiated and agreed with the provider. Furthermore,
monitoring services to check whether the agreed quality level is reached or not
should be available for the user. Finally, how to customize, adapt and evolve
the available services to fully match customers’ specific analytical needs is a
challenge for BI providers, since by definition, analysis requirements will be
different for each company.

On the other hand, the advantage of externalizing is that you pay for what
you really need at every moment. This solves the problem of underusing the
customer’s data center, but from the provider’s viewpoint, a capacity man-
agement problem appears to deal with variations in the demand. Given that
analytical tasks are data as well as computation intensive, they can present
special problems to absorb their load without violating the service contract.

Nevertheless, you should note that the benefit at the customer size is huge,
because (if using a scalable platform) the result of a computation can be
obtained in as few time as desired (by just hiring more parallel resources)
without a substantial increment in the overall cost. The problem the customer
has to face is that of transferring data to the providers side (if they were not
already there). Internet transfers are slow and data movements in and out of
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a provider are usually charged. This can make the difference given the huge
amount of data in BI applications.

Leaving aside the economical issue of moving data in and out of the
provider’s machines, a service architecture allows to face one of the most
challenging BI problems we have today, i.e., the elastic capacity provides the
flexibility to analyze in “right-time” the huge amount of unstructured data
flowing through the Internet (e.g., e-mails, twits, reviews, comments, evalua-
tions, etc.). The challenge is triple: we firstly have to deal with a humongous
amount of data; these data are not structured; and finally, we want to make
a decision as soon as possible to avoid missing a business opportunity.

Also from the customer point of view, by hosting on one machine the BI
applications used by many companies, licenses for background software only
have to be paid once, and the software code updates are immediately available
for all users, who have access to their data anytime and anywhere. However,
this raises the problem of lack of dedicated IT personnel (i.e., atrophy of
in-house capacity) and loss of access to the backstage. The end user should
be self-sufficient. Some recent works go in this direction, either helping on
the management of the operating system [22], the DBMS [7] with a DW
workload [16], the ETL processes [8], the multidimensional design [38, 39] or
the queries posed [19, 24].

8.7 Business Intelligence on Services

In the previous sections we have discussed how BI can benefit from service
science, whereas in this section we focus on the other way round: how services
can benefit from BI characteristics and techniques and how to apply them to
improve service-oriented systems.

It has already been shown how BI might help to turn traditional manu-
facturing into services. Basically, service principles (such as customization,
adaptiveness, quality negotiation, etc.) can be applied by exploring the avail-
able data of the organization and extract relevant knowledge, which will allow
us to, for example, adapt our products to customers. To undertake this pro-
cess, BI techniques are of great relevance. As pointed out in [18], in contrast
to manufacturers, knowing the relationships with customers is a significant
competitive advantage in service companies (since they are co-producers of
the services). Thus, CRM (as explained in Section 8.4) is really important
in this sense to the point of even becoming a barrier to entry for competi-
tors. These systems are used to, based on how profitable their business is,
code customers with instructions for service staff, route them in call cen-
ters to place them in different queues, target the offers and share their data
with other firms. The problem here is that we must track all details about
customers, resulting in a huge volume of data, but again, this is the main
objective of traditional BI systems such as Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) or data warehousing.
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Relevantly, by allowing customization of their products manufacturers gain
service characteristics. In this case, it is specially important to coordinate the
whole chain from parts suppliers to retailers. Thus, SCM (see Section 8.4)
represents a competitive advantage as well as a challenge because of the
network model we have in general, and the level of uncertainty.

Furthermore, making decisions to improve service quality is also a must.
Quality is a differentiation strategy to gain competitive advantage. Neverthe-
less, as stated in [40], it tends to be subjective and difficult to scale, because it
is defined based on expectations and perception of the service. Nevertheless,
this difficulty does not impede that KPIs are usually defined for the different
processes of the companies.

All in all, information, understood as the result of processing, manipulat-
ing and organizing data in a way that adds new knowledge to the organi-
zation receiving it, is the keystone of service-based systems. Consequently,
databases are a great asset to service companies and, for example, they can
sell information about their customers (if legality allows it) or can directly
use it for marketing purposes. At this point, traditional BI techniques such
as reporting, OLAP and data mining play a critical role. In the following,
we will focus on how services monitoring can be taken to another level by
applying BI techniques and exploiting the derived knowledge for assuring the
quality of services, allowing them to evolve and adapt and, in short, make
them perform more efficiently.

8.7.1 Monitoring Our Services

Monitoring is a key aspect to guarantee the success of service-based systems.
Monitoring refers to the need to monitor the business processes in order to
(re)-design, adapt and evolve them (see [41]). Tightly related to BPM, an
example of software covering this area is IBM Business Monitor. Most com-
panies already have a tool (commonly known as “Balance scorecard”) that
allows to follow the consequences of the decisions made and easily check
whether they succeed or fail. The main idea behind monitoring is that you
cannot control what you cannot measure. Therefore, relevant knowledge must
be available in order to make better decisions. Traditionally, a set of KPIs are
defined and showed in a graphical way (e.g., balance scorecard, digital dash-
boards or any other Performance Measurements System). To do so, normally
data are first gathered and integrated in decisional databases which are later
used to nurture dashboards, balance scorecards, etc.

In its broader sense, monitoring has successfully been applied in BI for a
while (see [8]). The innovative aspect in service-oriented systems, is that Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) are tightly related to business processes from
the very beginning at the definition and design steps. Indeed, managers and
decision makers could define them in high level languages such as BPEL and
BPMN and make them flow all over the technical aspects bridging the gap.
As an example following this principle, Figure 8.8 presents IBM’s Websphere
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Fig. 8.8. IBM WebSphere BPM components

components, which follow this principle to let the system evolve and adapt to
the customer needs. In this framework, the manager would firstly define the
process using a BPMN diagram. Then, this is automatically passed to the
developers that have to implement and assemble the corresponding service
components. Those components are executed in a runtime environment, than
can be interactively monitored and modified.

However, KPIs cannot be only conceived as performance indicators at the
client end but also at the provider end. Indeed, they can also be internally
applied to measure the quality of services. For example, we can define KPIs to
measure if the Service Level Objectives (SLOs) are reached (and thus, if the
provider - customer agreement is fulfilled). These KPIs do not directly impact
on the business processes implemented but on the quality of the selected
services. This valuable knowledge can be further exploited to adapt and evolve
our SLOs and eventually, our service agreements. In this sense, [8] automates
the design, implementation and adaption of ETL for business processes, by
recording and monitoring their events. It should be during the definition of
this ETL process that the KPIs of the company are defined. Indeed, in this
work, the authors also explain how the definition of KPIs is also facilitated
in their framework.

As pointed out in [45], it is really interesting to establish the correlation
between IT performance and business performance metrics (i.e., KPIs). Thus,
metrics (beyond failure, availability and response time) should be defined to
data processing and see how these affect the business. Importantly, many
data are generated in BPM systems. [31] classifies these data and analyzes
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their complexity in terms of volume and variance. Obviously, the more data
we have and more they vary, the harder it will be to analyze them. At this
point classical BI techniques such as reporting, OLAP and data mining be-
come essential to enable successful data analysis. Reporting is of great value
to periodically trigger well-known analytical processes to control workflow
processes, whereas OLAP and data mining provide means to facilitate ad-
vanced analytical tasks based on KPIs. OLAP principles allow us to easily
aggregate performance indicators and analyze their values according to dif-
ferent perspectives of analysis, whereas data mining provides algorithms to
derive and infer hidden knowledge based on statistical data transformations.
All in all, BI techniques become essential for a successful analysis of KPIs,
both at customer and provider end.

8.8 Conclusions

Firstly, we have carefully analyzed the specific characteristics of services.
Then, we have studied how Business Intelligence can benefit from services at
four different levels (i.e. IaaS, PaaS, SaaS and BaaS):

• In the first case, the power of Cloud Computing can help the costly BI
applications.

• In the second, specific platforms (e.g., BigTable and MapReduce) have
been developed to benefit from world scale parallelism in analytical tasks.

• In the third, market studies show the relevance of BI software as a service
in the overall software as a service market.

• Finally, BPM and ETL modeling are clearly linked as part of a global
design process.

On the other hand, we also outlined the importance of monitoring service
business and showed how this can be done.
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Summary. The idea of collaborative BI is to extend the decision-making process
beyond the company boundaries thanks to cooperation and data sharing with other
companies and organizations. Unfortunately, traditional BI applications are aimed
at serving individual companies, and they cannot operate over networks of com-
panies characterized by an organizational, lexical, and semantic heterogeneity. In
such distributed business scenarios, to maximize the effectiveness of monitoring and
decision making processes there is a need for innovative approaches and architec-
tures. Data warehouse integration is an enabling technique for collaborative BI, and
has been investigated along three main directions: warehousing approaches, where
the integrated data are physically materialized, federative approaches, where the
integration is virtual and based on a global schema, and peer-to-peer approaches,
that do not rely on a global schema to integrate the component data warehouses.
In this paper we explore and compare these three directions by surveying the avail-
able work in the literature. Then we outline a new peer-to-peer framework, called
Business Intelligence Network, where peers expose querying functionalities aimed
at sharing business information for the decision-making process. The main features
of this framework are decentralization, scalability, and full autonomy of peers.

Keywords: business intelligence, distributed databases, query reformulation, peer-
to-peer architectures.

9.1 Introduction

A new generation of business intelligence (BI) systems has been emerging
during the last few years to meet the new, sophisticated requirements of
business users. The term BI 2.0 has been coined to denote these systems;
among their characterizing trends, we mention:

• BI as a service, where BI applications are hosted as a service provided to
business users across the Internet.

• Real-time BI, where information about business operations is delivered as
they occur, with near-0 latency.

• Situational BI, where information in an enterprise data warehouse is com-
pleted and enriched by correlating it with external information that may
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come from the corporate intranet, be acquired from some external vendor,
or be derived from the internet.

• Pervasive BI, where information can be easily and timely accessed through
devices with different computation and visualization capabilities, and with
sophisticated and customizable presentations, by everyone in the organi-
zation.

• Collaborative BI, where a company information assets are empowered
thanks to cooperation and data sharing with other companies and or-
ganizations, so that the decision-making process is extended beyond the
company boundaries.

In particular, collaborative BI has been predicted to be the main BI trend
for 2011 [1]. From the Wikipedia:

“Collaboration is working together to achieve a goal [...]. It is a recursive
process where two or more people or organizations work together to realize
shared goals —this is more than the intersection of common goals, but a deep,
collective, determination to reach an identical objective— by sharing knowl-
edge, learning and building consensus. [...] Teams that work collaboratively
can obtain greater resources, recognition and reward when facing competition
for finite resources.”

Indeed, cooperation is seen by companies as one of the major means for
increasing flexibility, competitiveness, and efficiency so as to survive in today
uncertain and changing market. Companies need strategic information about
the outer world, for instance about trading partners and related business ar-
eas [2]. Users need to access information anywhere it can be found, by locating
it through a semantic process and performing integration on the fly. This is
particularly relevant in inter-business collaborative contexts where companies
organize and coordinate themselves to share opportunities, respecting their
own autonomy and heterogeneity but pursuing a common goal.

Unfortunately, most information systems were devised for individual
companies and for operating on internal information, and they give limited
support to inter-company cooperation. In the same way, traditional BI appli-
cations are aimed at serving individual companies, and they cannot operate
over networks of companies characterized by an organizational, lexical, and
semantic heterogeneity. In such a complex and distributed business scenario,
to maximize the effectiveness of monitoring and decision making processes
there is a need for innovative approaches and architectures.

Data warehouse integration is an enabling technique for collaborative BI.
It provides a broader base for decision-support and knowledge discovery
than each single data warehouse could offer. Large corporations integrate
their separately-developed departmental data warehouses; newly merged
companies integrate their data warehouses into a central data warehouse;
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autonomous but related organizations join together their data warehouses to
enforce the decision making process [3].

Although the integration of heterogeneous databases has been widely dis-
cussed in the literature, only a few works are specifically focused on strategies
for data warehouse integration. Two categories of approaches were mainly
devised: warehousing approaches, where the integrated data are physically
materialized, and federative approaches, where integration is virtual. In both
cases, it is assumed that all components to be integrated share the same
schema, or at least that a global schema is given. This assumption is per-
fectly reasonable in business contexts where a common view of the business
is shared, or where one of the component parties has a clear leadership. In
contexts where the different parties have a common interest in collaborating
while fully preserving their autonomy and their view of business, defining a
global schema is often unfeasible. To cope with this, the category of peer-to-
peer (P2P) approaches, that do not rely on a global schema to integrate the
component data warehouses, has been emerging during the last few years.
In P2P approaches, each peer can formulate queries also involving the other
peers, typically based on a set of mappings that establish semantic relation-
ships between the peers’ schemata.

Fig. 9.1. Three approaches to collaborative BI

In this paper we compare these three categories by exploring the available
works in the literature. In particular, after surveying the related literature
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in the OLTP field in Section 9.2, in Sections 9.3, 9.4, and 9.5 we survey the
warehousing, federative, and P2P approaches, respectively. Then in Section
9.6 we outline a new peer-to-peer framework, called Business Intelligence Net-
work, where peers expose querying functionalities aimed at sharing business
information for the decision-making process. The main features of this frame-
work are decentralization, scalability, and full autonomy of peers. Finally, in
Section 9.7 the conclusions are drawn.

9.2 Related Literature for OLTP

In the OLTP context, the research area sharing most similarities with ware-
housing approaches to collaborative BI is data exchange. In data exchange,
data structured under one source schema must be restructured and trans-
lated into an instance of a different target schema, that is materialized [4].
In this scenario, the target schema is often independently created and comes
with its own constraints that have to be satisfied.

On the other hand, federative approaches have their OLTP counterpart in
data integration systems. Data from different sources are combined to give
users a unified view [5]; in this way, users are freed from having to locate indi-
vidual sources, learn their specific interaction details, and manually combine
the data [6]. The unified view that reconciles the sources is represented by a
global schema. In this case query processing requires a reformulation step: a
query over the global, target schema has to be reformulated in terms of a set
of queries over the sources.

Finally, P2P approaches to collaborative BI are related to the decentralized
sharing of OLTP data between autonomous sources, that has been deeply
studied in the context of Peer Data Management Systems (PDMSs). PDMSs
were born as an evolution of mediator systems in the data integration field [7]
and generalize data exchange settings [8]. A PDMS consists of a set of peers,
each with an associated schema representing its domain of interest; peer
mediation is implemented by means of semantic mappings between portions
of schemata that are local to a pair or a small set of peers. Every peer can
act freely on its data, and also access data stored by other peers without
having to learn their schema and even without a mediated schema [9]. In a
PDMS there is no a priori distinction between source and target, since a peer
may simultaneously act as a distributor of data (thus, a source peer) and
a recipient of data (thus, a target peer). As in the case of data integration
systems, in a PDMS data remain at the sources and queries processing entails
query reformulation over the peer schemata.

In all these contexts, modeling the relationships (mappings) between source
and target schemata is a crucial aspect. Research in the data integration
area has provided rich and well-understood schema mediation languages [5]
to this end. The two commonly used formalisms are the global-as-view (GAV)
approach, in which the mediated (global) schema is defined as a set of views
over the data sources, and the local-as-view (LAV) approach, in which the
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contents of data sources are described as views over the mediated schema.
Depending on the kind of formalism adopted, GAV or LAV, queries posed
to the system are answered differently, namely by means of query unfolding
or query rewriting techniques [10], respectively. In a data exchange setting,
assertions between a source query and a target query are used to specify
what source data should appear in the target and how. These assertions can
be represented neither in the LAV nor in the GAV formalisms, but rather
they can be thought of as GLAV (global-and-local-as-view) [4]. A structural
characterization of schema mapping languages is provided in [11], together
with a list of the basic tasks that all languages ought to support.

In distributed OLTP environments, the schema mapping generation phase
and the preceding schema matching phase pose new issues with reference
to simpler centralized contexts: consistency problems are studied in [12] and
innovative learning techniques are presented in [13]. Other studies in the field
have focused on integrating the computation of core solutions in the mapping
generation process, aimed at determining redundancy-free mappings in data
exchange settings [14, 15].

Declaring useful mappings in the OLAP context necessarily requires also
the level of instances to be taken into account. Unfortunately, in the OLTP
literature the definition of mappings is typically done at the schema level,
and the problem of managing differences in data formats has only marginally
been considered. A seminal paper regarding this topic is [16], where constraint
queries are translated across heterogeneous information sources taking into
account differences in operators and data formats.

A related problem is that of reconciliation of results, that takes a primary
role in federative and P2P approaches. In the OLTP context this issue is
referred to as object fusion [17]. This involves grouping together information
(from the same or different sources) about the same real-world entity. In
doing this fusion, the mediator may also “refine” the information by removing
redundancies, resolving inconsistencies between sources in favor of the most
reliable source, and so on.

9.3 Warehousing Approaches

As already mentioned, in this family of approaches the data that result from
the process of integrating a set of component data warehouses according to
a global schema are materialized. The main drawback of these approaches
is that they can hardly support dynamic scenarios like those of mergers and
acquisitions.

An approach in this direction is the one proposed in [18]. Given two di-
mensions belonging to different data marts where a set of mappings between
corresponding levels has been manually declared or automatically inferred,
three properties (namely coherence, soundness, and consistency) that enable
a compatibility check between the two dimensions are defined. A technique
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that combines the contents of the dimensions to be integrated is then used
to derive a materialized view that includes the component data marts.

A hybrid approach between the warehouse and the federation approach
is suggested in [19] as a way to obtain a more flexible and applicable ar-
chitecture. The idea is to aggregate selected data from the component data
warehouses as materialized views and cache them at a federation server to im-
prove query performance; a set of materialized query tables are recommended
for the benefits of load distribution and easy maintenance of aggregated data.

Another borderline approach is proposed in [20]: while fact data are not
physically integrated, a central dimension repository is used to replicate di-
mensional data (according to a global schema) from the component data
warehouses, aimed at increasing querying efficiency. To effectively cope with
evolutions in the schema of the components, a fact algebra and a dimen-
sion algebra are used in this approach for declaring maintainable mappings
between the component schemata.

9.4 Federative Approaches

A federated data warehouse, sometimes also called distributed data warehouse,
is a logical integration of data warehouses that provides transparent access to
the component data warehouses across the different functions of an organiza-
tion. This is achieved through a global schema that represents the common
business model of the organization [21]. Differently from warehousing ap-
proaches, the integrated data are not physically stored, so queries formulated
on the global schema must be rewritten on the component schemata. This
adds complexity to the query management framework, but enables more flex-
ible architectures where new component data warehouses can be dynamically
inserted.

A distributed data warehouse architecture is outlined in [22], and a pro-
totype named CubeStar for distributed processing of OLAP queries is in-
troduced. CubeStar includes a middleware layer in charge of making the
details of data distribution transparent to the front-end layer, by generating
optimized distributed execution plans for user queries.

A distributed data warehouse architecture is considered also in [23] as
a solution for contexts where the inherently distributed nature of the data
collection process and the huge amount of data extracted make the adoption
of a central repository impractical. The Skalla system for distributed query
processing is proposed, with particular emphasis on techniques for optimizing
both local processing and communication costs; however, since it is assumed
that all collection points share the same schema, the approach cannot be used
to cope with heterogeneous settings.

In the context of a federated architecture, with specific reference to the
healthcare domain, the work in [24, 3] presents an algorithm for matching
heterogeneous multidimensional structures, possibly characterized by differ-
ent granularities for data. Mappings between the local schemata of the data
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warehouses to be integrated and a given global schema are discovered in a
semi-automated manner, based on a measure of similarity between complex
concepts.

A process to build an integrated view of a set of data warehouses is outlined
in [25]. This integrated view is defined as the largest common schema to all
the components, and its instances are obtained by merging the instances of
the components.

In [18], the problem of virtual integration of heterogeneous data marts is
faced in a loosely-coupled scenario where there is a need for identifying the
common information (intuitively, the intersection) between the components
while preserving their autonomy. A set of rules to check for dimension com-
patibility are declared first, then drill-across queries are used to correlate
on-the-fly the component data marts.

A multi data warehouse system is introduced in [26] as one relying on a
distributed architecture where users are enabled to directly access the het-
erogeneous schemata of the component data warehouses, which makes the
coupling between the components looser than in federated data warehouses.
A SQL-MDi query language is proposed to transform a cube in order to
make it compatible with a global, virtual cube and ready for integration.
Specific attention is devoted to solving schema and instance conflicts among
the different components.

An XML-based framework for supporting interoperability of heterogeneous
data warehouses in a federation scenario is described in [27]. In the proposed
architecture, a federated layer allows for restructuring and merging local data
and schemas to provide a global, single view of the component data ware-
houses to the end users. XML is used both to represent the local data ware-
house schemata, the global schema, and the mapping between them.

Another XML-based approach is the one in [28], that discusses the pos-
sible conflicts arising when heterogeneous data warehouses are integrated
and proposes solutions to resolve the semantic discrepancies. Data cubes are
transformed into XML documents and queried under a global view.

XML topic maps are used in [29] to integrate the information stored in
distributed data warehouses. The schema integration process is based on
merging local topic maps to generate global topic maps, taking different types
of semantic conflicts into account.

A different approach is presented in [30], that introduces an architecture for
hierarchically distributed data warehouses where component data warehouses
are organized into a tree and data are progressively summarized level over
level. A local OLAP query can be posed at any node of the tree, it is rewritten
on remote nodes, and the results are merged.

9.5 Peer-to-Peer Approaches

Though federative approaches support more flexible and dynamic architec-
tures than warehousing ones, still they do not fully preserve the autonomy
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of individual actors. In complex business scenarios where no leadership can
be established among a set of actors interested in cooperating, to maximize
the effectiveness of monitoring and decision making processes there is a need
for truly decentralized approaches. This can be achieved by relying on P2P
architectures.

In [31, 32], the authors introduced the idea of using a P2P architecture for
warehousing XML content. In their view, a P2P warehouse is not different
from a centralized one from the logical point of view, while from the physi-
cal point of view information is distributed over a set of heterogeneous and
autonomous peers rather than centralized. Because of this, query processing
necessarily requires distributed computation. Among the advantages of this
approach, we mention ownership (each peer has full control over its informa-
tion) and dynamicity (peers can transparently enter and leave the system).
How to map the local schema of each peer onto each other is one of the open
problems.

The approach proposed in [33] reformulates XML queries over a set of
peers hosting XML databases with heterogeneous (and possibly conflicting)
schemata, in the absence of a global schema. Reformulation is based on map-
ping rules inferred from informal schema correspondences.

In [34, 35] the authors present a model for multidimensional data dis-
tributed across a P2P network, together with a mapping-based technique
for rewriting OLAP queries over peers. In presence of conflicting dimension
members, an approach based on belief revision is proposed to revise the in-
stance of the source peer’s dimension and adapt it to the instance of the
target peer’s dimension.

Another work centered on interoperability issues among heterogeneous
data warehouses is the one by [36], that emphasizes the importance of a
semantic layer to enable communication among different components. This
approach supports the exchange of business calculation definitions and allows
for their automatic linking to specific component data warehouses through
semantic reasoning. Three models are suggested: a business ontology, a data
warehouse ontology, and a mapping ontology between them.

As to performance aspects, in [37] the authors propose a P2P architecture
for supporting OLAP queries focusing on the definition of a caching model
to make the query rewriting process more efficient. They also define adaptive
techniques that dynamically reconfigure the network structure in order to
minimize the query cost.

Finally, as to the data reconciliation, a typical requirement in collaborative
BI is the merging of results at different levels of aggregation. In this direc-
tion, the work proposed in [38] discusses a general approach on the use of
aggregation operations in information fusion processes and suggests practical
rules to be applied in common scenarios.
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9.6 Business Intelligence Networks

In this section we describe a new framework to collaborative BI, called Busi-
ness Intelligence Network (BIN), based on a P2P architecture [39]. BINs en-
able BI functionalities to be shared over networks of companies that, though
they may operate in different geographical and business contexts, are chasing
mutual advantages by acting in a conscious and agreed upon way. A BIN
is based on a network of peers, one for each company participating in the
consortium; peers are equipped with independent BI platforms that expose
some functionalities aimed at sharing business information for the decision-
making process, in order to create new knowledge (Figure 9.2). Remarkably,
since each peer is allowed to define and change the set of shared information
as well as its own terminology and schema without being subject to a shared
schema, the BIN approach fully preserves peer autonomy. Besides, the BIN
architecture is completely decentralized and scalable to cope with business
contexts where the number of participants, the complexity of business mod-
els, and the user workload are unknown a priori and may change in time.

peer i

Multidimensional Engine

peer N

peer 1

Business
Intelligence

Network

data
warehouse

OLAP Adapter

Query Handler Data Handler

User Interface

semantic
mappings

Fig. 9.2. A BIN architecture

The main benefits the BIN approach aims at delivering to the corporate
world are (1) the possibility of building new inter-organizational relation-
ships and coordination approaches, and (2) the ability to efficiently manage
inter-company processes and safely share management information. Other
practical benefits arising from activating a BIN depend on the specific corpo-
rate context; for instance, in companies that belong to the same supply-chain
or operate in the same market, the (partial) business information sharing is
required by users to allow inter-company processes to be monitored and mar-
kets to be accurately controlled.
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The core idea of a BIN is that of enabling users to transparently access
business information distributed over the network. A typical interaction se-
quence is the following:

1. A user formulates an OLAP query q by accessing the local multidimen-
sional schema exposed by her peer, p.

2. Query q is processed locally on the data warehouse of p.
3. At the same time q is forwarded to the network.
4. Each involved peer locally processes the query on its data warehouse and

returns its results to p.
5. The results are integrated and returned to the user.

The local multidimensional schemata of peers are typically heterogeneous.
So, during distributed query processing, before a query issued on a peer can
be forwarded to the network it must be first reformulated according to the
multidimensional schemata of the source peers. Data are then extracted from
each source peer and are mapped onto the schema of the querying peer, that
plays the role of the target.

In line with the approach adopted in Peer Data Management Systems
(PDMSs) [7], query reformulation in a BIN is based on semantic mappings
that mediate between the different multidimensional schemata exposed by
two peers, i.e., they describe how the concepts in the multidimensional schema
of the target peer map onto those of the source peer. Direct mappings cannot
be realistically defined for all the possible couples of peers. So, to enhance
information sharing, a query q issued on p is forwarded to the network by
first sending it to (a subset of) the immediate neighbors of p, then to their
immediate neighbors, and so on. In this way, q undergoes a chain of refor-
mulations along the peers it reaches, and results are collected from any peer
that is connected to p through a path of semantic mappings. This process is
sketched in Figure 9.3.

The approach outlined above is reflected by the internal architecture of
each peer, sketched in the right side of Figure 9.2, whose components are:

1. User Interface. A web-based component that manages bidirectional in-
teraction with users, who use it to visually formulate OLAP queries on
the local multidimensional schema and explore query results.

2. Query Handler. This component receives an OLAP query from either the
user interface or a neighboring peer on the network, sends that query to
the OLAP adapter to have it locally answered, reformulates it onto the
neighboring peers (using the available semantic mappings), and transmits
it to those peers.

3. Data Handler. When the peer is processing a query that was locally for-
mulated (i.e., it is acting as a target peer), the data handler collects
query results from the OLAP adapter and from the source peers, inte-
grates them, and returns them to the user interface. When the peer is
processing a query that was formulated on some other peer p (i.e., it is
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Fig. 9.3. Recursive query reformulation (left) and collection of results (right)

acting as a source peer), the data handler just collects local query results
from the OLAP adapter and returns them to the target peer p.

4. OLAP Adapter. This component adapts queries received from the query
handler to the querying interface exposed by the local multidimensional
engine.

5. Multidimensional Engine. It manages the local data warehouse accord-
ing to the multidimensional schema representing the peer’s view of the
business, and provides MDX-like query answering functionalities.

Interactions between peers are based on a message-passing protocol.

9.6.1 Mapping Language

Reformulation of OLAP queries first of all requires a language for properly
expressing the semantic mappings between each couple of neighboring peers;
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this language must accommodate the peculiar characteristics of the multi-
dimensional model, on which the representation of business information at
each peer is founded. The basic requirements for the mapping language are:

1. The asymmetry between dimensions and measures should be reflected
in the mapping language by providing different predicates for mapping
dimensions/attributes and measures.

2. Since aggregation is inherently part of the multidimensional model, the
mapping language should be capable of specifying the relationship be-
tween two attributes of different multidimensional schemata in terms of
their granularity.

3. A measure is inherently associated with an aggregation operator. Then,
when mapping a measure onto another, their aggregation operators must
be taken into account to avoid the risk of inconsistent query reformula-
tions.

4. Declaring useful mappings in the BI context necessarily requires also the
instance level to be taken into account. This can be done if there is a
known way to transcode values of an attribute/measure belonging to a
multidimensional schema into values of an attribute/measure belonging
to another multidimensional schema.

The language used in a BIN to express how the multidimensional schema
Ms of a source peer s maps onto the multidimensional schema Mt of a
target peer t includes five mapping predicates, that will be explained below.
In general, a mapping establishes a semantic relationship from one or more
concepts (either measures or attributes) of Ms to one or more concepts of
Mt, and enables a BIN query formulated on Mt to be reformulated on Ms.
Optionally, a mapping involving attributes can be annotated with a transcod-
ing function that specifies how values of the target concepts can be obtained
from values of the source concepts. If this function is available, it is used to
increase the reformulation effectiveness.

• same predicate: μt sameexpr Ms, where μt = 〈mt, αt〉 is a metric1 of Mt,
Ms is a subset of measures of Ms, and expr is an expression involving the
measures in Ms. This mapping predicate is used to state that whenever
mt is asked in a query on Mt using αt, it can be rewritten as expr on
Ms.

• equi-level predicate: Pt equi-levelf Ps, where Pt and Ps are sets of
attributes of Mt and Ms, respectively. This predicate is used to state
that Pt has the same semantics and granularity as Ps. Optionally, it can
be annotated with an injective transcoding f : Dom(Ps) → Dom(Pt) that
establishes a one-to-one relation between tuples of values of Ps and Pt,
and is used to integrate data returned by the source and target peers.

1 A metric of a multidimensional schema M is a couple μ = 〈m, α〉, where m is a
measure and α is a valid aggregation operator for m.
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• roll-up predicate: Pt roll-upf Ps. This predicate states that Pt is a
roll-up of (i.e., it aggregates) Ps. Optionally, it can be annotated with
a non-injective transcoding f : Dom(Ps) → Dom(Pt) that establishes a
many-to-one relation between tuples of values of Ps and Pt, and is used
to aggregate data returned by the source peer and integrate them with
data returned by the target peer.

• drill-down predicate: Pt drill-downf Ps. This predicate is used to state
that Pt is a drill-down of (i.e., it disaggregates) Ps. Optionally, it can be
annotated with a non-injective transcoding f : Dom(Pt) → Dom(Ps)
that establishes a one-to-many relation between tuples of values of Ps

and Pt. The transcoding f cannot be used to integrate data returned by
t and s because this would require disaggregating data returned by s,
which obviously cannot be done univocally; however, it can be used to
reformulate the selection predicates expressed at t onto s.

• related predicate: Pt related Ps. This predicate is used to state that
Pt and Ps tuples of values have a many-to-many relationship.

Example 1. As a working example, we consider a BIN for sharing information
about funded research projects among European nations. Figure 9.4 shows
the multidimensional schemata of related facts at the peers in London and
Rome, using the Dimensional Fact Model notation [40]; small circles represent
attributes, while measures are listed inside the fact boxes. Note that, while an
event in the Rome schema corresponds to the funding given to each research
unit within a project, in the London schema an event aggregates the projects
by their coordinator. Figure 9.4 also shows some of the mappings that can be

city

Ms@Rome
       FUNDING

amount month

project

subcategory

researchUnit

university

position

       PROJECT

totalFunding

numberOfResUnits
month year

ACMTopic

ACMSubcategory
Mt@London

coordinator

university

completed?

sameequi-level

ACMCategory

countynation

category

roll-up

drill-down

coordinatingUniv

city

Fig. 9.4. Multidimensional schemata of related facts at two peers
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defined to reformulate queries expressed in London (target peer) according
to the schema adopted in Rome (source peer). As examples of transcodings,
consider the function that associates each topic in the ACM classification
with a subcategory and the one that associates each month with its year, used
to annotate mappings ACMTopic drill-down subcategory and year roll-up
month, respectively. Similarly, the same mapping between totalFunding and
amount is annotated with an expression that converts euros into pounds.

9.6.2 Query Reformulation

Reformulation takes as input an OLAP query on a target schema Mt as
well as the mappings between Mt and the schema of one of its neighbor
peers, the source schema Ms, to output an OLAP query that refers only to
Ms. The reformulation framework we propose is based on a relational set-
ting, as depicted in Figure 9.5, where the multidimensional schemata, OLAP
queries, and semantic mappings at the OLAP level are translated to the re-
lational model. As to multidimensional schemata, without loss of generality
we assume that they are stored at the relational level as star schemata. As
to queries, a classic logic-based syntax is adopted to express them at the
relational level. As to mappings, their representation at the relational level
uses a logical formalism typically adopted for schema mapping languages,
i.e., source-to-target tuple generating dependencies (s-t tgd’s) [11]. A query is
then reformulated starting from its relational form on a star schema, using
the mappings expressed as s-t tgd’s.

Mt

Semantic Mappings

mapping
translation

schema
translation

schema
translation

S-T Tgd’s

query
translation

Ms

Target Star Schema Source Star Schema

Relational
Query

OLAP
Query

Fig. 9.5. A reformulation framework

A detailed explanation of the reformulation process can be found in [41].
Here we just provide an intuition based on a couple of examples. Note that,
remarkably, all the translation steps outlined below are automated; the only
manual phase in the whole process is the definition of the semantic mappings
between each couple of neighboring peers.
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Example 2. To start simple, consider the OLAP query q asking, at the London
peer, for the total funding of projects about each subcategory of category ’In-
formation Systems’ on April 2011. Consistently with the framework sketched
in Figure 9.5, reformulating this query onto the Rome peer requires:

1. Translating the multidimensional schemata at both London and Rome
into star schemata, which produces the result shown in Figure 9.6.

@London
ProjectFT(coordinator,completed,ACMTopic,month,totalFunding,numberOfResUnits)
CoordinatorDT(coordinator,university,county,nation,position)
ACMTopicDT(ACMTopic,ACMSubcategory,ACMCategory)
MonthDT(month,year)

@Rome
FundingFT(researchUnit,project,month,amount)
ResearchUnitDT(researchUnit,university,city)
ProjectDT(project,subcategory,category,coordinatingUniv,city)

Fig. 9.6. Star schemata for the London and Rome peers

2. Translating q into a relational query on the London star schema:

q : πACMSubcategory,SUM(totalFunding)

σ(month=’April 2011’,ACMCategory=’Inf. Sys.’)χLondon

where χLondon denotes the star join made over the London star schema.
3. Translating the mappings involved into s-t tgd’s. For this query, the in-

volved mappings are:

ACMCategory equi-levelf category

ACMSubcategory equi-levelg subcategory

month equi-levelh month

〈totalFunding, SUM〉 sameexpr amount

where f and g are the identity function, h converts the Rome format
for months (’04-11’) into the London format (’April 2011’), and expr is
amount ∗ 0.872.

Using the reformulation algorithm proposed in [41], q is then translated into
the following query over the Rome schema:

q′ : πsubcategory,SUM(amount∗0.872)σ(h(month)=’April 2011’,category=’Inf. Sys.’)χRome

Remarkably, in this case reformulation is compatible, i.e., it fully preserves
the semantics of q. When a compatible reformulation is used, the results
returned by the source peer do exactly match with q so they can be seamlessly
integrated with those returned by the target peer.
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Example 3. Consider now the query asking, at the London peer, for the yearly
funding of projects about topic ’Heterogeneous Databases’:

q : πyear,SUM(totalFunding)σ(ACMTopic=’Heterogeneous Databases’)χLondon

In this case the mappings involved in reformulation are

ACMTopic drill-downr subcategory

year roll-ups month

〈totalFunding, SUM〉 sameexpr amount

where r is a function that associates each topic with its subcategory in the
ACM classification, and s associates each month with its year. Query q is
then translated into the following query over the Rome schema:

q′ : πs(month),SUM(amount∗0.872)σ(subcategory=r(’Heterogeneous Databases’))χRome

Differently from Example 2, here reformulation is not compatible, so the
results returned by the Rome peer match q with some approximation. In
particular, since the topic detail is not present in the Rome schema, data
are returned for the whole subcategory of ’Heterogeneous Databases’ (i.e.,
’DATABASE MANAGEMENT’). Although an integration with the London
data is not possible in this case, users can still exploit the results coming
from Rome, for example by comparing them with the London data at the
finest common aggregation level (subcategory in this case).

See [41] for a discussion of the issues arising with compatible and non com-
patible reformulations.

9.6.3 Open Issues

A BIN is a complex system, whose construction and management requires
sophisticated techniques, mostly devised to cope with the peculiarities of
decision-making oriented information. In the following we outline the main
issues to be solved to ensure that a BIN operates in a reliable, effective, and
efficient way [42]:

• Answering queries in a BIN may be a very resource-consuming task both
for the computational effort which is required to each queried peer and
for the amount of exchanged messages. In order to avoid this, techniques
for optimizing the reformulation process in the network must be adopted.
In particular, query routing strategies should be used to prune redun-
dant paths and forward queries to the most promising peers only, and
distributed caching models should be together with online aggregation
techniques to minimize query execution costs.
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• A BIN must provide a unified, integrated vision of the heterogeneous in-
formation collected from the different peers to answer a user query. To this
end, object fusion functionalities must be adopted to properly reconcile
the multidimensional results returned; this task is made more complex
by the fact that, due to heterogeneity of multidimensional schemata, the
information returned may be not completely compliant with the original
user query (e.g., it may have a different granularity).

• When a user performs a query, the other peers will often return results
that are not exactly conformed to the schema of that query. For this
reason, a BIN requires smart user interfaces capable of emphasizing the
differences and relationships between the returned data, as well as tech-
niques to rank the returned data depending on how compliant they are
with the original local query.

• A BIN should include mechanisms for controlling data provenance and
quality in order to provide users with information they can rely on. A
mechanism for data lineage is also necessary to help users understand the
semantics of the retrieved data and how these data have been transformed
to handle heterogeneity.

• The nature of the exchanged information, as well as the presence of partic-
ipants that belong to different organizations, require advanced approaches
for security, ranging from proper access policies to data sharing policies
that depend on the degree of trust between participants, as well as tech-
niques for protecting against undesired information inference.

9.7 Conclusion

Extending the existing BI architectures and techniques to support collabo-
rative scenarios is a challenging task that lays the foundations for BI 2.0. In
this paper we have presented the benefits of collaborative BI and we have
discussed the different approaches in the literature. Then we have outlined
the BIN approach, that uses a P2P architecture to enable decentralized in-
formation sharing across a network of heterogeneous and autonomous peers.

As shown in Section 9.6.3, several interesting research directions can be
explored to enrich and improve the BIN approach. Though most of them are
strictly related to research issues already tackled for OLTP data in P2P sys-
tems, the solutions presented in that context do not adequately apply to the
specific scenario of a BIN, because they do not effectively deal with the pecu-
liarities of multidimensional data and OLAP query processing. For instance,
the BIN mapping language could be effectively coupled with a language for
expressing user preferences, aimed at better tailoring the reformulation pro-
cess to the user’s wishes. As a first step in this direction, the specification of
mappings can be enriched with a similarity score to express the semantic cor-
relation of the source and target sets of concepts. Similarity may depend on
the differences in the peers’ vocabularies as well as on different perspectives
of data representation (e.g., different granularities), and should be influenced
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by the absence or presence of transcoding functions that make source and tar-
get values compatible. Such a score, representative of the semantic strength
of a mapping, can be profitably employed in query reformulation where, in
presence of alternative mappings for a given set of concepts onto a source
peer, it can be used to identify the mapping that best approximates this set
of concepts, so as to translate the query as accurately as possible. Then, the
similarity scores of the mappings involved in the reformulation process can be
combined to determine how compliant the results obtained from a source peer
are, overall, with respect to the original query [3]. This compliance score can
be profitably used by users to rank (and, possibly, filter) the results obtained
from different source peers.
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